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1

BACKGROUND.
SAFE FISHING is a project funded by the “Strategic Partnerships” action of the European
Commission´s Erasmus+ Programme. It´s involved in the “Cooperation for innovation and the
exchange of good practices” key action (KA2).
The objectives of this project were:


To provide and to advise to the sector of the trawling fishing in a transverse skills
corresponding to the prevention of labor risks: “Program Normalized to European Level for the
management of the prevention of labor risks in the trawling fishing sector”



To promote an educational innovative development in the sector with the use of the ICT:
“DVD: SAFE FISHING”
The staff of the trawling sector could learn the preventive measures needed in its daily work in order
to avoid or minimize the accidents and incidents generated by the occupational hazards associated in
all trawling procedures.
This training Programme has been developed by a European partnership conformed by the entities:


ARVI (professional association): Spain



SGS TECNOS (multinational corporation): Spain



MARE (fishermen cooperative): Italy



IMP (specific institute of the sector): France



RTEU (University): Turkey



EUROPECHE (European Association): Belgium

This project has been funded with support from the European Commission. This publication is responsibility of the project consortium.
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2

METHODOLOGY AND FIGURES

To develop the training programme, the following 7 trawling fishing procedures have been identified:
1. EQUIPMENT
2. NAVIGATION TO FISHERY
3. CATCH
4. PROCESSING
5. STOWAGE
6. NAVIGATION TO PORT
7. UNLOADING

There are also several workplaces which have been identified to make a more precise identification of risks.
After a matching process, it’s been determined which risks are affected for each workplace

Cook
Cook Assistant
Fishermen
Chief Engineer
2nd Engineer
Greaser
Boatswain
Mate
Skipper

The structure of the following training programme is the following:






There is a chapter for every procedure
For each procedure there is a short description, followed by a list of tasks and the equipments used
in the tasks. They’re accompanied by images
After the presentation of the proecedure, there is a list of the occupational hazards, and for every
one of them, a checklist of which workplaces are affected by each
As there are some hazards that are present in many procedures, these hazards which have been
identified in at least 5 of the 7 procedures have been classified as common hazards. In order to
make this report easier and more legible, a chapter of Common hazards is presented before the
procedures. These hazards will be only presented in this chapter and not repeated in the rest of
procedures
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These risks were detected in the Spanish fishing sector- After the partners’ contributions, it was said
some of these hazards were not applicable in some countries. A list of hazards not applicable to Italy,
Turkey and France is presented
Finally, a complete list of occupational hazards and the proposed preventive measures is presented

2.1 M AIN





FIGURES

7 procedures have been identified
9 workplaces
223 Occupationa hazards
756 preventive measures

o
o
o
o

Each procedure has several occupational hazards
Each hazard has at least one preventive measure
Some occupational hazards are present in more than one activity
Some preventive measures are present in more than one occupational hazard

Activity

Number of occupational hazards

1. EQUIPMENT

75

2. NAVIGATION TO
FISHERY
3. CATCH

52

4. PROCESSING

42

5. STOWAGE

23

6. NAVIGATION TO PORT

41

7. UNLOADING

29

TOTAL

Number of preventive measures

405
224

66

328

329
192
116
173
142
1581
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3

TRAINING PROGRAMME

3.1 COMMON HAZARDS

Skipper

Mate

Greaser

2nd Engineer

Cook

COMMON OCCUPATIONAL HAZARDS

Boatswain

IDENTIFIED HAZARDS

Chief Engineer

3.1.1

Fishermen



As there are some hazards that are present in many procedures, these hazards which have been
identified in at least 5 of the 7 procedures have been classified as common hazards. In order to
make this report easier and more legible, a chapter of Common hazards is presented before the
procedures. These hazards will be only presented in this chapter and not repeated in the rest of
procedures.
13 Hazards have been identified as common hazards

Cook Assistant



BLOWS AGAINST STATIONARY OBJECTS DUE TO AN IMPROPER
SIGNALLING, IMPROPER ORDER AND/OR IMPROPER CLEANLINESS

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

BLOWS AND ENTRAPMENTS BY ANCHOR FAILURE OF THE WORK
EQUIPMENT ON BOARD

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

COLLISION AGAINST THE COAST, PIER, ANOTHER VESSEL OR SEMISUBMERGED OBJECT TO THE DRIFT CAUSED BY A POOR
MAINTENANCE OF THE RADAR

x

x

x

x

x

DISEASE FROM NATURAL CAUSES

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

ELECTRICAL CONTACT RISKS

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x
x

FALL TO DIFFERENT LEVEL DUE TO OPENINGS, SLIPS, HOLD, STICKS,
TRIPPING, ABSENCE OF COLLECTIVE PROTECTION EQUIPMENT,
HATCHES, STICKS, FALLING INTO THE SEA

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

FALL TO DIFFERENT LEVEL FROM SERVICE STAIRS

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

FALLS ON THE SAME LEVEL DUE TO SLIPS, TRIPPING, TRIPPING OVER
x
OBJECTS, WET OR SLIPPERY DECK BY HYDRAULIC OIL LEAKS.

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

FIRES AND EXPLOSIONS ON THE SHIP

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

FLOODING DUE TO LACK OF MAINTENANCE AND SIGNALLING OF
THE SEALING ELEMENTS, DECK CLOSURES, BILGE…

x

x

x

x

x

x

x
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OVERSTRAIN AND MUSCULOSKELETAL DISCOMFORT DUE TO
POSTURAL PHYSICAL BURDEN WHEN THE WORK INVOLVES
STANDING FOR LONG PERIODS

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

PSYCHOSOCIAL FACTORS CAUSED BY FATIGUE, LACK OF PRIVACY,
DISTANCE FROM LOVED ONES, LIMITED SPACE, LONG WORKING
HOURS, LIGHTING, NOISE...

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

SINKING DUE TO LOSS OF STABILITY, WATERWAYS, WEATHER
CONDITIONS

x

x

x

x

x

x

x
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3.2 EQUIPMENT

3.2.1

DESCRIPTION AND EQUIPMENTS

Tasks:
•

Transfer to port

•

Boarding / disembarking

•

Moving on board

•

Starting of engine and radio equipment

•

Preparing cargo on dock

•

Mechanical loading (crane) on board

•

Manual loading on board

•

Storage of cargo

•

Preparing cable

•

Preparing sweepline

•

Preparing trawling doors

•

Preparing net

•

Fuel

This project has been funded with support from the European Commission. This publication is responsibility of the project consortium.
The Commission and National Agency are not responsible for the use made of the information contained therein
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EQUIPMENTS

Trawling boat

Trawling boat (12-15 meters)

Trawling boat (10-12 meters)

This project has been funded with support from the European Commission. This publication is responsibility of the project consortium.
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Trawling boat (15-40 meters)

Trawling boat (>40 meters)
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Crane

Board´s clothing

Staircase
Ignition engine

Engine

Air compressor

Pump

This project has been funded with support from the European Commission. This publication is responsibility of the project consortium.
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Radio equipment

Small cages

Ice maker
Doors

Reel

Winch/windlass/towing

his project has been funded with support from the European Commission. This publication is responsibility of the project consortium.
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Bunkering

Net drum

Piano

Auxiliary equipment
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2nd Engineer

Greaser

Boatswain

Mate

Skipper

BLOWS AGAINST MOBILE OBJECTS WHEN WORKERS GO UNDER/OR
OVER CABLE WHEN IT´S COILED IN THE PREPARING CABLE
BLOWS AGAINST MOBILE PARTS, SUSPENDED LOAD DURING THE USE
OF THE CRANE BY ALL WORKERS IN MECHANICAL LOADING (CRANE)
ON BOARD
BLOWS AGAINST VEHICLES DURING THE DISPLACEMENTS THROUGH
CIRCULATING AREAS FOR THE FORKLIFTS IN PREPARING CARGO ON
DOCK
BLOWS CAUSED DUE TO SUDDEN MOVEMENTS OF THE MATERIALS

Chief Engineer

Cook

OCCUPATIONAL HAZARDS IN EQUIPMENT

Fishermen

OCCUPATIONAL HAZARDS

Cook Assistant

3.2.2

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x
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WHICH HAVE BEEN STORED IMPROPERLY IN STORAGE OF CARGO
BLOWS DUE TO AN INADEQUATE FASTENING OF THE HEAVY
MATERIALS ON DECK (FOR INSTANCE: CABLE), ESPECIALLY IN BAD
WEATHER CONDITIONS IN THE PREPARING CABLE
BLOWS DURING THE COOLING OF THE CABLE IN THE WINCH IN THE
PREPARING CABLE
BLOWS WITH MOBILE OBJECTS WHEN PEOPLE GO UNDER/OVER THE
CABLE, SWEEP LINE….
BLOWS WITH MOBILE OBJECTS WHEN WORKERS PASS BELOW OR
ABOVE THE SWEEP LINE DURING THE WINDING IN THE PREPARING
SWEEPLINE
BLOWS WITH OBJECTS PRODUCED BY THE CABLE BREAKAGE AND ITS
HANDLING IN THE PREPARING CABLE
BLOWS WITH THE CARGO HANDLED BY THE CRANE, ESPECIALLY
x
WHEN GUIDED MANUALLY
BLOWS WITH THE CLUM MANIPULATED BY THE CRANE, ESPECIALLY
WHEN IT IS GUIDED BY THE OPERATOR WITH HIS HANDS IN THE
PREPARING CLUMP, WHICH IS THE CENTRAL WEIGHT THEY PUT
BETWEEN TWO TRAWLS USED TOGETHER (TWIN TRAWLS) IT CAN BE
PUT WITH THE THIRD TASK (DOORS)
BLOWS WITH THE DOOR MANIPULATED BY THE CRANE, ESPECIALLY
WHEN IT´S GUIDED BY THE OPERATOR WITH HIS HANDS IN THE
PREPARING TRAWL DOORS.
COLLAPSE OF THE LOAD TO BE HOISTED BY CRANE IN MECHANICAL
x
LOADING (CRANE) ON BOARD
CRASH THE CLUM TO BE HOISTED BY CRANE FROM OVERLOADING
THE SAME IN THE PREPARING CLUMP, WHICH IS THE CENTRAL
WEIGHT THEY PUT BETWEEN TWO TRAWLS USED TOGETHER (TWIN
TRAWLS) IT CAN BE PUT WITH THE THIRD TASK (DOORS)
CRASH THE DOOR WHEN IT IS HOISTED BY CRANE IN THE PREPARING
TRAWL DOORS.
CUTS AND BLOWS WITH MOBILE OBJECTS WHEN PEOPLE PASS
UNDER/ OVER THE NET WHEN IT´S WINDING IN THE PREPARING NET
CUTS WITH OBJECTS (MANIPULATION OF VALVES) IN BUNKERING
DERMATITIS CAUSED BY CONTACT WITH THE FUEL IN BUNKERING
DROP THE CLUM IN ITS MOVEMENT BY THE CRANE DUE TO A
DEFECTIVE HOOK OR STOOD, CABLE AND OTHER AUXILIARY ELEMENT
(SLINGS, HOOKS ....) BREAKS, OR CRASH THE CLUM AGAINST AN
OBSTACLE THAT RESULTS IN THE PRECIPITATION OF THE LOAD IN THE
PREPARING CLUMP, WHICH IS THE CENTRAL WEIGHT THEY PUT
BETWEEN TWO TRAWLS USED TOGETHER (TWIN TRAWLS) IT CAN BE
DROPPING OF THE LOAD BY AN IMPROPER LOAD/ ACCIDENTAL
STARTING OF THE CRANEIN MECHANICAL LOADING (CRANE) ON
x
BOARD
ELECTRICAL CONTACTS IN STARTING OF ENGINE AND RADIO
EQUIPMENT
ENTRAPMENT BETWEEN NET AND MACHINE IN THE PREPARING NET
ENTRAPMENT BETWEEN OBJECTS OF HANDLING EQUIPMENT WITH
LACK OF PROTECTIONS OR SAFEGUARDS IN STARTING OF ENGINE AND
RADIO EQUIPMENT
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ENTRAPMENT BETWEEN THE CABLE AND THE WINCH MACHINE
DURING THE WINDING IN THE PREPARING CABLE
ENTRAPMENT BETWEEN THE SWEEP LINE AND THE WINCH MACHINE
DURING THE WINDING IN THE PREPARING SWEEPLINE
ENTRAPMENT FOR FORKLIFT OVERTURNING DUE TO AN IMPROPER
POSITIONING OF THE CARGO, EXCESSIVE WEIGHT OF THE CARGO,
UNEVEN GROUND, AND EXCESSIVE SPEED, SHARP TURNS IN
PREPARING CARGO ON DOCK
ENTRAPMENT OF BODY PARTS (HANDS, ARMS, LEGS, ETC.) BETWEEN
OBJECTS AND FIXED ELEMENTS. THIS SITUATION OCCURS WHEN
WORKER EXPOSE THESE BODY PARTS OUTSIDE THE CAB OF THE
FORKLIFT IN PREPARING CARGO ON DOCK
ENTRAPMENT WITH CABLE DURING ITS MEASUREMENT FOR
MARKING DE CABLE IN THE PREPARING CABLE
ENTRAPMENT, FALLING LOADS, BLOWS AGAINST MOBILE OBJECTS IN
MECHANICAL LOADING (CRANE) ON BOARD
ENTRAPMENTS WITH THE MOBILE PARTS OF THE WORK EQUIPMENT;
GEARS, NET DRUM…
EXPLOSION/FIRE IN STARTING OF ENGINE AND RADIO EQUIPMENT
EXPOSURE TO TOXIC OR CORROSIVE SUBSTANCES DUE TO THE LEAKS
IN THE REFRIGERANT CIRCUIT OF THE HOLD (REFRIGERANTS SUCH AS
FREON)
FALLING DOWN OF PEOPLE DUE TO FOOTSTEP OVER OBJECTS,
REMAINING MATERIAL, TOOLS…
FALLING INTO THE SEA DURING THE LASHING OF TRAWL DOORS IN
THE PREPARING TRAWL DOORS
FALLING OBJECTS DUE TO A COLLAPSE OCCASIONED BY AN
IMPROPER STACKING OF THE LOAD IN STORAGE OF CARGO
FALLING OBJECTS DUE TO AN IMPROPER HANDLING OF LOADS
FALLING OBJECTS DUE TO BREAKAGE OF ANY HOSE LEADING,
CAUSING THE FALLING OF THE MAST OF THE CRANE, FALLING THE
LOAD... IN MECHANICAL LOADING (CRANE) ON BOARD
FALLING OBJECTS DUE TO COLLAPSE CAUSED BY THE FALLING OF
MATERIAL HANDLED BY THE CRANE
FALLING OBJECTS DUE TO COLLAPSE, CAUSED BY FALLING MATERIAL
CARRIED BY THE FORKLIFTS, IN LOADING AND UNLOADING ACTIVITIES
OR DUE TO COLLAPSE OF STACKED MATERIAL IN THE LOADING AND
UNLOADING OPERATIONS IN THE STORAGE AREA IN PREPARING
CARGO ON DOCK
FALLING OBJECTS DUE TO INADEQUATE CARGO HANDLING IN
MANUAL LOADING ON BOARD
FALLING OBJECTS DURING THE DRIVING WITH FORKLIFT, DUE TO THE
TRANSPORTATION OF THE CARGO OR DUE TO THE COLLISIONS WITH
FIXED OBJECTS IN PREPARING CARGO ON DOCK
FALLING OF DETACHED OBJECTS IN MOVING ON BOARD
FALLING OF STACKED MATERIALS IN PREPARING CARGO ON DOCK
FALLING OF THE LOAD DURING THE MOVING OF THE CRANE, DUE TO
AN IMPROPER STOWED, AUXILIARY ELEMENT (CABLES, SLINGS,
HOOKS...), CRASH AGAINST AN OBSTACLE, CAUSING THE
PRECIPITATION OF THE LOAD IN MECHANICAL LOADING (CRANE) ON
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BOARD
FALLS FROM LADDER TO DIFFERENT LEVEL WHEN ACCESSING THE
HOLD
FALLS INTO THE SEA DURING THE “CLUM” LASHING IN THE
PREPARING CLUMP, WHICH IS THE CENTRAL WEIGHT THEY PUT
BETWEEN TWO TRAWLS USED TOGETHER (TWIN TRAWLS)
FALLS ON THE SAME LEVEL DURING THE WALK THROUGH THE ENGINE
ROOM, DUE TO A BAD LIGHTING, SLIPPERY FLOOR IN BUNKERING
FALLS TO DIFFERENT LEVELS AND ON THE SAME LEVEL IN
LOADING/UNLOADING
FALLS TO DIFFERENT LEVELS AND ON THE SAME LEVEL IN MOVING ON
BOARD
FIRE CAUSED BY OIL SPILLS IN BUNKERING
FIRE/EXPLOSIONS IN BUNKERING
OVERSTRAIN DUE TO INADEQUATE CARGO HANDLING
OVERTURNING OF THE FORKLIFT AT THE DOCK IN PREPARING CARGO
ON DOCK
PHYSICAL AGENTS: NOISES
PROJECTION OF LIQUIDS DUE TO SPLASH OF FUEL THAT COULD
OCCUR DURING THE CONNECTION/DISCONNECTION THE BUNKER
AND OPENING THE VALVES´ TANK IN BUNKERING
PUT WITH THE THIRD TASK (DOORS)
STEPPING OVER OBJECTS IN LOADING/UNLOADING/MOVING
STRIKES AGAINST STATIONARY OBJECTS IN LOADING/UNLOADING
STRIKES AGAINST STATIONARY OBJECTS IN MOVING ON BOARD
STRIKING AGAINST STATIONARY OBJECTS DURING THE DRIVING WITH
THE FORKLIFT IN PREPARING CARGO ON DOCK
TERMAL CONTACTS IN COOK / WAIT ON/ CLEANING, MAINTENANCE,
SARTING ENGINE
THE DROP OF THE DOOR DURING ITS MOVEMENT DEVELOPED BY THE
CRANE DUE TO A DEFECTIVE CABLE AND OTHER AUXILIARY ELEMENT
(SLINGS, HOOKS....) CAUSES A BREAK, OR CRASH THAT CAUSES THE
PRECIPITATION OF THE LOAD IN THE PREPARING TRAWL DOORS
WATER FALLING IN SAILING WITH A SMALL BOAT TO THE MAIN BOAT
(SMALL TRAWLERS)
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3.3 NAVIGATION TO FISHERY

3.3.1

DESCRIPTION AND EQUIPMENTS

Taks

•

Undocking

•

Free navigation

•

Functioning and maintanence control

•

Cook / Wait on/ Cleaning

•

Preparing fishing gear

This project has been funded with support from the European Commission. This publication is responsibility of the project consortium.
The Commission and National Agency are not responsible for the use made of the information contained therein
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Auxiliary equipment

Engine/rudder and command.

Compressor

Grinder

Drill Column
Windlass

Galley place equipped with appliances needed to prepare the daily feeding the crew (oven, plate, kneading, refrigerators,
knives ...)

Net drum
This project has been funded with support from the European Commission. This publication is responsibility of the project consortium.
The Commission and National Agency are not responsible for the use made of the information contained therein
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Mate
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x

Skipper

Boatswain

x

Greaser

x

2nd Engineer

BLOWS WITH MOBILE OBJECTS PASSING BELOW OR ABOVE THE GEAR
IN PREPARING FISHING GEAR
BLOWS WITH OBJECTS OR TOOLS DURING REPAIR OPERATIONS OF
NETS… IN PREPARING FISHING GEAR
CHEMICAL AGENTS IN FUNCTIONING AND MAINTENANCE CONTROL
CONTACT WITH CAUSTIC AND/OR CORROSIVE SUBSTANCES IN
FUNCTIONING AND MAINTENANCE CONTROL
ELECTRICAL CONTACT IN REPAIR OPERATIONS, MAINTENANCE AND
CLEANING
ELECTRICAL CONTACTS IN COOK / WAIT ON/ CLEANING
ELECTRICAL CONTACTS IN THE MANAGEMENT AND HANDLING OF
NAVIGATIONAL EQUIPMENT
ELECTRICAL CONTACTS IN THE MANAGEMENT AND HANDLING OF
NAVIGATIONAL EQUIPMENT IN TUG USE
ENTRAPMENT BETWEEN OBJECTS IN COOK / WAIT ON/ CLEANING

Chief Engineer

Cook

OCCUPATIONALHAZARDS IN
NAVIGATION TO FISHERY

Fishermen

OCCUPATIONALHAZARDS

Cook Assistant

3.3.2

x
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ENTRAPMENT BETWEEN OBJECTS IN PRODUCTION OF ICE ON
TRAWLERS WITH AN ICE-MACHINE
ENTRAPMENT BY OR BETWEEN OBJECTS DURING THE REVIEWING AND
STARTING OF THE ENGINE AND AUXILIARY ELEMENTS (BELTS, DRIVE
SHAFTS....) IN UNDOCKING
ENTRAPMENTS BETWEEN OBJECTS IN FUNCTIONING AND
MAINTENANCE CONTROL
ENTRAPMENTS BETWEEN THE GEAR AND THE NET´S DRUM DURING ITS
WINDING IN PREPARING FISHING GEAR
EXPLOSIONS DUE TO LACK OF WORKING PROCEDURES IN EXPLOSIVE
ATMOSPHERES, ACCUMULATION OF GASES AND SLURRIES IN BILGES,
POOR VENTILATION, ETC... IN UNDOCKING
EXPOSURE TO HIGH NOISE OVER THE ENTIRE ENGINE ROOM
EXPOSURE TO TOXIC OR CORROSIVE SUBSTANCES DUE TO THE LEAKS IN
THE REFRIGERANT CIRCUIT OF THE HOLD (REFRIGERANTS SUCH AS
FREON)
FALLING OBJECTS DUE TO AN IMPROPER HANDLING OF LOADS
FALLING OBJECTS DURING THEIR MANIPULATION IN PREPARING
DIFFERENT SENSORS THEY PUT ON TRAWL AND DOORS (LOADING
BATTERY)
FALLING OF DETACHED OBJECTS IN COOK / WAIT ON/ CLEANING
FALLING OF DETACHED OBJECTS IN FUNCTIONING AND MAINTENANCE
CONTROL
FALLING OF THE PEOPLE ON THE SAME LEVEL DURING THE ACCESS OR
CIRCULATION TROUGH THE ENGINE ROOM IN UNDOCKING
FALLING OVERBOARD INTO THE SEA DURING THE STAY IN THE VESSEL
DECK
FALLS ON THE SAME LEVEL IN COOK / WAIT ON/ CLEANING
FALLS TO DIFFERENT LEVEL IN FUNCTIONING AND MAINTENANCE
CONTROL
FIRE DUE TO POOR MAINTENANCE ON THE ELECTRICAL SYSTEM
AND/OR ENGINE IN UNDOCKING
FIRE IN COOK / WAIT ON/ CLEANING
FIRE/EXPLOSION IN FUNCTIONING AND MAINTENANCE CONTROL
FORCED POSTURES
GLARE PRODUCED BY THE SUN IN THE COCKPIT OF THE BRIDGE
HITS WITH OBJECTS OR TOOLS IN COOK / WAIT ON/ CLEANING
HITS WITH OBJECTS OR TOOLS IN FUNCTIONING AND MAINTENANCE
CONTROL
MACHINE FAILURE DUE TO LACK OF REGULAR MAINTENANCE
NAVIGATION WITH BAD WEATHER IN FREE NAVIGATION /TUG
PHYSICAL AGENTS: NOISES
POSSIBLE COLLISIONS WITH OTHER VESSELS IN FREE NAVIGATION AND
TUG USE
POSTURAL PHYSICAL BURDEN INHERENT IN THE WORKPLACE CAUSED
BY AN IMPROPER ERGONOMIC DESIGN OF IT. THIS SITUATION OCCURS
WHILST STANDING USING DISPLAY SCREENS OF DATA (RADAR,
COMPUTER, SOUND...) CAUSING MUSCULOSKELETAL DISCOMFORT
AND/OR VISUAL FATIGUE
PROJECTION OF FRAGMENTS OR PARTICLES IN FUNCTIONING AND
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MAINTENANCE CONTROL
STRANDED DUE TO THE APPROACH TO THE COAST AND/OR BEACH TOO
MUCH CAUSED BY A POOR MAINTENANCE OF THE PROBE
TERMAL CONTACTS IN COOK / WAIT ON/ CLEANING, MAINTENANCE,
SARTING ENGINE
THERMAL CONTACTS WITH ELEMENTS OR LINES WITH HIGH
TEMPERATURE IN UNDOCKING
TRIPPING OVER OBJECTS, MATERIAL REMAINS, TOOLS…
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3.4 CATCH
3.4.1

DESCRIPTION AND EQUIPMENTS

his project has been funded with support from the European Commission. This publication is responsibility of the project consortium.
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Tasks

•

Throwing fishing net

•

Throwing sweepline

•

Releasing and throwing trawling doors

•

Throwing cable

•

On Trawling

•

Retrieving cable

•

Lashing trawling doors

•

Retrieving sweepline

•

Retrienving fishing net

•

Open codend and toss the catch into the catch tank

This project has been funded with support from the European Commission. This publication is responsibility of the project consortium.
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Net Drum

Trawl winch

Winch fir cable

Fishing deck, winch, pulleys, gantry, freedeck, trawl control system (pulleys)

Porton Stern

Windlass

This project has been funded with support from the European Commission. This publication is responsibility of the project consortium.
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Marsh door

Cabiron/auxiliary machinery:

Fishing deck, gantry, cod-end
end guide, winch, pulley, cable, drum, winch, tank with a trapdoor fish pump

his project has been funded with support from the European Commission. This publication is responsibility of the project consortium.
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Cables

Porter/razor drag

Trawler doors

This project has been funded with support from the European Commission. This publication is responsibility of the project consortium.
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2nd Engineer

Greaser

Boatswain

Mate

Skipper

BLOWS AND CUTS ON THE HANDS DUE TO HANDLING FISH WITH THE
HANDS IN OPEN COD-END AND TOSS THE CATCH INTO THE CATCH
TANK
BLOWS AND ENTRAPMENTS CAUSED BY A SUDDEN AND INVOLUNTARY
STARTS OF THE EQUIPMENT IN THROWING FISHING NET
BLOWS AND ENTRAPMENTS DUE TO PLACE HANDS OR FEET OFF THE
SIDE WHEN THEY ARE REACHING THE DOORS IN LASHING TRAWL
DOORS
BLOWS AND ENTRAPMENTS WITH DOORS DURING THEIR LASHING IN
LASHING TRAWL DOORS
BLOWS AND ENTRAPMENTS WITH THE GEAR WHEN RETRIEVING/
THROWING FISHING NET
BLOWS BY HEAVY OBJECTS LIKE ROCKS THAT ARE CAUGHT IN THE NET
AND ARE PUT ON DECK
BLOWS WITH MOBILE OBJECTS FROM TRAWLING ELEMENTS
BREAKING AND LACK OF MAINTENANCE OF CABLES.... IN THROWING
CABLE
BLOWS WITH MOBILE OBJECTS PASSING BELOW OR ABOVE OF THE
CABLES WHEN YOU GO IN DRAG
BLOWS WITH THE DOORS WHEN THEY ARE LASHING TRAWL DOORS
BLOWS WITH THE DOORS WHEN THEY ARE BEING HOISTED IN
RELEASING AND THROWING TRAWL DOORS
DERMATITIS, SKIN ALLERGIES AND EYE IRRITATION IN OPEN COD-END
AND TOSS THE CATCH INTO THE CATCH TANK
ELECTRICAL CONTACTS IN THE MANAGEMENT AND HANDLING OF
NAVIGATIONAL EQUIPMENT
ENTRAPMENT AND FALLING LOAD DUE TO AN IMPROPER
MAINTENANCE OF WORK EQUIPMENT IN OPEN COD-END AND TOSS
THE CATCH INTO THE CATCH TANK
ENTRAPMENT DUE TO APPROACH CLOSE TO THE CABLES DURING THE
TRAWLING, NEAR THE BLOCKS OR ROLLERS IN RETRIEVING CABLE
ENTRAPMENT DUE TO APPROACH CLOSE TO THE CABLES DURING THE
TRAWLING, NEAR THE BLOCKS OR ROLLERS ON TRAWLING
ENTRAPMENT DUE TO INVOLUNTARY MANIPULATION OF THE
EQUIPMENT, CAUSING UNEXPECTED STARTING OF THE SAME
ENTRAPMENT DURING THE DOOR´S MANEUVER IN THE SHACKLING OF
THE CABLE, DURING THE TENSING OF IT AND DURING THE PULLING
THE CHAIN OUTSIDE OF THE DOORS´ ARMS IN RELEASING AND
THROWING TRAWL DOORS

Chief Engineer

Cook

OCCUPATIONAL HAZARDS IN CATCH

Fishermen

OCCUPATIONAL HAZARDS

Cook Assistant

3.4.2
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ENTRAPMENT WHEN WORKERS GUIDE THE SWEEP LINE WITH THE
HAND IN THROWING SWEEP LINE
ENTRAPMENT WHEN WORKERS MOUNT THE CABLE, OR STRIP IT
WHEN IT´S TURNING IN RETRIEVING CABLE
ENTRAPMENT WITH CABLE OR WINDLASS WHILE THEY ARE IN
HANDLING IN OPEN COD-END AND TOSS THE CATCH INTO THE CATCH
TANK
ENTRAPMENT WITH MOBILE PARTS OF WORK EQUIPMENT AND NET
DRUM´S GEAR IN THROWING FISHING NET
ENTRAPMENT WITH MOBILE PARTS OF WORK EQUIPMENT, AS WINCH
GEARS, WINDLASS, NET DRUM...
ENTRAPMENTS DURING THE EXTENSION OF THE DOORS IN RELEASING
AND THROWING TRAWL DOORS
ENTRAPMENTS DURING THE GUIDING OF THE CABLE WITH THE HAND
IN THROWING CABLE
ENTRAPMENTS DURING THE VEERING OF THE NET IN RETRIEVING
FISHING NET
ENTRAPMENTS DURING THE VEERING OF THE SWEEP LINE IN
RETRIEVING SWEEP LINE
ENTRAPMENTS OF FINGERS AND HANDS WITH THE BLOCKS, PULLEYS….
ENTRAPMENTS WHEN WORKERS ARE CLOSE THE DOOR´S SWAMP IN
OPEN COD-END AND TOSS THE CATCH INTO THE CATCH TANK
ENTRAPMENTS WITH MOBILE DOORS OF THE MACHINES DURING THE
VEERING OF THE SWEEP LINE IN RETRIEVING SWEEP LINE
ENTRAPMENTS WITH MOBILE DOORS OF THE MACHINES DURING
THEIR VEERING IN LASHING TRAWL DOORS
ENTRAPMENTS WITH MOBILE PARTS OF MACHINE DURING THE HAUL
DOWN OF THE SWEEP LINE
ENTRAPMENTS WITH MOBILE PARTS OF THE MACHINE DURING THE
HAUL DOWN OF THE CABLE IN THROWING CABLE
ENTRAPMENTS WITH MOBILE PARTS OF THE WORK EQUIPMENT SUCH
AS THE GEARS IN THROWING CABLE
ENTRAPMENTS WITH MOBILE PARTS OF WORK EQUIPMENT (GEARS…)
IN RETRIEVING / THROWING SWEEP LINE
ENTRAPMENTS WITH MOBILE PARTS OF WORK EQUIPMENT (GEARS….)
IN RETRIEVING CABLE
ENTRAPMENTS WITH THE MOBILE PARTS OF THE MACHINE DURING
THE TORN OF THE CABLE IN RETRIEVING CABLE
ENTRAPMENTS WITH THE MOBILE PARTS OF THE NET DRUM DURING
THE VEERING OF THE GEAR IN RETRIEVING FISHING NET
ENTRAPMENTS WITH THE MOBILE PARTS OF THE WORK EQUIPMENT
SUCH AS GEAR OF THE NET DRUM WHEN CREWMEN ARE STANDING
TOO CLOSE TO THE NET DRUM IN RETRIEVING FISHING NET
FALLING INTO THE SEA DURING THE LASHING DOORS IN LASHING
TRAWL DOORS
FALLING INTO THE SEA WHEN PEOPLE GO DOWN THE STERN RAMP
AND EXTEND THE NET IN THROWING FISHING NET
FALLING OBJECTS BY IMPROPER HANDLING OF LOADS
FALLING OF THE COD-END IN OPEN COD-END AND TOSS THE CATCH
INTO THE CATCH TANK
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FALLING OF THE LOAD DUE TO A CABLE BREAKAGE BY OVERLOAD THE
EQUIPMENT IN OPEN COD-END AND TOSS THE CATCH INTO THE
CATCH TANK
FALLING OF THE SHOAL DURING THE COD-END OPENING IN OPEN
COD-END AND TOSS THE CATCH INTO THE CATCH TANK
FALLING ON THE SAME LEVEL WHEN PRESSING THE SHOAL THAT
HASN´T BEEN INTRODUCED IN THE SWAMP IN OPEN COD-END AND
TOSS THE CATCH INTO THE CATCH TANK
FALLING OVERBOARD INTO THE SEA DURING THE STAY IN THE VESSEL
DECK
FALLING TO DIFFERENT LEVELS THROUGH THE SWAMP WHICH IS
UNPROTECTED IN OPEN COD-END AND TOSS THE CATCH INTO THE
CATCH TANK
FALLS OVERBOARD INTO THE SEA DURING THE STAY IN THE VESSEL
DECK
FORCED POSTURES
GLARE PRODUCED BY THE SUN IN THE COCKPIT OF THE BRIDGE
POSSIBLE COLLISIONS WITH OTHER VESSELS ON TRAWLING
POSTURAL PHYSICAL BURDEN INHERENT IN THE WORKPLACE CAUSED
BY AN IMPROPER ERGONOMIC DESIGN OF IT. THIS SITUATION OCCURS
WHILST STANDING USING DISPLAY SCREENS OF DATA (RADAR,
COMPUTER, SOUND...) CAUSING MUSCULOSKELETAL DISCOMFORT
AND/OR VISUAL FATIGUE
STRANDED DUE TO THE APPROACH TO THE COAST AND/OR BEACH
TOO MUCH CAUSED BY A POOR MAINTENANCE OF THE PROBE
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3.5 PROCESSING

3.5.1

DESCRIPTION AND EQUIPMENTS

Tasks

•

Select

•

Behead

•

Eviscerate

•

Cut tail

•

Wash

•

Skint

This project has been funded with support from the European Commission. This publication is responsibility of the project consortium.
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•

Fillet

•

Clasify

•

Encase

•

Preefree in cabinets/tunnels

•

Discharge of cabinets/tunnels

•

Demold

•

Package

•

Box strip

•

Cleaning

Conveyor

Stringer

Guillotine

Boxes, baskets, fixed table, movable table, rotating fish tank, conveyor

This project has been funded with support from the European Commission. This publication is responsibility of the project consortium.
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Steel circular blade for behead
Circular or vertical knife for behead

Equipment for the manual eviscerate

Short Line: stainless steel and circular saw used to make various
types of cuts in the fish.

Tables, chute for rubbish, knife, chute for eviscerated fish, gutting machine
his project has been funded with support from the European Commission. This publication is responsibility of the project consortium.
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Washing machine
Peeler: machine designed to remove the skin of the fish. It has a
drum skinning the fish, skin sticks to the drum while skinless fish
left in the output tray.

Cold room with plastic crates where it´s placed the fish
Filleting: Machine equipped with steel blades, it makes a
dorsal cut in the fish, it´s guided by drive belts which lead
to fish to the cutting zone, while a device separates the
fillets

Stripper: machine designed to release fish blocks in trays
cabinets or freezing tunnels

Strapping: a machine has a table that fish boxes are placed and a
polypropylene strip is sealed by heat sealing. Closes, group and
secure the load.

his project has been funded with support from the European Commission. This publication is responsibility of the project consortium.
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Water hose, chemical products, high pressure system

BLADE BREAK EXPOSING THE WORK EQUIPMENT TO EXCESSIVE SPEEDS
OR STRESS, CAUSING PROJECTION OF FRAGMENTS OF THE BLADE
BLOWS AND CUTS WITH KNIVES IN EVISCERATE (ELABORATION)
DERMATITIS AND SKIN ALLERGIES DUE TO FREQUENT HAND WASHING
AND THE CONTACT WITH THE WASTE AND OFFAL OF THE FISH
ELECTRICAL CONTACT IN REPAIR OPERATIONS, MAINTENANCE AND
CLEANING
ENTRAPMENT WITH BLADES DURING JAMS IN WHICH THE EQUIPMENT
DOESN´T STOP SAFELY IN SKINT (ELABORATION)
ENTRAPMENT WITH MOBILE PARTS OF EQUIPMENT IN SKINT
(ELABORATION)
ENTRAPMENT WITH MOBILE PARTS OF EQUIPMENT IN WASH

x

Skipper

Mate

Boatswain

Greaser

2nd Engineer

Chief Engineer

Cook

OCCUPATIONAL HAZARDS IN PROCESSING

Fishermen

OCCUPATIONAL HAZARDS

Cook Assistant

3.5.2

Treating langoustine: tank, basket, water, chemical product
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(ELABORATION)
ENTRAPMENT WITH THE BLADE DURING A JAM AND THE EQUIPMENT
DOES NOT STOP SAFELY IN CUT TAIL (ELABORATION)
ENTRAPMENT WITH THE BLADE DURING A JAM AND THE EQUIPMENT
NOT STOPPING SAFELY IN BEHEAD (ELABORATION)
ENTRAPMENT WITH THE DRUM OR CUTTING KNIFE DURING JAMS IN
WHICH THE EQUIPMENT DOESN´T STOP SAFELY IN WASH (ELABORATION)
ENTRAPMENT, CUTS AND BLOWS FOR USING THE MACHINE WITHOUT ITS
SAFETY GUARDS IN FILLET (ELABORATION)
ENTRAPMENTS AND CUT WITH THE BLADE WHEN WORKING WITH THE
HANDS VERY NEXT TO DISK SAW IN CUT TAIL (ELABORATION)
ENTRAPMENTS AND CUT WITH THE CIRCULAR STEEL BLADE, TRAWLING
BANDS IN CUT TAIL/ BEHEAD (ELABORATION)
ENTRAPMENTS WITH MOBILE PARTS OF THE WORK EQUIPMENT
ENTRAPMENTS WITH THE BLADE DURING A JAM WITH THE CONSEQUENT
EQUIPMENT STOP WITHOUT SAFELY IN CUT TAIL (ELABORATION)
ENTRAPMENTS, BLOWS, CUTS... CAUSED BY IMPROPER HANDLING OF
THE WORK EQUIPMENT AND BY SUDDEN RESTARTS
EXPOSURE TO LOW TEMPERATURES IN THE COLD STORAGE AND
FREEZING TUNNELS IN CABINETS/TUNNELS (ELABORATION)
EXPOSURE TO REPETITIVE MOVEMENTS AND POSTURAL OVERSTRAIN IN
ENCASE (ELABORATION)
EXPOSURE TO TOXIC OR CORROSIVE SUBSTANCES BY THE PRESENCE OF
LEAKS IN THE REFRIGERANT CIRCUIT IN TUNNELS AND/OR CHAMBERS IN
UNLOADING OF CABINETS/TUNNELS USING REFRIGERANTS SUCH AS
FREON OR AMMONIA ALONE OR IN MIXED FORM
FALLING BOXES OR TRAYS DURING THE HANDLING IN CABINETS/TUNNELS
(ELABORATION)
FALLING ON THE SAME LEVEL AND BLOWS AGAINST FIXED STRUCTURES
AND SMALL SPACE DURING WORKING AND MOVEMENT
FALLING, BLOWS AND ENTRAPMENT WITH CONVEYORS
INFECTIONS CAUSED BY SMALL WOUNDS FROM THORNS, TEETH AND
FINS OF FISH OR ACCIDENTAL CONTACT OF POTENTIALLY DANGEROUS
SPECIES IN SELECT (ELABORATION)
MUSCULOSKELETAL INJURIES CAUSED BY REPETITIVE MANUAL
MOVEMENTS, INCORRECT POSTURES AND MANUAL HANDLING OF
LOADS. OVERSTRAIN CAUSED BY POSTURAL PHYSICAL BURDEN WHILST
STANDING FOR LONG PERIODS
OVERSTRAIN DUE TO INADEQUATE CARGO HANDLING
OVERSTRAINING BY MANUAL HANDLING, REPETITIVE WORK AND
UNSUITED POSTURES IN CLASSIFY (ELABORATION)
PROJECTION OF ENTRAILS AND OFFAL DURING THE EVISCERATE IN
EVISCERATE (ELABORATION)
REJECTION OF OFFAL AND GUTS DURING THEIR HANDLING IN SELECT
(ELABORATION)
STRANDED DUE TO THE APPROACH TO THE COAST AND/OR BEACH TOO
MUCH CAUSED BY A POOR MAINTENANCE OF THE PROBE
SUDDEN RESTARTS OF THE EQUIPMENT WITH AN UNAUTHORIZED
STARTING, CAUSING ACCIDENTS SUCH AS ENTRAPMENT, CUTS IN SKINT
(ELABORATION)
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3.6 STOWAGE
3.6.1

DESCRIPTION AND EQUIPMENTS

Tasks:

•

Mechanical stowage in holds

•

Manual stowage
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Boxes, tubs, bulks, chutes (slides), manual hoist, hoist with winch,
lift, conveyors (with and without motor), mechanical system for
heavy containers pallet truck

Windlass
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Greaser

Boatswain

Mate

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

Skipper

2nd Engineer

CRASH WITH STACKED BOXES IN THE HOLD IN MANUAL STOWAGE
EXPOSURE TO LOW TEMPERATURES IN THE HOLD IN MANUAL
STOWAGE
EXPOSURE TO TOXIC OR CORROSIVE SUBSTANCES DUE TO THE LEAKS IN
THE REFRIGERANT CIRCUIT OF THE HOLD (REFRIGERANTS SUCH AS
FREON)
FALLING OF THE BOXES DURING THEIR HANDLING
FALLS ON THE SAME LEVEL AND BLOWS AGAINST FIXED STRUCTURES
AND SMALL SPACE DURING THE WORKING AND MOVEMENT
FALLS TO DIFFERENT LEVEL TO GO UP/DOWN THE LADDER
FALLS TO DIFFERENT LEVELS THROUGH THE HATCH OF THE HOLD
MACHINE FAILURE DUE TO LACK OF REGULAR MAINTENANCE
MUSCULOSKELETAL INJURIES CAUSED BY REPETITIVE MANUAL
MOVEMENTS, INCORRECT POSTURES AND MANUAL HANDLING OF
LOADS. OVERSTRAIN CAUSED BY POSTURAL PHYSICAL BURDEN WHILST
STANDING FOR LONG PERIODS
STRANDED WITH BACKGROUND DURING THE APPROACH TO THE COAST
AND/OR BEACH TOO QUICKLY, POOR MAINTENANCE OF THE PROBE

Chief Engineer

Cook

OCCUPATIONAL HAZARDS IN STOWAGE

Fishermen

OCCUPATIONAL HAZARDS

Cook Assistant

3.6.2
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3.7 NAVIGATION TO PORT
3.7.1

DESCRIPTION AND EQUIPMENTS

Tasks

•

Stowage and overhauling of fishing gear and auxiliary elements

•

Free navigation

•

Vessel Cleaning

•

Mooring

•

Disembarking

his project has been funded with support from the European Commission. This publication is responsibility of the project consortium.
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Fishing deck, winch, drum, cable, net, gantry, freedeck, pulley,
chains, shackles, hooks, hoist, portable tools (grinder, saw,
welding, blowpipe, hammer, wrench, grease pump
Engine

Pressure washer

Windlass

Forklift /hand pallet truck equipment intended for moving
materials
Cleaning machine

Quays, trolleys, forklift truck, tubs, cranes
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Chief Engineer

2nd Engineer

Greaser

Boatswain

Mate

Skipper

BLOWS AGAINST MOBILE PARTS, AGAINST SUSPENDED LOADS, USING THE
CRANE BY ALL WORKERS WITHOUT DISTINCTION… IN STOWAGE AND
OVERHAULING OF FISHING GEAR AND AUXILIARY ELEMENTS
(NAVIGATION TO PORT)

Fishermen

OCCUPATIONAL HAZARDS IN NAVIGATION
TO PORT

Cook Assistant

OCCUPATIONAL HAZARDS

Cook

3.7.2
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BLOWS AND ENTRAPMENTS AGAINST MOBILES OBJECTS IN STOWAGE
AND OVERHAULING OF FISHING GEAR AND AUXILIARY ELEMENTS
(NAVIGATION TO PORT)
BLOWS WITH OBJECTS OR TOOLS DURING REPAIR OPERATIONS OF NETS…
IN PREPARING FISHING GEAR
BLOWS WITH THE CARGO HANDLED BY THE CRANE, ESPECIALLY WHEN
GUIDED MANUALLY
COLLAPSE OF THE OVERLOADING WHEN IT´S BE HOISTED BY CRANE IN
STOWAGE AND OVERHAULING OF FISHING GEAR AND AUXILIARY
ELEMENTS (NAVIGATION TO PORT)
ELECTRICAL CONTACTS IN THE MANAGEMENT AND HANDLING OF
NAVIGATIONAL EQUIPMENT
ENTRAPMENT BETWEEN OBJECTS IN MOORING (NAVIGATION TO PORT)
ENTRAPMENT WITH MOBILE PARTS OF WORK EQUIPMENT, AS GEARS,
NET DRUM... IN STOWAGE AND OVERHAULING OF FISHING GEAR AND
AUXILIARY ELEMENTS (NAVIGATION TO PORT)
EXPOSURE AND CONTACT WITH TOXIC AND IRRITANTS SUBSTANCES IN
THE USE OF CLEANING PRODUCTS SUCH AS BLEACH, DETERGENTS,
DISINFECTANTS…
EXPOSURE TO LOW TEMPERATURES TO PERFORM THE CLEANUP OF THE
HOLD AND FREEZING TUNNELS IN VESSEL CLEANING (NAVIGATION TO
PORT)
FALLING DOWN OF THE LOAD DUE TO UNEXPECTED START OF THE CRANE
IN STOWAGE AND OVERHAULING OF FISHING GEAR AND AUXILIARY
ELEMENTS (NAVIGATION TO PORT)
FALLING LOAD DURING ITS MOVEMENT BY CRANE, DUE TO AN IMPROPER
HOOK, CABLE OR OTHER AUXILIARY ELEMENT (SLINGS, HOOKS...) IN
STOWAGE AND OVERHAULING OF FISHING GEAR AND AUXILIARY
ELEMENTS (NAVIGATION TO PORT)
FALLING LOADS DETACHED DURING NAVIGATION DUE TO AN IMPROPER
STOWAGE IN STOWAGE AND OVERHAULING OF FISHING GEAR AND
AUXILIARY ELEMENTS (NAVIGATION TO PORT)
FALLING OBJECTS DUE TO BREAKAGE OF SOME HOSE CAUSING THE
FALLING OF THE MAST OF THE CRANE, LOAD… IN STOWAGE AND
OVERHAULING OF FISHING GEAR AND AUXILIARY ELEMENTS
(NAVIGATION TO PORT)
FALLING OBJECTS DUE TO INCORRECT MANUAL HANDLING IN STOWAGE
AND OVERHAULING OF FISHING GEAR AND AUXILIARY ELEMENTS
(NAVIGATION TO PORT)
FALLING OBJECTS IN HANDLING IN MOORING (NAVIGATION TO PORT)
FALLING OBJECTS WHEN WORKERS WALK THROUGH THE ENABLED AREAS
FOR THE CRANE IN STOWAGE AND OVERHAULING OF FISHING GEAR AND
AUXILIARY ELEMENTS (NAVIGATION TO PORT)
FALLING OVERBOARD. FALLS ON THE SAME LEVEL. BLOWS AGAINST
STATIONARY OBJECTS IN FREE NAVIGATION (NAVIGATION TO PORT)
FALLS ON THE SAME LEVEL BY TRIPPING AND SLIPPING
FALLS TO DIFFERENT LEVEL THROUGH THE HATCH IN STOWAGE AND
OVERHAULING OF FISHING GEAR AND AUXILIARY ELEMENTS
(NAVIGATION TO PORT)
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FALLS TO DIFFERENT LEVEL THROUGH UNPROTECTED HATCHES AND
OPENINGS
FALLS TO DIFFERENT LEVEL TO GO UP/DOWN THE LADDER
FORCED POSTURES
GLARE PRODUCED BY THE SUN IN THE COCKPIT OF THE BRIDGE
MACHINE FAILURE DUE TO LACK OF REGULAR MAINTENANCE
POSSIBLE COLLISIONS WITH OTHER VESSELS IN FREE NAVIGATION AND
TUG USE
POSTURAL PHYSICAL BURDEN INHERENT IN THE WORKPLACE CAUSED BY
AN IMPROPER ERGONOMIC DESIGN OF IT. THIS SITUATION OCCURS
WHILST STANDING USING DISPLAY SCREENS OF DATA (RADAR,
COMPUTER, SOUND...) CAUSING MUSCULOSKELETAL DISCOMFORT
AND/OR VISUAL FATIGUE
STRANDED WITH BACKGROUND DURING THE APPROACH TO THE COAST
AND/OR BEACH TOO QUICKLY, POOR MAINTENANCE OF THE PROBE
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3.8 UNLOADING

3.8.1

DESCRIPTION AND EQUIPMENTS

Tasks

•

Disembarking

•

Discharge of catches

•

Cleaning holds
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Forklift /hand pallet truck equipment intended for moving materials

Quays, trolleys, forklift truck, tubs, cranes

Cleaning machine
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Cook Assistant

Fishermen

Chief Engineer

2nd Engineer

Greaser

Boatswain

Mate

Skipper

OCCUPATIONAL HAZARDS

Cook

3.8.2
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OCCUPATIONAL HAZARDS IN UNLOADING
ELECTRICAL CONTACT IN REPAIR OPERATIONS, MAINTENANCE AND
CLEANING
ELECTRICAL CONTACTS WITH THE PRESSURE WASHER USE IN CLEANING
HOLDS (UNLOADING AT PORT)
ENTRAPMENT DUE TO AN IMPROPER HANDLING OF WORK EQUIPMENT
IN PALLETIZING AND STRAPPING THE GOODS (UNLOADING AT PORT)
EXPOSURE AND CONTACT WITH TOXIC AND IRRITANTS SUBSTANCES IN
THE USE OF CLEANING PRODUCTS SUCH AS BLEACH, DETERGENTS,
DISINFECTANTS…
EXPOSURE TO LOW TEMPERATURES IN THE HOLD IN PALLETIZING AND
STRAPPING THE GOODS (UNLOADING AT PORT)
EXPOSURE TO LOW TEMPERATURES IN THE HOLD IN UPLOADING OF
GOODS AT PORT (UNLOADING AT PORT)
FALLING GOODS HANDLED BY CRANE IN UPLOADING OF GOODS AT PORT
(UNLOADING AT PORT)
FALLING MATERIAL BY AN IMPROPER CARGO HANDLING IN PALLETIZING
AND STRAPPING THE GOODS (UNLOADING AT PORT)
FALLING OBJECTS BY CRASH IN UPLOADING OF GOODS AT PORT
(UNLOADING AT PORT)
FALLING OBJECTS BY IMPROPER HANDLING OF LOADS
FALLING STACKED MATERIAL IN UPLOADING OF GOODS AT PORT
(UNLOADING AT PORT)
FALLS ON THE SAME LEVEL BY TRIPPING AND SLIPPING
FALLS OVERBOARD OR WHILE WALKING ON THE SHIP IN UPLOADING OF
GOODS AT PORT (UNLOADING AT PORT)
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FALLS TO DIFFERENT LEVEL GOING UP/DOWN THE LADDER TO ACCESS
THE HOLD IN CLEANING HOLDS (UNLOADING AT PORT)
FALLS TO DIFFERENT LEVEL THROUGH UNPROTECTED HATCHES AND
OPENINGS
FALLS TO DIFFERENT LEVEL TO GO UP/DOWN THE LADDER
MACHINE FAILURE DUE TO LACK OF REGULAR MAINTENANCE
PROJECTION OF FRAGMENTS AND/OR PARTICLES DURING THE USE OF
THE PRESSURE WASHER TO CLEAN THE FISHING PARK IN CLEANING
HOLDS (UNLOADING AT PORT)
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3.9 PARTICULARITIES BY COUNTRY
This document has been developed taking into account the features and legislation of trawl fishing in Spain,
as two members of the consortium (one is the coordinator) are from this country. Nonetheless, partners of
other countries represented in the SAFE FISHING project have detected some differences in the way they do
this activity with regards to Spain. This is why we explain below some of these differences, country by
country:

Italy
Concerning the size of the vessels, in Italy boats use to be smaller than in Spain, with a maximum length of
35 meters. Journeys of boats use to be shorter, and they stay at sea no longer than 48 hours (some
exceptions in the south of Italy where some vessels remain out for several days). It makes that boats have
tight spaces which involves more risks. However, the short journeys cause minor stress as sailors are at
home more often.
In the procedure of equipping and stowage, load and storage on boat is almost always done manually and
the fish is almost never packaged on board, which increases risks of physical effort or back pain. The
walkway, if present, never has a safety-net under it, increasing risks of failing into the sea. Italian boats rarely
have a ice machine, only the big ones.
In the procedure of catch, usually two sailors remain very close to the fishing net and to the sweepline to
drive them in or out of the vessel, increasing the risk of getting caught. Doors are smaller but still dangerous
and sometimes hand-picked, making risks of falls or crushing with the doors. The fishing net with the catches
is hoisted on board with the two operators below it, which creates a risk of crushing or head blows. Selection
operations are carried out near unprotected live cables, raising the risk of being hit by the cable in case of
breakage. Finally, the fish stays on the ground on the stern, creating a risk of falls due to slipping.
In the processing, fish is not treated with machinery as there is no machine for cut-tail - skint – decapitation,
etc in the boat. The fish is washed and, only for some species, eviscerated. The fish is placed in crates and
covered with a plastic film and ice, then placed in the fridge cell. In this case, risk of Freon poisoning exists
only in large boats, as the smaller vessels don’t use it.
Finally, in the discharge operations, loading and unloading takes place almost always manually which
creates risks of physical effort, falling into the sea or back pain.

Turkey
The differences in trawl fishing in Turkey with regard to Spain are very similar to the ones presented by Italy.
In Turkey boats are also smaller than in Spain, with a maximum length of 35 meters. In this case, journeys
are even shorter, with a maximum stay at sea of 24 hours. It makes that boats have tight spaces which
involves more risks. The short journeys cause minor stress as sailors are at home more often.
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In the processing, fish is neither treated with machinery so boats are not equipped with machines for cut-tail skin - decapitation etc. Turkish boats have less equipment than the Italian ones. The fish is only washed
onboard, so there is n no risk associated with machine cuts. Vessels is Turkey don’t use Freon, so no risk of
poisoning in this case.
In the Atlantic coast of Spain there are boats equipped to take long journeys in the ocean, but this is not the
case neither in Italy not in Turkey.

France
In France, less than 50 trawlers are factory-vessels with 2 decks, one for handling the gears, and one for
handling the catch. Among these vessels, about 10 are freezer-trawlers.
If we consider that half of the fleet uses trawl, approximately 2000 trawlers have only one deck on which
gears are handled and repaired and catch are handled. The length of these trawlers is between 10 and 30
meters. Most of the trawlers use bottom trawl (single and twin) and only a few pelagic trawls. Some of them
are pair trawlers (one trawl is towed by 2 ships). There are no beam-trawlers like in Belgium, Nederland or
UK. A lot of small trawlers (10 to 16 meters) also use dredges which can be compared to a metal trawl. On
these small trawlers sometimes the crew is only 1 man.
Trawlers with only 1 deck offer a multifunctional use of the same workspace that introduces co-activity risks.
For example, fishermen are sorting fish when others are shooting the net in the same space, making difficult
the ergonomic layout of the workplaces. For example, if they install a table to sort the fish with a good
position of the body, this table will hamper the maneuver. The smaller the boat, the higher the risk for coactivity and more difficulties appear for good layout.
One winch for all the cables can preset some risks. One of the most dangerous workplace on trawlers is near
the « doors », when they move hanging to a chain. If you don't have a second winch and if you don't take the
cable after the door directly on the drum you must hang the door at a chain.
In the pair trawling there is a risk of collision between the two boats when they get closer to pass a cable
from one ship to another. There is also a high risk of falling overboard when passing the cables from one ship
to the other.
In the twin trawls, during the maneuver the deck is much more congested ( 2 doors, 1 clum and 2 trawls)
and the risks of striking and jamming are higher.
In trawlers with only one man onboard, goings and comings between gear and control stations (winch and
bridge) are more numerous, if you don't have local control stations. Risk of falling and slipping is highest but
there is no specific risk when alone onboard. You just will have more difficulties to control the situation when
an incident occurs. For example if you fall over board you must be able to stop the boat and climb alone
onboard.
In conclusion, there are no big differences between Spanish and French trawlers. Big pelagic trawlers where
pumps are used to empty the cod end perhaps have specific risk linked to the power of aspiration. Most of
the tasks are the same; risks associated with tasks are also common on all the trawlers, big and small. What
makes the difference is space and working equipment available and the type of catch which can present
some risks (poison, teeth, sting, etc.)
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4

COMPLETE LIST OF OCCUPATIONAL HAZARDS AND
PREVENTIVE MEASURES

BLADE BREAK EXPOSING THE WORK EQUIPMENT TO EXCESSIVE SPEEDS OR STRESS, CAUSING PROJECTION OF
FRAGMENTS OF THE BLADE
Elaborate a minimal safety instructions set to follow in case of dismantling to maintenance and repair works
It is prohibited to use a disc bigger than its guard
Protection around the blade; Regulation of the working time and rest by the captain; Maintenance program adapted to
frequency of use of the machines;
Use only saw blades which maximum revolution speed is at least the revolution speed when the device is empty
BLOWS AGAINST MOBILE OBJECTS WHEN WORKERS GO UNDER/OR OVER CABLE WHEN IT´S COILED IN THE
PREPARING CABLE
Don't pass under or over cables.
Employ suitable individual protective equipment such as:
• Helmet,
• Gloves,
• glasses
• Footwear and appropriate clothing
Educate and inform the embarked staff regarding the procedure to be taken, on board, during the hauling of the
equipment with cables in winding.
During the operations of cable-winding, the crew must keep a safe distance from the cable and from the equipment
attached to it.
Set the prohibition to walk over or below the cable when it's winding up and keep a minimal safety distance
BLOWS AGAINST MOBILE PARTS, AGAINST SUSPENDED LOADS, USING THE CRANE BY ALL WORKERS WITHOUT
DISTINCTION… IN STOWAGE AND OVERHAULING OF FISHING GEAR AND AUXILIARY ELEMENTS (NAVIGATION TO
PORT)
Operator must be specifically authorized and qualified
The crane operator must comply with the following psycho-physical conditions: do not suffer from any physical or
psychic handicaps and have the required psycho-physical conditions
These type of jobs, must be organized in such a way that, when a worker is attaching or unhook manually a load, this
operation can be done with maximum security and, in particular, that the worker can maintain direct or indirect
control. All lifting operations must be properly planned, appropriately supervised and carried out to protect the safety
of workers. If work equipment designed for lifting non-guided loads, can't hold the load in case of partial or total failure
of the power supply, you must take appropriate measures to avoid exposing workers to any resultant risks. Suspended
loads must not be left without surveillance unless where access to the danger zone is prevented and the load has been
safely suspended and with maximum security. The outside use of work equipment for lifting non-guided loads must be
halted when meteorological conditions deteriorate to such a point as to endanger the safe operation of equipment and
exposing workers to risks. It must take appropriate security measures to avoid exposing workers to any risks, and in
particular measures to prevent subsidence / work equipment rollover. Define an area within which it is forbidden to
enter during the lifting operations and equip you with suitable protections the area which might be invaded by falling
loads.
BLOWS AGAINST MOBILE PARTS, SUSPENDED LOAD DURING THE USE OF THE CRANE BY ALL WORKERS IN
MECHANICAL LOADING (CRANE) ON BOARD
Operator must be specifically authorized and qualified
Specific ashore trainings “using crane” and “slinging loads” exist, but not often received by fishermen.
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The crane operator must comply with the following psycho-physical conditions: do not suffer from any physical or
psychic handicaps and have the required psycho-physical conditions
BLOWS AGAINST STATIONARY OBJECTS DUE TO AN IMPROPER SIGNALLING, IMPROPER ORDER AND/OR IMPROPER
CLEANLINESS
Areas for storage must be different of areas for the movement of crewmen; areas for movement must be in order and
cleaned; narrow or low way must be point out with “flashy” paint ( bright colour)
Clean and order the area of circulation; signalize the narrow and low passage with bright colour; protect sharp corners
in narrow and low passages; Improve lighting with local portative light, headlamp...if necessary;
Clean and order the circulations; Bright paint in the low and narrow passages Use portable lamp, headlamp, where
insufficient lighting
Indicate the risk of impacts and collisions against immobile objects in the engine room, fishing grounds, doors and
structural elements That are at the height of the head, as well as pipes and stopcocks in the fishing park and engine
room. Signalling will be made by alternate stripes yellow and black with an approximate inclination of about 45 ° and of
similar dimensions.
Keep the work and transit area clean and without holes or protrusions. Also must be present efficient artificial lighting
and an emergency light (or equip of a functioning flashlight).
Obligation to use safety gloves when handling cargo manually
Protection , smoothing and rounding of borders, or sharp edges.
Protection, smoothing and rounding of projections, edges and sharp edges
Signalling the risk of hits with motionless objects in the engine room, fish plant, doors and structural elements which
can cause hits in the head, like pipes, valves in the fish plant or engine room. This signalling will be made by alternating
stripes yellow and black with a tilt of about 45º.
Work area must be free of obstacles.
Working zone must be cleared from obstacles
BLOWS AGAINST VEHICLES DURING THE DISPLACEMENTS THROUGH CIRCULATING AREAS FOR THE FORKLIFTS IN
PREPARING CARGO ON DOCK
Define a vehicle circulation area, making distinction from the staff passing area
Maintain a safe distance with other vehicles.
Reflective vests must be used in those works done near vehicles circulating
Specific training for driver of forklift ( most of the crewmen have not followed this training
When moving with the forklift, if possible they will do it with the mast tilted behind and the handles at 15cm from the
floor
BLOWS AND CUTS ON THE HANDS DUE TO HANDLING FISH WITH THE HANDS IN OPEN COD-END AND TOSS THE
CATCH INTO THE CATCH TANK
If the cod line is introduced in the swamp door and there is still fish on the deck, it will be introduced also in the swamp
using shovels or tools. Never handle them with the hands or the feet. In case of handling them with the hands, it should
be done using gloves in order to avoid cuts and punctures
Use personal protective equipment
Wear adapted gloves and long sleeves;
BLOWS AND CUTS WITH KNIVES IN EVISCERATE (ELABORATION)
Equip himself of safety glasses, resistant latex gloves and suitable clothing to protect the body from direct contact with
the caught.
Gloves for evisceration will have the protection needed to prevent damage.
Knives handle will be ergonomic to prevent slides in the grip
Knives should be use well sharpen
Knives will have sheaths and will be stored when not in use
Never use with the handgrip cracked or chipped.
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Store the knives in their sleeves; Sharp the blades regularly; Training to sharp correctly a blade; Be careful for you and
for your neighbour when using a knife; Regulation of the working time and rest by the captain (fatigue);
These tools must be handled making the cut in an outward movement.
Use of knife handling devices for its transportation. Recommended aluminium for its easily cleaned.
BLOWS AND ENTRAPMENTS AGAINST MOBILES OBJECTS IN STOWAGE AND OVERHAULING OF FISHING GEAR AND
AUXILIARY ELEMENTS (NAVIGATION TO PORT)
The different controls of machinery must be perfectly identified, so that its function is indicated, without any possibility
of confusion in its handling. This indications must be in the language of the vessel´s flag and be durable. This controls
must be easily recognizable by indications, colours and/or pictograms
To avoid confusions standardized colours and pictograms as established in norm UNE EN 60204-1 will be used.
BLOWS AND ENTRAPMENTS BY ANCHOR FAILURE OF THE WORK EQUIPMENT ON BOARD
The machinery and work equipment shall be mounted on rigid and resistant bases and firmly attached to the structure
of the vessel.
BLOWS AND ENTRAPMENTS CAUSED BY A SUDDEN AND INVOLUNTARY STARTS OF THE EQUIPMENT IN THROWING
FISHING NET
Inserting emergency stop buttons, one positioned next the equipment (net drum), the other in a protected and central
location, easy and quick to reach from the remaining crew. Prohibit to the crew to remain in the deck where passing the
fishing net, to avoid the danger of contact and entrapment.
When putting in pressure the stern ramp, drum net, winch, etc must be done with mono stables valves, returning to the
closed position through a spring, or also through valves which adopt their safe position mechanically
BLOWS AND ENTRAPMENTS DUE TO PLACE HANDS OR FEET OFF THE SIDE WHEN THEY ARE REACHING THE DOORS IN
LASHING TRAWL DOORS
Crewmen will not climb the hill to attach the chains of the gates. They will not take the hands or feet off the flank of the
ship
Place hydraulic jacks or chain branches with security locks in the stern davits to hold the push and pull-type gates
The crew is trained to perform the manoeuvres.
The trawl will pass through when the door is secured and settled
BLOWS AND ENTRAPMENTS WITH DOORS DURING THEIR LASHING IN LASHING TRAWL DOORS
Check of lashing elements for trawling doors.
It's prescribed the proper routine maintenance with careful visual examination of all the structural elements such as
lifting hooks, wires, rings, cuffs. It's also requires the insertion of steel wire rope or a chain as a safety element in case
that an object might break away for failure of a component. The crew must remain at a safe distance from the doors
and control the trajectory suspended through the use of special auctions to direct / guide the equipment during air
path.
Make sure that the jibs and the fixing hooks of the door are the right ones (hooks type "G" with safety lock) and are in
perfect conditions. Fingers must not be placed in the links when fastening the chains
The operations of unhooking the doors must be carried out by the most prepared sailors and with the longest
experience, they must know the gesture signs to communicate with the winch operator and the master
When they arrive to the doors, crewmen must be placed in a neutral position not hindering visibility of the master or
the driver and will stay away from the crewmen in charge of holding the chains to the doors, as he needs space to move
away if the doors lift up in a dangerous way
BLOWS AND ENTRAPMENTS WITH THE GEAR WHEN RETRIEVING/ THROWING FISHING NET
Ergonomics layout of console commands of the winch, drum..: good vision on the gear and all the equipments on which
crewmen can work; Emergency stop buttons on the console commands and at suitable locations on the deck; Specific
training for winch/drum “man”; Formalization a gestural communication code learned and known by everybody on the
deck (coordination); Editorial guidelines specifying the moments of waiting (during winding) and working on the gear;
Wear adapted gloves
If a floating device of the fishing gear hooks with clothe, this will immediately be taken of.
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Inserting emergency stop buttons, one positioned next the equipment (fishing net drum), the other in a protected and
central location, easy and quick to reach from the remaining crew. Prohibit to the crew to remain in the deck where
passing the fishing net to avoid the danger of contact and entrapment. Until the aforesaid precautions have not been
taken by reviewing the logistics of mechanical on-board systems and the net path for trolling, the crew must remain at a
safe distance from fishing net.
Instruction : “let the net drum's winding and wait on the order of the boatswain before working”; Give a wide berth of
the gear , drum when working is not necessary; Ergonomics layout of the console commands: good vision on drum and
gear; Coordination: formalized gestural code; Wear protections : clothes (body, arms and legs), gloves, helmet and
boots
Make sure that the jibs and the fixing hooks of the door are the right ones (hooks type "G" with safety lock)
No one in the crew will stand below the cod end when it is hoisted. No one in the crew will stay below a hoisted cargo.
Verify that all rotating parts are protected by a housing in order to avoid direct or indirect contact; - Immediately after
the starter of the motor apparatus and of the various equipment, check for proper operation; - Inform and instruct the
staff about the use of the equipment in the absence of the user manual; - Cover with non-slip material all work areas
Provide and make mandatory the use of personal protective equipment: helmet, non-slip boots, gloves. Check all the
gears. Arrange the crew so that the conductor has enough operating space. All the rotating machinery have to be
protected by protective devices. Inserting emergency stop buttons, one positioned next the equipment, the other in a
protected and central location, easy and quick to reach from the remaining crew.
When shooting the fishing gear, the crew will mind the ropes attached to this. It will never be attached to the loose part
of the rope
BLOWS BY HEAVY OBJECTS LIKE ROCKS THAT ARE CAUGHT IN THE NET AND ARE PUT ON DECK
Try to open the cod end above the water when possible; be careful to open the cod end. Give a wide berth in using a
rope +winch (or “doll”, “poupée” in French) or a steel bar with a sliding mass; lashing of the stone or other heavy object
if it is not immediately put in the water; Think to the safest way ( and write it : instruction) to return the “object” to the
water : rope+ winch? Net attached to the stern bulwark +drum? Both? Wear boots with protection of the feet;
BLOWS CAUSED DUE TO SUDDEN MOVEMENTS OF THE MATERIALS WHICH HAVE BEEN STORED IMPROPERLY IN
STORAGE OF CARGO
Cargo that may move due to random swinging movements of the ship and other causes will be stowed and fixed to
attachment points and will be immobilised through chain tensors and wedges
Establish procedures respect them when storing materials (lashing procedures)
In order to prevent collisions with improperly stored materials, must be delimited a containment area in order to
protect the crew by the event of the material fall for incorrect positioning or incorrect stacking:
• Affix network to contain the stacked material,
• Affix lashings for anchoring the stacked material,
• Emphasize the storage area through structural containment frames.
BLOWS DUE TO AN INADEQUATE FASTENING OF THE HEAVY MATERIALS ON DECK (FOR INSTANCE: CABLE),
ESPECIALLY IN BAD WEATHER CONDITIONS IN THE PREPARING CABLE
All the material stored on the decks must have a correct lashing before the departure.
Don't stay near the power block when winding; wear your helmet;
BLOWS DURING THE COOLING OF THE CABLE IN THE WINCH IN THE PREPARING CABLE
During the vertical movement, horizontal or oblique of the load, if winch were to abruptly stop the driving, the load it
would be subjected to inertial oscillations of large entities capable to solicit the cable to the point to break it or to the
point that the load could swing dangerously.
Maintain a safe distance from the snatch blocks. Signal the manoeuvre.
Periodic maintenance of snatch blocks. Snatch blocks must be checked and lubricated regularly, and kept in good order
for maximum efficiency and durability. Check ups will depend in the frequency of use, as well as in the weather
conditions and the knowledge of the user.
Stay at a safe distance in a safe area, away from the release spatial trajectory.
BLOWS WITH MOBILE OBJECTS FROM TRAWLING ELEMENTS BREAKING AND LACK OF MAINTENANCE OF CABLES....
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IN THROWING CABLE
All cables, shackles, snatch blocks, chains, nets, etc. will have enough resistance for the means used. Its work will not be
permitted for other uses and it will be inspected its condition.
At any moment there must be at least three complete rounds of trawling cable in the pinch or pinwheel
It's prescribed the proper routine maintenance with careful visual examination of all the structural elements such as
lifting hooks, wires, rings, cuffs. It's also requires the insertion of steel wire rope or a chain as a safety element in case
that an object might break away for failure of a component. The crew must remain at a safe distance from the doors
and control the trajectory suspended through the use of special auctions to direct / guide the equipment during air
path.
Maintenance programs for gear and for traction auxiliary (blocks, winch) ; Application of the maintenance programs;
identification of dangerous areas if a cable is whipping after breaking; Materialization of these dangerous area with
bright painting on the deck or other means; Instructions to crewmen to avoid the dangerous area when they have
nothing to do near the gear; Sensitization of crewmen to the observation of trawling elements (locating wear();
Ergonomics layout of the console commands : good vision on the ways of cable to be able to stop very quickly;
Emergency stop buttons at suitable location on the deck; wear clothes which protect body, arms and legs and a helmet;
Snatches must include a safety lock
Snatches must pass though a maintenance (grease) which will be ordered by an engineer officer and will be annotated
in the machinery journal
The cables, gilsons and strips must be changed when the wear reaches 10% of its diameter for cables and cords, or the
number of break visible wires reach a 20% of the total number of wires, in a length more than twice the passing cables.
These changes must be ordered by the captain or the master, making a register in the ship's log
The gilson's snatches, riggings and strips must be placed over straight or bow shackles, always with enough clearance
to make the snatches work with enough freedom in the several directions which is pointing, it never should work forced
BLOWS WITH MOBILE OBJECTS PASSING BELOW OR ABOVE OF THE CABLES WHEN YOU GO IN DRAG
Employ suitable individual protective equipment such as: Helmet, Gloves, glasses Footwear and appropriate clothing
Educate and inform the embarked staff regarding the procedure to be taken, on board, during the hauling of the
equipment with cables in winding. The crew must keep a safe distance from the gear and from the equipments
attached to them.
Establish the prohibition of passing over or under wires, nets, etc., that can be accidentally put into tension.
Marking of the good way if possible far from the cables; Instructions “be careful near the cable, if you must pass near “;
Set the prohibition to walk over or below the cables when they are trawling, and keep a minimal safety distance
Use an other way if possible (reminder with a display); be careful when passing near cables;
BLOWS WITH MOBILE OBJECTS PASSING BELOW OR ABOVE THE GEAR IN PREPARING FISHING GEAR
Employ suitable individual protective equipment such as: Helmet, Gloves, glasses Footwear and appropriate clothing
Educate and inform the embarked staff regarding the procedure to be taken, on board, during the hauling of the
equipment with cables in winding. The crew must keep a safe distance from the gear and from the equipments
attached to them.
Ergonomics layout of the console commands of the drum : good vision for a good coordination; gestural communication
code formalized; respect the order of the boatswain; don't stay near if not necessary; wear adapted gloves, helmet,
boots with foot protection;
Set the prohibition to walk over or below the rigging and keep a minimal safety distance
BLOWS WITH MOBILE OBJECTS WHEN PEOPLE GO UNDER/OVER THE CABLE, SWEEP LINE….
Don't stay near the gear when it is moving
Establish the prohibition of passing over or under wires, nets, etc., that can be accidentally put into tension.
BLOWS WITH MOBILE OBJECTS WHEN WORKERS PASS BELOW OR ABOVE THE SWEEP LINE DURING THE WINDING IN
THE PREPARING SWEEPLINE
Don't pass under or over sweep lines
Set the prohibition to walk over or below the mesh when it is winding up, and keep a minimal safety distance
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BLOWS WITH OBJECTS OR TOOLS DURING REPAIR OPERATIONS OF NETS… IN PREPARING FISHING GEAR
Be careful for you and other crewmen; use the adapted tool; wear helmet, gloves and boots with foot protection;
Use of protective gloves when using sharpen tools.
BLOWS WITH OBJECTS PRODUCED BY THE CABLE BREAKAGE AND ITS HANDLING IN THE PREPARING CABLE
Check any damage or loose cable. Its storage will be in adequate coils.
Don't stay near cables when winding and respect the prohibited areas; signalisation of dangerous areas in case of
breakage ok cable.
Follow all the correct maintenance procedure for the cables with a visual examination of the structural condition, so
that it can be replaced prior to its rupture. In any case, if it persists a certain probability of wire breakage during the
fishing operation, it is necessary to remain at a safe distance from the suspended equipment on the live wire, going to
act on the suspended equipment with special tools - rods anchor - specially designed to steer the equipment during its
handling.
Metallic cables winding up in the winches or go through the rollers, snatches, etc will be periodically greased with the
grease recommended my the manufacturer, free of alkalis and acids
Obligation to retire from the work zone all the metallic cables presenting:
• Corrosion signs
• Tendency to separate the wires or strands
• Excessive wear, evinced by the presence of flat sections in the wires
• A number of broken wires in a length of 10 centimetres, over the 5% of the total number of wires in the cable
• Every cable whose expiration date is over, according to the producer specifications must be retired, even if there are
not wear signs or it passes all the required tests and trials
When handling metallic cables, protective gloves must be used to avoid any injuries. Do not handle manually cables in
tension or that are being unrolled. In these situations, pay special attention to the break strands or untwisted cables
BLOWS WITH THE CARGO HANDLED BY THE CRANE, ESPECIALLY WHEN GUIDED MANUALLY
Mandatory use of safety helmet will be labelled and it will be prohibited for people to go under hoisted loads.
Never hoist cargo over people. A safety zone must be respected around hoisted cargo. This zone will be signalized and
access to it will be prohibited by authorized personnel.
Specific ashore trainings “using crane” and “slinging loads” exist, but not often received by fishermen.
The suspended load is an element which tends to swing; it should be controlled by two securing guiding ropes attached
to the edges of the item by a team formed by three men. Two of them will lead the piece through the rope while the
other one will lead the manoeuvre. This will avoid any possible spin caused by swinging
These type of jobs, must be organized in such a way that, when a worker is attaching or unhook manually a load, this
operation can be done with maximum security and, in particular, that the worker can maintain direct or indirect
control. All lifting operations must be properly planned, appropriately supervised and carried out to protect the safety
of workers. If work equipment designed for lifting non-guided loads, can't hold the load in case of partial or total failure
of the power supply, you must take appropriate measures to avoid exposing workers to any resultant risks. Suspended
loads must not be left without surveillance unless where access to the danger zone is prevented and the load has been
safely suspended and with maximum security. The outside use of work equipment for lifting non-guided loads must be
halted when meteorological conditions deteriorate to such a point as to endanger the safe operation of equipment and
exposing workers to risks. It must take appropriate security measures to avoid exposing workers to any risks, and in
particular measures to prevent subsidence / work equipment rollover. Define an area within which it is forbidden to
enter during the lifting operations and equip you with suitable protections the area which might be invaded by falling
loads.
BLOWS WITH THE CLUM MANIPULATED BY THE CRANE, ESPECIALLY WHEN IT IS GUIDED BY THE OPERATOR WITH HIS
HANDS IN THE PREPARING CLUMP, WHICH IS THE CENTRAL WEIGHT THEY PUT BETWEEN TWO TRAWLS USED
TOGETHER (TWIN TRAWLS) IT CAN BE PUT WITH THE THIRD TASK (DOORS)
Use a rope, a long stick to guide the door; Coordination crane operator/crewmen; Specific training : lifting, lashing
BLOWS WITH THE DOOR MANIPULATED BY THE CRANE, ESPECIALLY WHEN IT´S GUIDED BY THE OPERATOR WITH HIS
HANDS IN THE PREPARING TRAWL DOORS.
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Mandatory use of safety helmet will be labelled and it will be prohibited for people to go under hoisted loads.
Never hoist cargo over people. A safety zone must be respected around hoisted cargo. This zone will be signalized and
access to it will be prohibited by authorized personnel.
The crew should make use of special rods to be used in order to drive at a proper distance the door during the handling
path. It is prescribed not to operate the door by hand to avoid injury from crushing of the upper limbs and / or lower or
remain trapped.
The suspended load is an element which tends to swing; it should be controlled by two securing guiding ropes attached
to the edges of the item by a team formed by three men. Two of them will lead the piece through the rope while the
other one will lead the manoeuvre. This will avoid any possible spin caused by swinging
Use a rope, a long stick to guide the door; Coordination crane operator/crewmen; Specific training : lifting, lashing
BLOWS WITH THE DOORS WHEN THEY ARE LASHING TRAWL DOORS
It's prescribed the proper routine maintenance with careful visual examination of all the structural elements such as
lifting hooks, wires, rings, cuffs. It's also requires the insertion of steel wire rope or a chain as a safety element in case
that an object might break away for failure of a component. The crew must remain at a safe distance from the doors
and control the trajectory suspended through the use of special auctions to direct / guide the equipment during air
path.
Keep away of trawling doors when being lowered. Special caution lowering or towing of fishing gear in case of bad
weather, in case of grounding, or in case the trawling doors are strained or come across, etc.
BLOWS WITH THE DOORS WHEN THEY ARE BEING HOISTED IN RELEASING AND THROWING TRAWL DOORS
Ergonomics layout of the console commands of the winch : not painful posture and direct and good vision on the
workplaces “lashing/unlashing doors”; Instructions when working on the “lashed” door : be careful the door can moved
at any moment, don't put your hands between door and bulwark; Instructions when unlashing the door: “ give a wide
berth when the door is going up; wait for the order of the boatswain before taking off the lashing chain; give wide birth
before the door goes down; Wear adapted gloves and a helmet;
It's prescribed the proper routine maintenance with careful visual examination of all the structural elements such as
lifting hooks, wires, rings, cuffs. It's also requires the insertion of steel wire rope or a chain as a safety element in case
that an object might break away for failure of a component. The crew must remain at a safe distance from the doors
and control the trajectory suspended through the use of special auctions to direct / guide the equipment during air
path.
Keep away from trawling doors when moved by the crane, windlass, etc. Special caution lowering or towing of fishing
gear in case of bad weather, high winds, in case of grounding, or in case the trawling doors are strained or come across,
etc.
Make sure that the jibs and the fixing hooks of the door are the right ones (hooks type "G" with safety lock). Fingers
must not be placed in the links when fastening the chains
The operations of unhooking the doors must be carried out by the most prepared sailors and with the longest
experience, they must know the gesture signs to communicate with the winch operator and the master
CHEMICAL AGENTS IN FUNCTIONING AND MAINTENANCE CONTROL
Have the security forms of all the products onboard; Popularize what is important in each security form and write it;
Display the “how to use each product”; Wear the adapted protections : eyes, skin, respiratory tracts.
The raw materials not being processed, products and wastes, which have toxic or caustics properties, especially if they
are in liquid form or are readily soluble or volatile, must be kept in sealed containers and provided with good closing.
The materials being processed that are fermentable, or that can be harmful to health or carry unpleasant emanations,
must not be accumulated in working areas in higher quantities than is strictly necessary for processing. The containers
and or equipment involved in the processing or transport of rotting material or liable to give unpleasant emanations,
should be washed frequently and, where necessary, disinfected. The employer is required to make dangerous or
unhealthy work in separate locations, in order not to unnecessarily expose the workers involved in other processes. The
suction of gases, vapours, odours or fumes should be, as far as possible, immediately close to the place where they are
produced. In the entrance of each place where, in relation to the manufacture, handling, use or storage of materials or
products, there are specific hazards, it shall be exhibited an extract of the safety regulations contained in this decree
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and in the laws. In places and at the machines and equipment in which are carried out operations particularly
dangerous, regulations and instructions concerning the safety of specific processes have to be present. The operations
that present dangers of explosions, fire, poison gas development or toxic and harmful radiation, have to be made in
local or remote locations, properly defended against the harmful element propagation. In rooms or workplaces or
passage must be technically possible prevented or minimized the formation of dangerous or harmful concentrations of
gases, vapours or explosive dusts, flammable, asphyxiating or toxic; as necessary, it should be provided with adequate
ventilation in order to avoid the said concentrations. In rooms or workplaces in which vapours and gases can be
developed, must be installed an equipment suitable to report the achievement of concentrations or dangerous
conditions. Where this is not possible, they must be carried out frequent checks or measurements. The scraps and
waste of flammable materials, explosive, corrosive, toxic, infectious or noxious substances should be collected and
removed frequently during processing with appropriate means, placing them in places where they can not be
dangerous. - The transport and the use of corrosive or harmful temperature materials have to be made with means or
systems which guarantee that workers will not come into direct contact. - When technical requirements or
workmanship not permit the implementation of the rule above, should be made available to eligible employees
individual protective measures. - In cases where there is investment risk from corrosive liquids, must be installed in the
premises of working or in the immediate vicinity, baths or showers with adequate water temperature. - In case of
spillage of corrosive liquids, these must not be absorbed with rags, sawdust or other organic materials, but eliminated
or neutralized with water washings with suitable materials.
COLLAPSE OF THE LOAD TO BE HOISTED BY CRANE IN MECHANICAL LOADING (CRANE) ON BOARD
Set up a plate of nominal load and the configuration to be hoisted it in the crane
Set up charge limiters which send an alarm signal of light and sound when the charge reaches 75% of the maximum
admitted and blocking the hydraulic circuits when the charge reaches the 85%
Specific ashore trainings “using crane” and “slinging loads” exist, but not often received by fishermen.
The hooks should have a safety lock.
COLLAPSE OF THE OVERLOADING WHEN IT´S BE HOISTED BY CRANE IN STOWAGE AND OVERHAULING OF FISHING
GEAR AND AUXILIARY ELEMENTS (NAVIGATION TO PORT)
Set up a plate of nominal load and the configuration to be hoisted it in the crane
Set up charge limiters which send an alarm signal of light and sound when the charge reaches 75% of the maximum
admitted and blocking the hydraulic circuits when the charge reaches the 85%
The hooks should have a safety lock.
To avoid the risk to fall down of the load to collapse ropes or structural components to lift itself it required to install a
measurement system of applied load linked with breaking system for overload. Further rule is to limit dangerous area
for the movement to the personnel. The hooks used both in lifting and transport means, must bring in relief or
engraved clear indication of their maximum permitted capacity.
COLLISION AGAINST THE COAST, PIER, ANOTHER VESSEL OR SEMI-SUBMERGED OBJECT TO THE DRIFT CAUSED BY A
POOR MAINTENANCE OF THE RADAR
Dispose onboard VHF, checking it out periodically
Initial training of all people allowed to be the captain of a fishing vessels : internal rules, use of navigation instruments,
speed, ...; initial training of all crewmen (watchkeeping with captain or second) medical visit (watchkeeping) regulation
of working time and rest by the captain for people allowed to watchkeeping; Alcohol and drugs forbidden onboard;
Maintenance of the navigation instruments; Instruction to use the “dead man” system;
Obligation to manoeuvre the ship according goof maritime costumes, always complying with the current international
boarding rules
Take full precautions in night navigation and low visibility conditions
CONTACT WITH CAUSTIC AND/OR CORROSIVE SUBSTANCES IN FUNCTIONING AND MAINTENANCE CONTROL
Have the security forms of all the products onboard; Popularize what is important in each security form and write it;
Display the “how to use each product”; Wear the adapted protections : eyes, skin, respiratory tracts.
CRASH THE CLUM TO BE HOISTED BY CRANE FROM OVERLOADING THE SAME IN THE PREPARING CLUMP, WHICH IS
THE CENTRAL WEIGHT THEY PUT BETWEEN TWO TRAWLS USED TOGETHER (TWIN TRAWLS) IT CAN BE PUT WITH THE
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THIRD TASK (DOORS)
Specific training: lifting, lashing
CRASH THE DOOR WHEN IT IS HOISTED BY CRANE IN THE PREPARING TRAWL DOORS.
Assuming that, for an overload, the door it's released from cable, must be inserted in the system an auxiliary steel cable
which intervenes to holding back the fall - emergency cord -.
Doors must be raised up with the crane's hook with the help of non-deformable lifting beams. This way prevents from
risks of failing the hanging pieces and guarantees a proper horizontal movement
Set up a plate of nominal load and the configuration to be hoisted it in the crane
Set up charge limiters which send an alarm signal of light and sound when the charge reaches 75% of the maximum
admitted and blocking the hydraulic circuits when the charge reaches the 85%
Specific training : lifting, lashing
The hooks should have a safety lock.
CRASH WITH STACKED BOXES IN THE HOLD IN MANUAL STOWAGE
Avoid the work or the flow of workers when there are adverse weather conditions
Boxes will be stacked gradually and will be stowed at the flank, so no matter how is the state of the sea they will not fall
accidentally. An easy access both inside and outside the hold will be guaranteed
On shelves or in storage cold storage rooms etc .. where the material is to be deposited, the maximum weight amounts
have to be put in evidence in order to ensure the solidity of the deposit.
Safety helmet will be used when storing the catch in holds.
Shelves and boards will be correctly braced with the aim to avoid slipping of cargo
The access to the bilge will have to be free of obstacles and clear at all moments.
The catch will be stored in the hold firmly. Checking the lashing when the sea conditions make it necessary.
CUTS AND BLOWS WITH MOBILE OBJECTS WHEN PEOPLE PASS UNDER/ OVER THE NET WHEN IT´S WINDING IN THE
PREPARING NET
Inserting emergency stop buttons, one positioned next the equipment (fishing net drum), the other in a protected and
central location, easy and quick to reach from the remaining crew. Prohibit to the crew to remain in the deck where
passing the fishing net to avoid the danger of contact and entrapment. Until the aforesaid precautions have not been
taken by reviewing the logistics of mechanical on-board systems and the net path for trolling, the crew must remain at a
safe distance from fishing net.
Precautions to minimize the time to stay near the net; instruction to prohibit the passage under or over the net if not
necessary; wear the adapted working clothes, the gloves, boots and the helmet;
Set the prohibition to walk over or below the rigging when they are winding up and keep a minimal safety distance
Use gloves.
Use of protective shoes with reinforced toe protection.
Use Safety helmet.
CUTS WITH OBJECTS (MANIPULATION OF VALVES) IN BUNKERING
Protective gloves should be use to handle tank valves.
Wear adapted gloves which can protect against cuts and oil.
DERMATITIS AND SKIN ALLERGIES DUE TO FREQUENT HAND WASHING AND THE CONTACT WITH THE WASTE AND
OFFAL OF THE FISH
Dry hands after cleaning.
The materials with which the personal protective equipment is made of, like latex gloves, can cause allergic reactions on
the skin.
Use of adequate protective gloves.
Use of creams and protective lotions to reduce the contact with irritation agents.
DERMATITIS CAUSED BY CONTACT WITH THE FUEL IN BUNKERING
Ask and give to operators safety sheets of the fuels used.
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Equip himself of safety glasses, resistant latex gloves and suitable clothing to protect the body from direct contact with
the fuel, do not apply open flame or do not activate electro-mechanical elements that can emit sparks. Also, ventilate
the room before and during the operation of fuel levy to avoid the stagnation of the flammable gas
Mandatory use of PVC gloves, for chemical protection, adequate for fuels used(se safety sheets of chemical products
used)
Wear adapted gloves ( they must not let the oil pass through ); wear clothes which protect all the body, arms and legs;
use proper towel to wipe your face (not your sleeve)
DERMATITIS, SKIN ALLERGIES AND EYE IRRITATION IN OPEN COD-END AND TOSS THE CATCH INTO THE CATCH TANK
Avoid rubbing the eyes with wet hands.
Equip himself of safety glasses, resistant latex gloves and suitable clothing to protect the body from direct contact with
the caught.
The crew will avoid been close to the dripping of water in the net, because of the possible skin or eye irritations. Use
protective goggles.
Wear clothes which cover all the body, arms and legs; Wear gloves; Wear eyeshade or protective glasses;
DISEASE FROM NATURAL CAUSES
Control the first aid kit on board and restore expired or used medicines.
Don't embark for a trip if you know you are ill; Inform the captain or the responsible care on board if you have a medical
treatment; If you get sick during the trip, don't treat your self and prevent the captain or the responsible care on board;
Evacuate those crew members who suffer from diseases and which may put in danger their lives or their colleagues
lives
Periodic health check ups before embarking to all personnel, national and foreign.
Talk to the captain and don't try to treat the disease yourself
DROP THE CLUM IN ITS MOVEMENT BY THE CRANE DUE TO A DEFECTIVE HOOK OR STOOD, CABLE AND OTHER
AUXILIARY ELEMENT (SLINGS, HOOKS ....) BREAKS, OR CRASH THE CLUM AGAINST AN OBSTACLE THAT RESULTS IN
THE PRECIPITATION OF THE LOAD IN THE PREPARING CLUMP, WHICH IS THE CENTRAL WEIGHT THEY PUT BETWEEN
TWO TRAWLS USED TOGETHER (TWIN TRAWLS) IT CAN BE
Let the clump outside of the boat ( specific layout in the middle of the stern bulwarks) instead of storage of the clump
on the deck; Maintenance of all the cables and auxiliary elements uses to handle the clump; ergonomics layout of the
console commands (good vision ); specific training: lifting, lashing
DROPPING OF THE LOAD BY AN IMPROPER LOAD/ ACCIDENTAL STARTING OF THE CRANEIN MECHANICAL LOADING
(CRANE) ON BOARD
A good embedment and protection of all the equipments of the starting and stopping the engine, as well as all the
equipments that initiate manoeuvres, in order to avoid unexpected activation. To do so, a safety cover of the gear must
be placed around the group of gears to avoid unexpected activations
Follow check up program for elements of hoisting, checking chains, slings, cables, hooks, etc. Change in case of
damage.
In case of any doubt, the weight of the cargo should be over-estimated
It's advised that the angles between the strands don't go over 90 degrees and in any case over 120 degrees. To do so,
avoid the short slings
Specific ashore trainings “using crane” and “slinging loads” exist, but not often received by fishermen.
The manoeuvre of loading a sling of four strands must be calculated assuming that the total weight of the load is hold
by:
• Three slings if the load is flexible
• Two slings if the load is rigid
The load to lift, the hooks and the attachment points of the sling will should not permit its slipping, so if necessary,
make use of spacers, etc. At the same time these spots must be properly arranged with respect to the gravitational
centre
Use the adequate slings to lift a load. Look that the sling has a label with its maximum cargo weight.
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When considering the angles of the strands to determine the maximum load admitted by the slings, it should be
considered the largest angle
When lifting items of high length is advised to use gantry cranes
When lifting up cargoes with slings where there are several tilted strands, it must be verified which is the effective
weight of cargo to be supported
When using a sling of three or four strands, the larger angle which must be taken into account is the one formed by the
strands opposite in diagonal
ELECTRICAL CONTACT IN REPAIR OPERATIONS, MAINTENANCE AND CLEANING
Display of danger zones; Display “forbidden to unauthorized persons; Read instruction manuals of portable electric
tools; Take care and maintenance of electrical cables and tools; electric welding procedure in tanks, ballast
Display with pictogram of the dangerous spot; Instructions “During maintenance cut the power supply”; Display with
pictogram if cleaning with water is not allowed”;
Do not use the strapping machine in a humid or wet place.
Install a device to split the electrical supply from the manual activation system. It will consist of an all-pole isolator
switch of power supply which permits to be locked in the open position (isolated) through a locker, seal, key, etc, so the
work equipment can be controlled
Install in the strapping machine a device to split the electrical supply from the manual activation system. It will consist
of an all-pole isolator switch of power supply which permits to be locked in the open position (isolated) through a
locker, seal, key, etc, so the work equipment can be controlled
Periodically check all electrical lines on board and all the wiring of lamps and electrical actuators in order to identify any
coverage gaps that may result in direct or indirect contact with the power supply. During the check of electrical system
remove the energy supply to the system, use appropriate personal protective equipment and tools dedicated to the
small electrical maintenance.
Place sigs of electrical risks
Preserve electrical cables from the presence of excessive heat, sharpen edges, etc. If the cable is damaged or cut during
work, do not touch and plug of immediately. Never use the strapping machine with a damaged cable and do not use
tape to fix the problem.
ELECTRICAL CONTACT RISKS
All electrical machinery exposed outside will be protected from humidity, corrosion or mechanical damage.
Display of danger zones; Display “forbidden to unauthorized persons; Read instruction manuals of electric equipments;
Take care and maintenance of electrical cables and tools;
Do not extend electrical cable in the floor or hanging. This cable will be protected with cable gutters.
Do not fix two cables with tape.
Do not handle electric appliances in humid places.
Do not use deteriorated cables, switches, plugs and sockets.
Electric boxes will always remain closed, in the inside they will be protected from voltages and must be signalled
Fulfil the electro technical regulation in Low voltage
Maintenance of the electrical installation; signalling hazardous areas; instructed not to open electrical boxes, cabinets,
equipments Instructed to call the electrician or the most trained crewman on electrical risk if problem;
The protection of electrical tools used on deck should be at least of 4 against projections of fluids.
Use whenever possible equipment for lifting or moving loads.
Verify the adequate maintenance of, equipment, accessories and electrical systems of the ship.
ELECTRICAL CONTACTS IN COOK / WAIT ON/ CLEANING
Display of danger zones; Display “forbidden to unauthorized persons; Read instruction manuals of electric equipments;
Take care and maintenance of electrical cables and tools;
Periodically check all electrical lines on board and all the wiring of lamps and electrical actuators in order to identify any
coverage gaps that may result in direct or indirect contact with the power supply. During the check of electrical system
remove the energy supply to the system, use appropriate personal protective equipment and tools dedicated to the
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small electrical maintenance.
ELECTRICAL CONTACTS IN STARTING OF ENGINE AND RADIO EQUIPMENT
All work equipment must be installed in order to protect the exposed workers against the risk of direct or indirect
contact with electricity.
Check the condition of the lighting fixtures.
Check the status of the electrical system conservation.
Machines and mobile portable electrical equipment must be powered by low-voltage circuits.
Respect signalisation and don't remove protection; don not work on electrical parts if you have not the training
The indicators, as pressure gauge, thermometer, pyrometer, level gauge must be set and keep in order to their
indications should be visible to the operator of the machinery or instrument.
The machinery and electrical instrument must be marked with voltage, intensity and type of current and others
constructive features potential useful to use
Warning notes and safe operating procedures must be attached on work equipment to protect the workers security.
ELECTRICAL CONTACTS IN THE MANAGEMENT AND HANDLING OF NAVIGATIONAL EQUIPMENT
Display of danger zones; Display “forbidden to unauthorized persons; Read instruction manuals of electric equipments;
Take care and maintenance of electrical cables and tools;
Dispose of the file cards and the safety instructions delivered by the manufacturer
Dispose of the instructions of the radio electrical equipment and follow them
Do not handle electric appliances with wet hands.
Do not use deteriorated cables, switches, plugs and sockets, deteriorated protections. Do not fix two cables with tape
or similar.
Electric boxes must remain closed and signalled
Electric cables will be installed in cable ducts, fitted or grouped with brackets, away from the passing zones
Initial training of mechanics and electrician; display of electrical risks (pictogram) and set “forbiddencall electrician,
mechanic” If for some intervention protective equipment are needed ( specific gloves, carpet, stool, specific tools..) a
display will remind them; the procedure of intervention on some equipment can be recalled by a local display (even for
electrician)
Inside the helm's room and in the engine's room, some equipment for the control of navigation are used: radio, depth
sounder and electrical boxes can provide all engine parameters. Keep in perfect condition and in structural efficiency all
electric panels on board in order to avoid the danger of electrocution by contact with the implant.
Never pull cables to disconnect.
Periodically check all electrical lines on board and all the wiring of lamps and electrical actuators in order to identify any
coverage gaps that may result in direct or indirect contact with the power supply. During the check of electrical system
remove the energy supply to the system, use appropriate personal protective equipment and tools dedicated to the
small electrical maintenance.
Prohibition of the use of bare wire.
Set an adequate maintenance procedure to the equipment and electric machines, prescribed by the manufacturer and
writing it down in the maintenance register of these equipments
Verify the maintenance of all equipment, installation, swicthboards, cables, isolation level and grounding of electrical
machines of the ship, with periodic check ups.
ELECTRICAL CONTACTS IN THE MANAGEMENT AND HANDLING OF NAVIGATIONAL EQUIPMENT IN TUG USE
Initial training of mechanics and electrician; display of electrical risks (pictogram) and set “forbiddencall electrician,
mechanic” If for some intervention protective equipment are needed ( specific gloves, carpet, stool, specific tools..) a
display will remind them; the procedure of intervention on some equipment can be recalled by a local display (even for
electrician)
ELECTRICAL CONTACTS WITH THE PRESSURE WASHER USE IN CLEANING HOLDS (UNLOADING AT PORT)
All parts in working places with electricity must have protection against spills.
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Check that the wire and the extension cable are not damaged
The connection between the power supply cable and the extension cord must not be on water
ENTRAPMENT AND FALLING LOAD DUE TO AN IMPROPER MAINTENANCE OF WORK EQUIPMENT IN OPEN COD-END
AND TOSS THE CATCH INTO THE CATCH TANK
Maintenance program respected; Compliance with lifting capacity; Individual protection : helmet, boots with protection
of the feet;
The pinch or pinwheel must be adapted to RD 1215/97 about the minimal safety and health requirements to be utilized
by workers in the work equipment
These type of jobs, must be organized in such a way that, when a worker is attaching or unhook manually a load, this
operation can be done with maximum security and, in particular, that the worker can maintain direct or indirect
control. All lifting operations must be properly planned, appropriately supervised and carried out to protect the safety
of workers. If work equipment designed for lifting non-guided loads, can't hold the load in case of partial or total failure
of the power supply, you must take appropriate measures to avoid exposing workers to any resultant risks. Suspended
loads must not be left without surveillance unless where access to the danger zone is prevented and the load has been
safely suspended and with maximum security. The outside use of work equipment for lifting non-guided loads must be
halted when meteorological conditions deteriorate to such a point as to endanger the safe operation of equipment and
exposing workers to risks. It must take appropriate security measures to avoid exposing workers to any risks, and in
particular measures to prevent subsidence / work equipment rollover. Define an area within which it is forbidden to
enter during the lifting operations and equip you with suitable protections the area which might be invaded by falling
loads.
They must include an emergency stop system
ENTRAPMENT BETWEEN NET AND MACHINE IN THE PREPARING NET
A continuous communication system between the bridge and upper deck should be established.
Equipment must include a emergency stop system both in the same working station and the control bridge which rules
it
Ergonomics layout of the console commands ( good vision on the net and drum); coordination between the “drum's
driver” and crewmen ( sign code because of the noise); be careful when you must handle he net when the drum is
winding and wear your gloves;
Inserting emergency stop buttons, one positioned next the equipment (fishing net drum), the other in a protected and
central location, easy and quick to reach from the remaining crew. Prohibit to the crew to remain in the deck where
passing the fishing net to avoid the danger of contact and entrapment. Until the aforesaid precautions have not been
taken by reviewing the logistics of mechanical on-board systems and the net path for trolling, the crew must remain at a
safe distance from fishing net.
Maintain a safe distance from the fishing net.
Net drum must comply with the RD 1215/97 about minimal safety and health dispositions to be utilized by employees in
working equipments
The winch operator will always have good visibility.
ENTRAPMENT BETWEEN OBJECTS IN COOK / WAIT ON/ CLEANING
Be careful and wear gloves
ENTRAPMENT BETWEEN OBJECTS IN MOORING (NAVIGATION TO PORT)
A competent worker should direct operations and before ordering de loosing of mooring ropes, will make sure that no
one is in the range of this ropes.
A continuous communication system between the skipper and fishermen on deck should be established.
Maintain a safe distance from ropes that are taut.
The docking pinwheel should be handled by someone with specific training
Use of protective gloves for handling ropes.
When handling the mooring lines, do not stay on the loose part of them
ENTRAPMENT BETWEEN OBJECTS IN PRODUCTION OF ICE ON TRAWLERS WITH AN ICE-MACHINE
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Stop the machine before working on it (loading of the cylinder with ice);
ENTRAPMENT BETWEEN OBJECTS OF HANDLING EQUIPMENT WITH LACK OF PROTECTIONS OR SAFEGUARDS IN
STARTING OF ENGINE AND RADIO EQUIPMENT
All machinery should comply with the machine regulation of the vessel´s flag. Including minimum safety and health
requirement for the use of this equipment by workers.
Do not manipulate or take out protections or guards of machinery, unless to repair /maintenance by specialized
personnel
Do not remove the protection; use gloves, stop the machine before your intervention
Do not start machines that are in repair or maintenance before installing the protections or guards first.
During the winding up operations of the mesh, cables, nets, etc it will be checked out that no one invades the operating
range
Install a loudspeaker system with microphones, this system will permit to communicate and receive warnings, both in
the deck and the bridge
It is recommended the installation of video cameras in order for the skipper to have visibility of any dead angle on deck.
Mobile parts of the equipment (gears, etc) must be protected through protective shells or caps preventing the access to
dangerous zones
Provide and make mandatory the use of personal protective equipment: helmet, non-slip boots, gloves. Check the
winches. Arrange the crew so that the conductor has enough operating space. All the rotating machinery has to be
protected by sumps or other protective devices.
Signalling the risk of entrapment in the machine.
The winch, windlass, net drum, etc, must count with an emergency stop system, both in the device and in the control
bridge operating them
Working clothes must be tight and the sleeves attached to the wrists. Do not wear bracelets, watches, rings, etc which
may provoke hooks or entrapments with the mobile parts of the work equipment
ENTRAPMENT BETWEEN THE CABLE AND THE WINCH MACHINE DURING THE WINDING IN THE PREPARING CABLE
Assuming that a crew member remains entangled in the cable while it is being wound, there should be an appropriate
emergency button on the machine, in order to arrest immediately the engine. Eventually you can install voice control
detection sensor and / or a radio stop command as a guarantee of the machine stop.
Cables must comply with manufacturer specifications
Maintain a safe distance from the cable risk zone. Signal the manoeuvre.
Working on the cables is prohibited during the winding.
ENTRAPMENT BETWEEN THE SWEEP LINE AND THE WINCH MACHINE DURING THE WINDING IN THE PREPARING
SWEEPLINE
A continuous communication system between the bridge and upper deck should be established.
Inserting emergency stop buttons, one positioned next the equipment (winch), the other in a protected and central
location, easy and quick to reach from the remaining crew.
Maintain a safe distance from with the sweep line risk zone.
Meshes must comply with the technical specifications of the manufacturer
Prohibit to the crew to remain in the deck where passing the sweepline, to avoid the danger of contact and
entrapment.
The winch operator will always have good visibility.
Working on the sweep lines is prohibited during the winding.
ENTRAPMENT BY OR BETWEEN OBJECTS DURING THE REVIEWING AND STARTING OF THE ENGINE AND AUXILIARY
ELEMENTS (BELTS, DRIVE SHAFTS....) IN UNDOCKING
Before starting the engine it must be assured that no one is doing any work nearby the transmissions, axles, etc. Stat
away as much as possible from the danger zones
Do not manipulate or take out protections or guards of machinery, unless to repair /maintenance by specialized
personnel. Once the repair or maintenance is completed, the machine will not be used until the protections or guards
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are properly installed.
Initial training of a mechanic; hazard communication if something cannot be protected; recall :” don't move fenders if
not necessary””stop the equipment, cut power before moving a fender”; “reset the fender”.
Install and signal the emergency stops of the work equipment, both in the equipment and on the bridge (propulsion
engine)
Install protection pieces and guards in the parts, pieces or the unprotected mobile elements of the machinery (chains,
gears, pulleys, shaft lines, etc.)
Providing and mandating the use of the following DPI: glasses, gloves, insulated shoes; - Wearing overalls or clothes
close to the body; - Ensuring, before starting the engine, the keeping of supporting fuel hoses, lubricants and water; keep clean the suction mouths of the bilge pumps; - Monitor and protect the wiring of the bilge pumps and related
alarms (recommended); - Verify that all rotating parts are protected by a housing in order to avoid direct or indirect
contact; - Immediately after the starter of the motor apparatus and of the various equipment, check for proper
operation; - Inform and instruct the staff about the use of the equipment in the absence of the user manual; - Cover
with non-slip material all work areas
Safety instructions of manufacturers of machines will be consulted.
Working clothes must be tight and the sleeves attached to the wrists. Do not wear bracelets, watches, rings, etc which
may provoke hooks or entrapments with the mobile parts of the work equipment
ENTRAPMENT DUE TO AN IMPROPER HANDLING OF WORK EQUIPMENT IN PALLETIZING AND STRAPPING THE GOODS
(UNLOADING AT PORT)
The controls of machinery must be perfectly identified, so that its function is indicated, without any possibility of
confusion in its handling. This indications must be in the language of the vessel´s flag and be durable. This controls must
be easily recognizable by indications, colours and/or pictograms
ENTRAPMENT DUE TO APPROACH CLOSE TO THE CABLES DURING THE TRAWLING, NEAR THE BLOCKS OR ROLLERS IN
RETRIEVING CABLE
At any moment there must be at least three complete rounds of trawling cable in the pinch or pinwheel
Snatches must include a safety lock
Snatches must pass though a maintenance (grease) which will be ordered by an engineer officer and will be annotated
in the machinery journal
The cables, gilsons and strips must be changed when the wear reaches 10% of its diameter for cables and cords, or the
number of break visible wires reach a 20% of the total number of wires, in a length more than twice the passing cables.
These changes must be ordered by the captain or the master, making a register in the ship's log
The gilson's snatches, riggings and strips must be placed over straight or bow shackles, always with enough clearance
to make the snatches work with enough freedom in the several directions which is pointing, it never should work forced
ENTRAPMENT DUE TO APPROACH CLOSE TO THE CABLES DURING THE TRAWLING, NEAR THE BLOCKS OR ROLLERS ON
TRAWLING
Assuming that a crew member remains entangled in the cable while it is being wound, there should be an appropriate
emergency button on the machine, in order to arrest immediately the engine. Eventually you can install voice control
detection sensor and / or a radio stop command as a guarantee of the machine stop. Employ suitable individual
protective equipment such as: Helmet, Gloves, glasses Footwear and appropriate clothing
Instructions : cables can suddenly move during trawling : auto control of the length, captain, ...so be careful if you need
to approach cables, even when they are motionless. Instruction : if you have to work on cables, blocks...during trawling
inform the captain before (for example, lubrication pulleys)
When going trawling and the stern snatch are fixed and there are works to be done on the deck, an adequate distance
must be kept from the trawling cables to avoid the accidental movement of cables that may reach the crewmen
When going trawling and the stern snatch are fixed or movable, do not cross below or over the cables
When going trawling and the stern snatch are movable, and the trawling cables are in the same course of the boat,
works will be done keeping a safety distance. However, if the cables are pulling to a side or the stern snatches joint in a
flank, no work will be done and the crew will not stay on deck.
ENTRAPMENT DUE TO INVOLUNTARY MANIPULATION OF THE EQUIPMENT, CAUSING UNEXPECTED STARTING OF THE
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SAME
A good embedment and protection of all the equipments of the starting and stopping the engine, as well as all the
equipments that initiate manoeuvres, in order to avoid unexpected activation. To do so, a safety cover of the gear must
be placed around the group of gears to avoid unexpected activations
Confinement of the actuating equipment in a box; Emergency stop buttons on the console commands and at suitable
locations on the deck; Specific training for winch/drum “man”; Wear adapted gloves
The operating lever must be clearly identified. Enable pictograms to indicate the sense of the turning lever
ENTRAPMENT DURING THE DOOR´S MANEUVER IN THE SHACKLING OF THE CABLE, DURING THE TENSING OF IT AND
DURING THE PULLING THE CHAIN OUTSIDE OF THE DOORS´ ARMS IN RELEASING AND THROWING TRAWL DOORS
Assuming that a crew member remains entangled in the cable while it is being wound, there should be an appropriate
emergency button on the machine, in order to arrest immediately the engine. Eventually you can install voice control
detection sensor and / or a radio stop command as a guarantee of the machine stop.
Ergonomics layout of the console commands of the winch : not painful posture and direct and good vision on the
workplaces “lashing/unlashing doors”; Instructions when working on the “lashed” door : be careful the door can moved
at any moment, don't put your hands between door and bulwark; Instructions when unlashing the door: “ give a wide
berth when the door is going up; wait for the order of the boatswain before taking off the lashing chain; give wide birth
before the door goes down; Wear adapted gloves and a helmet;
Place hydraulic jacks or chain branches with security locks in the stern davits to hold the push and pull-type gates
The crew is trained to perform the manoeuvres.
ENTRAPMENT FOR FORKLIFT OVERTURNING DUE TO AN IMPROPER POSITIONING OF THE CARGO, EXCESSIVE WEIGHT
OF THE CARGO, UNEVEN GROUND, AND EXCESSIVE SPEED, SHARP TURNS IN PREPARING CARGO ON DOCK
Avoid sudden changes of direction and turning with low radius at high speed
Keep clear of obstacles the side and service corridors to elude having to walk with the load up.
Protection , smoothing and rounding of borders, or sharp edges.
Simultaneous movements with the forklift (lifting/ lowering movements with the movement of the forklift)
Specific training for driver of forklift ( most of the crewmen have not followed this training
The forklift must count with an anti-tip system (ROPS)
To pile up loads an operating sequence must be performed: Locate the forklift in the designated zone to put the cargo.
Hoist the cargo at the necessary height with the forklift in brake position. Drive at a moderate speed to the unloading
zone. Put the fork in horizontal position. Unload the cargo. Separate the forks lowering them from the cargo. Same
operation for the movement of other materials. Forklift operators must be trained in the driving and usage of this
vehicles. Keep a safe distance of the forklift from the quay.
When handling cargo through forklift, it must be respected the maximum load allowed. The transport will be done with
the cargo at the lowest possible height and the mast tilted behind to assure the stability of cargo and the correct
visibility of the driver. In case that cargo reduces visibility, it should circulate backwards.
When the forklift is running empty, do it always with the work down. When running loaded, cargo must be stay the
closest possible to the floor
ENTRAPMENT OF BODY PARTS (HANDS, ARMS, LEGS, ETC.) BETWEEN OBJECTS AND FIXED ELEMENTS. THIS
SITUATION OCCURS WHEN WORKER EXPOSE THESE BODY PARTS OUTSIDE THE CAB OF THE FORKLIFT IN PREPARING
CARGO ON DOCK
Specific training for driver of forklift ( most of the crewmen have not followed this training
Store the material to be used in the established areas, clearing the transit areas
When driving the forklift, it is forbidden to take out from the cabin any part of the body
ENTRAPMENT WHEN WORKERS GUIDE THE SWEEP LINE WITH THE HAND IN THROWING SWEEP LINE
At the moment of throwing the mesh, there must be no one in its radius of action. They will stay protected at the flanks
of the ship
Have special caution and keep away from the risk zone of the sweep lines that are loose but fixed with tension in any
part because it can suddenly tighten.
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Inserting emergency stop buttons, one positioned next the equipment (winch), the other in a protected and central
location, easy and quick to reach from the remaining crew. Prohibit to the crew to remain in the deck where passing the
sweep line, to avoid the danger of contact and entrapment.
Install specific winch with guide for the sweep lines (big boats) or unroll sweep line above cables on the same winch;
Install drum with a partition “wall" to guide the sweep line ( boat where the sweep lines are rolled up under the net on
the same drum); Don't put your hand on the sweep line if not necessary (orders of the boatswain); If sweep line must
be guided by hands : good vision of the man at the console commands on the “guiders” and the guiders stand not to
closed to the drum ( to give time to the man with commands to stop, if entrapment); IF no vision from console
commands on the “guiders” and drum, a “person relay” must have vision both on the drum and on the man at the
commands; Wear adapted gloves a little too large ( if entrapment the glove goes but not the hand)
It is recommended to mark the range of work of the winch from the reel to the ramp.
Sweeplines will not be guided with hands.
The path way should go through the protected paths in the sides, avoiding the net due to the risk of entrapment.
The winch must be equipped with auxiliary mooring winch
ENTRAPMENT WHEN WORKERS MOUNT THE CABLE, OR STRIP IT WHEN IT´S TURNING IN RETRIEVING CABLE
Assuming that a crew member remains entangled in the cable while it is being wound, there should be an appropriate
emergency button on the machine, in order to arrest immediately the engine. Eventually you can install voice control
detection sensor and / or a radio stop command as a guarantee of the machine stop.
At the moment of turning the cable, there must be no one in its radius of action. They will stay protected at the flanks
of the ship
Have special caution and keep away from the risk zone of the cable that is loose but fixed with tension in any part
because it can suddenly tighten. It is strictly prohibited going over the cable.
The path way should go through the protected paths in the sides, avoiding the net due to the risk of entrapment.
ENTRAPMENT WITH BLADES DURING JAMS IN WHICH THE EQUIPMENT DOESN´T STOP SAFELY IN SKINT
(ELABORATION)
If the automatic peeling machine blocks or jams, it should be stopped immediately. A safe form to avoid accidental
starting is to disconnect the machine from the power source and prevent anyone from connecting it. Signalling in case
of breakdown or repair.
Stop the machine and cut the power supply before ; Wear gloves;
ENTRAPMENT WITH CABLE DURING ITS MEASUREMENT FOR MARKING DE CABLE IN THE PREPARING CABLE
A continuous communication system between the bridge and upper deck should be established.
Don't stay near the cable during the winding of it; everywhere, where it is possible put carters, protections over the
cable
Protection of the hands (gloves)
The winch operator will always have good visibility.
ENTRAPMENT WITH CABLE OR WINDLASS WHILE THEY ARE IN HANDLING IN OPEN COD-END AND TOSS THE CATCH
INTO THE CATCH TANK
Inserting emergency stop buttons, one positioned next the equipment (winch, cable), the other in a protected and
central location, easy and quick to reach from the remaining crew. Prohibit to the crew to remain in the deck where
passing the sweep line, to avoid the danger of contact and entrapment.
Keep away from risk zones of auxiliary elements like cables, etc,, maintaining always a safe distance.
Protections on the cables and winch if possible; Emergency stop buttons; Instruction : be careful near winch and cables,
wear waisted clothes;
Workers that handle winches or windlass, will not abandon their post while the machine is working, ascertain that no
one invades the risk zone.
ENTRAPMENT WITH MOBILE PARTS OF EQUIPMENT IN SKINT (ELABORATION)
Equipment must include a emergency stop system which permits to stop the machinery in optimal deceleration
conditions of the mobile elements
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Protections on all the equipments; Display “ Don' t remove the protections”; “ Don't forget to put the protections after
maintenance operations”; Emergency stop buttons; Stop the machine and cut supply power when washing inside;
The peeling machine must comply with the RD 1215/97 about minimal safety and health dispositions to be utilized by
employees in working equipments
ENTRAPMENT WITH MOBILE PARTS OF EQUIPMENT IN WASH (ELABORATION)
Mobile parts of the equipment (gears, etc) must be protected through protective shells or caps preventing the access to
dangerous zones
Protections on all the equipments; Display “ Don' t remove the protections”; “ Don't forget to put the protections after
maintenance operations”; Emergency stop buttons; Stop the machine and cut supply power when washing inside;
Set up an emergency stop system which permits to stop the machinery in optimal deceleration conditions of the mobile
elements
The washing machine must comply with the RD 1215/97 about minimal safety and health dispositions to be utilized by
employees in working equipments
ENTRAPMENT WITH MOBILE PARTS OF WORK EQUIPMENT AND NET DRUM´S GEAR IN THROWING FISHING NET
At the moment of throwing the net, there must be no one in its radius of action. They will stay protected at the flanks of
the ship
Do not work between the fakes formed by fishing gear, cables, ropes and other elements that can be in taut.
Equipment must include a emergency stop system both in the same working station and the control bridge which rules
it
Fishing gear, cables, ropes, etc..will not be stored in the vicinity of the winch, so the crew will not have obstacles in this
zone. Maintain order and cleanness.
Inserting emergency stop buttons, one positioned next the equipment (net drum), the other in a protected and central
location, easy and quick to reach from the remaining crew. Prohibit to the crew to remain in the deck where passing the
fishing net, to avoid the danger of contact and entrapment.
Net drum must comply with the RD 1215/97 about minimal safety and health dispositions to be utilized by employees in
working equipments
Prohibition to stand in the vicinity of the net drum when it is operating.
Protect everything that can be without it hinders the work; Emergency stop buttons on the console commands and at
suitable locations on the deck; signalling moving parts which can't be protected; Drafting instruction and display
concerning the prohibition of remove protections by unauthorized person; Wear adapted gloves
ENTRAPMENT WITH MOBILE PARTS OF WORK EQUIPMENT, AS GEARS, NET DRUM... IN STOWAGE AND
OVERHAULING OF FISHING GEAR AND AUXILIARY ELEMENTS (NAVIGATION TO PORT)
All machinery should comply with the machine regulation of the vessel´s flag. Including minimum safety and health
requirement for the use of this equipment by workers.
Do not manipulate or take out protections or guards of machinery, unless to repair /maintenance by specialized
personnel
Do not start machines that are in repair or maintenance before installing the protections or guards first.
Inserting emergency stop buttons, one positioned next the equipment (net drum), the other in a protected and central
location, easy and quick to reach from the remaining crew. Prohibit to the crew to remain in the deck where passing the
fishing net, to avoid the danger of contact and entrapment.
Mobile parts of the equipment (gears, etc) must be protected through protective shells or caps preventing the access to
dangerous zones
Signalling the risk of entrapment in the machine.
The machinery must count with an emergency stop, both in the machine and in the control bridge
ENTRAPMENT WITH MOBILE PARTS OF WORK EQUIPMENT, AS WINCH GEARS, WINDLASS, NET DRUM...
All machinery should comply with the machine regulation of the vessel´s flag. Including minimum safety and health
requirement for the use of this equipment by workers. Do not manipulate or remove protections or guards of the
machinery except for repair and maintenance by specialized personnel.
Do not start machines that are in repair or maintenance before installing the protections or guards first.
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Install a loudspeaker system with microphones, this system will permit to communicate and receive warnings, both in
the deck and the bridge
It is recommended the installation of video cameras in order for the skipper to have visibility of any dead angle on deck.
Protect everything that can be without it hinders the work; Emergency stop buttons on the console commands and at
suitable locations on the deck; signalling moving parts which can't be protected; Drafting instruction and display
concerning the prohibition of remove protections by unauthorized person; Wear adapted gloves
Use of a signalling code.
Working clothes must be tight and the sleeves attached to the wrists. There will be no loose strips neither loops in the
edge of the pants. Do not wear bracelets, watches, rings, etc which may provoke hooks or entrapments in the trawling
net
ENTRAPMENT WITH THE BLADE DURING A JAM AND THE EQUIPMENT DOES NOT STOP SAFELY IN CUT TAIL
(ELABORATION)
If the cutting machine blocks or jams, it should be stopped immediately. A safe form to avoid accidental starting is to
disconnect the machine from the power source and prevent anyone from connecting it. Signalling in case of breakdown
or repair.
Stop the machine and cut the power supply before ; Wear gloves;
ENTRAPMENT WITH THE BLADE DURING A JAM AND THE EQUIPMENT NOT STOPPING SAFELY IN BEHEAD
(ELABORATION)
Before initiating the works it must be checked a perfect grinding of the tools, the biding, depth of the desired cut and
that the wheel is turning in the same direction that the workman is doing the work
Check that the blade disc is protected, leaving uncovered only the part used to make the cuts
Equipment must include a emergency stop system which permits to stop the machinery in optimal deceleration
conditions of the mobile elements
Stop the machine and cut the power supply before ; Wear gloves;
The beheading machine must comply with the RD 1215/97 about minimal safety and health dispositions to be utilized
by employees in working equipments
ENTRAPMENT WITH THE DRUM OR CUTTING KNIFE DURING JAMS IN WHICH THE EQUIPMENT DOESN´T STOP SAFELY
IN WASH (ELABORATION)
If the fish washing machine blocks or jams, it should be stopped immediately. A safe form to avoid accidental starting is
to disconnect the machine from the power source and prevent anyone from connecting it. Signalling in case of
breakdown or repair.
Stop the machine and cut supply power when washing inside;
ENTRAPMENT, CUTS AND BLOWS FOR USING THE MACHINE WITHOUT ITS SAFETY GUARDS IN FILLET (ELABORATION)
Install machine which cannot start when the safetyguards are taken off; Display of instructions: “don't take off the
safety guards”; “people allowed to take off the safety guards for maintenance must not forget to reset them;
ENTRAPMENT, FALLING LOADS, BLOWS AGAINST MOBILE OBJECTS IN MECHANICAL LOADING (CRANE) ON BOARD
Normalized as in norm UNE EN 60204-1.
Specific ashore trainings “using crane” and “slinging loads” exist, but not often received by fishermen.
The different controls of machinery must be perfectly identified, so that its function is indicated, without any possibility
of confusion in its handling. This indications must be in the language of the vessel´s flag and be durable. This controls
must be easily recognizable by indications, colours and/or pictograms
To avoid confusions colours and pictograms will be used.
ENTRAPMENTS AND CUT WITH THE BLADE WHEN WORKING WITH THE HANDS VERY NEXT TO DISK SAW IN CUT TAIL
(ELABORATION)
The food pusher must have a minimal length of 400 m, width 80-100 mm and thickness 15-20 cm
Use an item to push de fish. It should be used when the distance from the saw blade and the longitudinal margin is
inferior to 120mm, or if the catch to cut is smaller the 120mm.
Use metallic gloves
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ENTRAPMENTS AND CUT WITH THE CIRCULAR STEEL BLADE, TRAWLING BANDS IN CUT TAIL/ BEHEAD
(ELABORATION)
Before initiating the works it must be checked a perfect grinding of the tools, the biding, depth of the desired cut and
that the wheel is turning in the same direction that the workman is doing the work
Check that the blade disc is protected, leaving uncovered only the part used to make the cuts
Equipment must include a emergency stop system which permits to stop the machinery in optimal deceleration
conditions of the mobile elements
If the automatic beheaded saw blocks or jams, it should be stopped immediately. A safe form to avoid accidental
starting is to disconnect the machine from the power source and prevent anyone from connecting it. Signalling in case
of breakdown or repair.
The cutter must comply with the RD 1215/97 about minimal safety and health dispositions to be utilized by employees
in working equipments
The hydraulic saw must comply with the RD 1215/97 about minimal safety and health dispositions to be utilized by
employees in working equipments
The protective swinging top must not rub any side and it must close by itself. It must not get locked under any
circumstance to stay open
Use metallic gloves
ENTRAPMENTS BETWEEN OBJECTS IN FUNCTIONING AND MAINTENANCE CONTROL
Be careful; wear gloves good coordination if working together;
Provide and make mandatory the use of personal protective equipment: helmet, non-slip boots, gloves. Check the
winches. Arrange the crew so that the conductor has enough operating space. All the rotating machinery has to be
protected by sumps or other protective devices.
ENTRAPMENTS BETWEEN THE GEAR AND THE NET´S DRUM DURING ITS WINDING IN PREPARING FISHING GEAR
A continuous communication system between the bridge and upper deck should be established.
Ergonomics layout of the console commands of the drum : good vision for a good coordination; gestural communication
code formalized; respect the order of the boatswain; wear adapted gloves;
Inserting emergency stop buttons, one positioned next the equipment (net drum), the other in a protected and central
location, easy and quick to reach from the remaining crew. Prohibit to the crew to remain in the deck where passing the
fishing net, to avoid the danger of contact and entrapment.
Maintain a safe distance from the fishing net.
The winch operator will always have good visibility.
ENTRAPMENTS DURING THE EXTENSION OF THE DOORS IN RELEASING AND THROWING TRAWL DOORS
At the moment of opening the doors, when they are on the deck, there must be no one in its radius of action. They will
stay protected at the flanks of the ship
Check and installation of lashing elements for trawling doors.
Ergonomics layout of the console commands : good vision with the help of video camera on the stern if necessary;
instruction : give a wide berth during the extension of the doors;
It's prescribed the proper routine maintenance with careful visual examination of all the structural elements such as
lifting hooks, wires, rings, cuffs. It's also requires the insertion of steel wire rope or a chain as a safety element in case
that an object might break away for failure of a component. The crew must remain at a safe distance from the doors
and control the trajectory suspended through the use of special auctions to direct / guide the equipment during air
path.
Movement of items through mechanical means will be done exclusively by qualified and experienced workers, trained
in this subject
ENTRAPMENTS DURING THE GUIDING OF THE CABLE WITH THE HAND IN THROWING CABLE
Assuming that a crew member remains entangled in the cable while it is being wound, there should be an appropriate
emergency button on the machine, in order to arrest immediately the engine. Eventually you can install voice control
detection sensor and / or a radio stop command as a guarantee of the machine stop. Employ suitable individual
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protective equipment such as: Helmet, Gloves, glasses Footwear and appropriate clothing
At the moment of throwing the cable, there must be no one in its radius of action. They will stay protected at the flanks
of the ship
Cable will not be guided with hands.
Do not go below or above the cable when it is launched.
Have special caution and keep away from the risk zone of the cable that is loose but fixed with tension in any part
because it can suddenly tighten. It is strictly prohibited going over the cable.
Install winches with guides; instruction : “don't put your hand on cable when moving; ask to stop “ (coordination);
Instruction “ be careful when walking near cable (broken ply can hook your clothes; Ergonomics layout of the console
commands : good vision on cables; Emergency stop buttons
It is recommended to mark the range of work of the winch from the reel to the ramp.
The path way should go through the protected paths in the sides, avoiding the net due to the risk of entrapment.
ENTRAPMENTS DURING THE VEERING OF THE NET IN RETRIEVING FISHING NET
At the moment of turning the net, there must be no one in its radius of action. They will stay protected at the flanks of
the ship
Inserting emergency stop buttons, one positioned next the equipment (fishing net drum), the other in a protected and
central location, easy and quick to reach from the remaining crew. Prohibit to the crew to remain in the deck where
passing the fishing net to avoid the danger of contact and entrapment. Until the aforesaid precautions have not been
taken by reviewing the logistics of mechanical on-board systems and the net path for trolling, the crew must remain at a
safe distance from fishing net.
ENTRAPMENTS DURING THE VEERING OF THE SWEEP LINE IN RETRIEVING SWEEP LINE
At the moment of turning the mesh there must be no one in its radius of action. They will stay protected at the flanks of
the ship
Have special caution and keep away from the risk zone of the sweep lines that are loose but fixed with tension in any
part because it can suddenly tighten.
Inserting emergency stop buttons, one positioned next the equipment (winch), the other in a protected and central
location, easy and quick to reach from the remaining crew. Prohibit to the crew to remain in the deck where passing the
sweep line, to avoid the danger of contact and entrapment.
It is recommended to mark the range of work of the winch from the reel to the ramp.
The path way should go through the protected paths in the sides, avoiding the net due to the risk of entrapment.
ENTRAPMENTS OF FINGERS AND HANDS WITH THE BLOCKS, PULLEYS….
Ergonomics layout of console commands of the winch, drum..: good vision on the gear and all the equipments on which
crewmen can work; Emergency stop buttons on the console commands and at suitable locations on the deck; Specific
training for winch/drum “man”; Formalization a gestural communication code learned and known by everybody on the
deck (coordination); Editorial guidelines specifying the moments of waiting (during winding) and working on the gear;
Wear adapted gloves
The fishermen will not expose themselves for harming their fingers in tasks with ropes in sheaves or snatch blocks.
Proper tools should be used. For this purpose first eliminate the tension and then take out the rope.
ENTRAPMENTS WHEN WORKERS ARE CLOSE THE DOOR´S SWAMP IN OPEN COD-END AND TOSS THE CATCH INTO THE
CATCH TANK
Command of the door just near it; install a releasable stop when the door is opened; Wear boots with protection of the
feet;
Perfect coordination when closing the marsh door. It will be closed on the boatswain command, confirming that the
area is clear.
ENTRAPMENTS WITH MOBILE DOORS OF THE MACHINES DURING THE VEERING OF THE SWEEP LINE IN RETRIEVING
SWEEP LINE
Fishing gear, cables, ropes, etc..will not be stored in the vicinity of the winch, so the crew will not have obstacles in this
zone.
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Operator in charge of the pinwheel will not abandon his working position while it is working. He will check there is no
one in the operating range
Prohibition to stand in the vicinity of the winch when it is operating.
ENTRAPMENTS WITH MOBILE DOORS OF THE MACHINES DURING THEIR VEERING IN LASHING TRAWL DOORS
Fishing gear, cables, ropes, etc..will not be stored in the vicinity of the winch, so the crew will not have obstacles in this
zone.
Movement of items through mechanical means will be done exclusively by qualified and experienced workers, trained
in this subject
Operator in charge of the pinwheel will not abandon his working position while it is working. He will check there is no
one in the operating range
Prohibition to stand in the vicinity of the winch when it is operating.
ENTRAPMENTS WITH MOBILE PARTS OF MACHINE DURING THE HAUL DOWN OF THE SWEEP LINE
Ergonomics layout of the console commands and emergency stop button; Instruction : give a wide berth when sweep
line are moving
Fishing gear, cables, ropes, etc..will not be stored in the vicinity of the winch, so the crew will not have obstacles in this
zone.
Fishing gear, cables, ropes, etc..will not be stored in the vicinity of the winch.
Inserting emergency stop buttons, one positioned next the equipment (winch), the other in a protected and central
location, easy and quick to reach from the remaining crew. Prohibit to the crew to remain in the deck where passing the
sweep line, to avoid the danger of contact and entrapment.
Operator in charge of the pinwheel will not abandon his working position while it is working. He will check there is no
one in the operating range
Prohibition to stand in the vicinity of the winch when it is operating.
Protect everything that can be without it hinders the work; Emergency stop buttons on the console commands and at
suitable locations on the deck; signalling moving parts which can't be protected; Drafting instruction and display
concerning the prohibition of remove protections by unauthorized person; Wear adapted gloves
ENTRAPMENTS WITH MOBILE PARTS OF THE MACHINE DURING THE HAUL DOWN OF THE CABLE IN THROWING
CABLE
Assuming that a crew member remains entangled in the cable while it is being wound, there should be an appropriate
emergency button on the machine, in order to arrest immediately the engine. Eventually you can install voice control
detection sensor and / or a radio stop command as a guarantee of the machine stop. Employ suitable individual
protective equipment such as: Helmet, Gloves, glasses Footwear and appropriate clothing
Fishing gear, cables, ropes, etc..will not be stored in the vicinity of the winch, so the crew will not have obstacles in this
zone.
Operator in charge of the pinwheel will not abandon his working position while it is working. He will check there is no
one in the operating range
Prohibition to stand in the vicinity of the winch when it is operating.
ENTRAPMENTS WITH MOBILE PARTS OF THE WORK EQUIPMENT
All machinery should comply with the machine regulation of the vessel´s flag. Including minimum safety and health
requirement for the use of this equipment by workers.
Protections on all the equipments; Display “ Don' t remove the protections”; “ Don't forget to put the protections after
maintenance operations”; Emergency stop buttons; Stop the machine if it is loaded and you want to free it;
ENTRAPMENTS WITH MOBILE PARTS OF THE WORK EQUIPMENT SUCH AS THE GEARS IN THROWING CABLE
Employ suitable individual protective equipment such as: Helmet, Gloves, glasses Footwear and appropriate clothing
Educate and inform the embarked staff regarding the procedure to be taken, on board, during the hauling of the
equipment with cables in winding. The crew must keep a safe distance from the gear and from the equipments
attached to them. Inserting emergency stop buttons, one positioned next the equipment, the other in a protected and
central location, easy and quick to reach from the remaining crew.
Ergonomics layout of console commands of the winch, drum..: good vision on the gear and all the equipments on which
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crewmen can work; Emergency stop buttons on the console commands and at suitable locations on the deck; Specific
training for winch/drum “man”; Formalization a gestural communication code learned and known by everybody on the
deck (coordination); Editorial guidelines specifying the moments of waiting (during winding) and working on the gear;
Wear adapted gloves
Fishing gear, cables, ropes, etc..will not be stored in the vicinity of the winch, so the crew will not have obstacles in this
zone. Maintain order and cleanness.
Set an adequate maintenance procedure to the snatches, reels and shackle, writing it down in the maintenance register.
The winch must count with an emergency stop, both in the winch and in the control bridge controlling the winch
The winch must comply with the RD 1215/97 about minimal safety and health dispositions to be utilized by employees
in working equipments
ENTRAPMENTS WITH MOBILE PARTS OF WORK EQUIPMENT (GEARS…) IN RETRIEVING / THROWING SWEEP LINE
Ergonomics layout of console commands of the winch, drum..: good vision on the gear and all the equipments on which
crewmen can work; Emergency stop buttons on the console commands and at suitable locations on the deck; Specific
training for winch/drum “man”; Formalization a gestural communication code learned and known by everybody on the
deck (coordination); Editorial guidelines specifying the moments of waiting (during winding) and working on the gear;
Wear adapted gloves
Fishing gear, cables, ropes, etc..will not be stored in the vicinity of the winch, so the crew will not have obstacles in this
zone. Maintain order and cleanness.
Inserting emergency stop buttons, one positioned next the equipment (winch), the other in a protected and central
location, easy and quick to reach from the remaining crew. Prohibit to the crew to remain in the deck where passing the
sweep line, to avoid the danger of contact and entrapment.
Inserting emergency stop buttons, one positioned next the equipment, the other in a protected and central location,
easy and quick to reach from the remaining crew. Prohibit to the crew to remain in the deck where there are the gears,
to avoid the danger of contact and entrapment. - Verify that all rotating parts are protected by a housing in order to
avoid direct or indirect contact; - Immediately after the starter of the motor apparatus and of the various equipment,
check for proper operation; - Inform and instruct the staff about the use of the equipment in the absence of the user
manual; - Cover with non-slip material all work areas Provide and make mandatory the use of personal protective
equipment: helmet, non-slip boots, gloves. Check all the gears. Arrange the crew so that the conductor has enough
operating space. All the rotating machinery have to be protected by protective devices.
Set an adequate maintenance procedure to the snatches, reels and shackle, writing it down in the maintenance register.
The winch must count with an emergency stop, both in the winch and in the control bridge controlling the winch
The winch must comply with the RD 1215/97 about minimal safety and health dispositions to be utilized by employees
in working equipments
ENTRAPMENTS WITH MOBILE PARTS OF WORK EQUIPMENT (GEARS….) IN RETRIEVING CABLE
Fishing gear, cables, ropes, etc..will not be stored in the vicinity of the winch, so the crew will not have obstacles in this
zone. Maintain order and cleanness.
Inserting emergency stop buttons, one positioned next the equipment, the other in a protected and central location,
easy and quick to reach from the remaining crew. Prohibit to the crew to remain in the deck where there are the gears,
to avoid the danger of contact and entrapment. - Verify that all rotating parts are protected by a housing in order to
avoid direct or indirect contact; - Immediately after the starter of the motor apparatus and of the various equipment,
check for proper operation; - Inform and instruct the staff about the use of the equipment in the absence of the user
manual; - Cover with non-slip material all work areas Provide and make mandatory the use of personal protective
equipment: helmet, non-slip boots, gloves. Check all the gears. Arrange the crew so that the conductor has enough
operating space. All the rotating machinery have to be protected by protective devices. Assuming that a crew member
remains entangled in the cable while it is being wound, there should be an appropriate emergency button on the
machine, in order to arrest immediately the engine. Eventually you can install voice control detection sensor and / or a
radio stop command as a guarantee of the machine stop.
Protect everything that can be without it hinders the work; Emergency stop buttons on the console commands and at
suitable locations on the deck; signalling moving parts which can't be protected; Drafting instruction and display
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concerning the prohibition of remove protections by unauthorized person; Wear adapted gloves
Set an adequate maintenance procedure to the snatches, reels and shackle, writing it down in the maintenance register.
The winch must count with an emergency stop, both in the winch and in the control bridge controlling the winch
The winch must comply with the RD 1215/97 about minimal safety and health dispositions to be utilized by employees
in working equipments
ENTRAPMENTS WITH THE BLADE DURING A JAM WITH THE CONSEQUENT EQUIPMENT STOP WITHOUT SAFELY IN
CUT TAIL (ELABORATION)
If the cutting machine blocks or jams, it should be stopped immediately. A safe form to avoid accidental starting is to
disconnect the machine from the power source and prevent anyone from connecting it. Signalling in case of breakdown
or repair.
Stop the machine and cut the power supply before ; Wear gloves;
ENTRAPMENTS WITH THE MOBILE PARTS OF THE MACHINE DURING THE TORN OF THE CABLE IN RETRIEVING CABLE
Assuming that a crew member remains entangled in the cable while it is being wound, there should be an appropriate
emergency button on the machine, in order to arrest immediately the engine. Eventually you can install voice control
detection sensor and / or a radio stop command as a guarantee of the machine stop.
Operator in charge of the pinwheel will not abandon his working position while it is working. He will check there is no
one in the operating range
Prohibition to stand in the vicinity of the winch when it is operating.
Protect everything that can be without it hinders the work; Emergency stop buttons on the console commands and at
suitable locations on the deck; signalling moving parts which can't be protected; Drafting instruction and display
concerning the prohibition of remove protections by unauthorized person; Wear adapted gloves
ENTRAPMENTS WITH THE MOBILE PARTS OF THE NET DRUM DURING THE VEERING OF THE GEAR IN RETRIEVING
FISHING NET
Inserting emergency stop buttons, one positioned next the equipment (fishing net drum), the other in a protected and
central location, easy and quick to reach from the remaining crew. Prohibit to the crew to remain in the deck where
passing the fishing net to avoid the danger of contact and entrapment. Until the aforesaid precautions have not been
taken by reviewing the logistics of mechanical on-board systems and the net path for trolling, the crew must remain at a
safe distance from fishing net.
Instruction : “let the net drum's winding and wait on the order of the boatswain before working”; Give a wide berth of
the gear , drum when working is not necessary; Ergonomics layout of the console commands: good vision on drum and
gear; Coordination: formalized gestural code; Wear protections : clothes (body, arms and legs), gloves, helmet and
boots
Prohibition to stand in the vicinity of the net drum when it is operating.
The path way should go through the protected paths in the sides, avoiding the net due to the risk of entrapment.
ENTRAPMENTS WITH THE MOBILE PARTS OF THE WORK EQUIPMENT SUCH AS GEAR OF THE NET DRUM WHEN
CREWMEN ARE STANDING TOO CLOSE TO THE NET DRUM IN RETRIEVING FISHING NET
Equipment must include a emergency stop system both in the same working station and the control bridge which rules
it
Inserting emergency stop buttons, one positioned next the equipment (fishing net drum), the other in a protected and
central location, easy and quick to reach from the remaining crew. Prohibit to the crew to remain in the deck where
passing the fishing net to avoid the danger of contact and entrapment. Until the aforesaid precautions have not been
taken by reviewing the logistics of mechanical on-board systems and the net path for trolling, the crew must remain at a
safe distance from fishing net.
Instruction : “let the net drum's winding and wait on the order of the boatswain before working”; Give a wide berth of
the gear , drum when working is not necessary; Ergonomics layout of the console commands: good vision on drum and
gear; Coordination: formalized gestural code; Wear protections : clothes (body, arms and legs), gloves, helmet and
boots
Net drum must comply with the RD 1215/97 about minimal safety and health dispositions to be utilized by employees in
working equipments
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ENTRAPMENTS WITH THE MOBILE PARTS OF THE WORK EQUIPMENT; GEARS, NET DRUM…
All machinery should comply with the machine regulation of the vessel´s flag. Including minimum safety and health
requirement for the use of this equipment by workers.
Do not manipulate or take out protections or guards of machinery, unless to repair /maintenance by specialized
personnel
Do not start machines that are in repair or maintenance before installing the protections or guards first.
During the winding up operations of the mesh, cables, nets, etc it will be checked out that no one invades the operating
range
Install a loudspeaker system with microphones, this system will permit to communicate and receive warnings, both in
the deck and the bridge
Install carters, protections, on mobile parts everywhere where it is possible without obstruct the work. Good vision
from the command station on the gears, winch , drum... wait the stop ( of the gear) before putting your hands on, in it.
It is recommended the installation of video cameras in order for the skipper to have visibility of any dead angle on deck.
Mobile parts of the equipment (gears, etc) must be protected through protective shells or caps preventing the access to
dangerous zones
Signalling the risk of entrapment in the machine.
The winch, windlass, net drum, etc, must count with an emergency stop system, both in the device and in the control
bridge operating them
Working clothes must be tight and the sleeves attached to the wrists. Do not wear bracelets, watches, rings, etc which
may provoke hooks or entrapments with the mobile parts of the work equipment
ENTRAPMENTS, BLOWS, CUTS... CAUSED BY IMPROPER HANDLING OF THE WORK EQUIPMENT AND BY SUDDEN
RESTARTS
A protection of the handles of the crane will be installed.
Be careful and ask for help if necessary; Use the existing handling aids; Wear adequate clothes, gloves and boots;
Do not live the command post while manoeuvring a machine.
In order to avoid accidental start-up of hydraulic systems, the pressure must be applied with single -acting valves that
return to the close position by spring or valves that adopt their position mechanically, for example due to the
mechanical drag of fluids over the shutting system as in the case of direct drive piloted non-return valves.
Operating instructions must be in the crew's language and durable. Activation devices must be easily recognisable
through indications, colours or pictograms
The controls for start, stop and in general any control that starts a manoeuvre in a machine, have to be embedded and
protected
The controls of machinery must be perfectly identified, so that its function is indicated, without any possibility of
confusion in its handling.
EXPLOSION/FIRE IN STARTING OF ENGINE AND RADIO EQUIPMENT
Control of the atmosphere in the engine room, in the boat (leak of gas, gasoline vapours) before starting an engine.
Gas bottles (flammable or dangerous) as the acetylene or Freon will be stowed in vertical position on the deck outdoor
and protected from high temperature changes, sun, snow, etc.
If possible, the sentines will be kept dry with no dirt or fuel
In general, smoking will only be allowed in the indicated areas
It is prohibited to smoke inside fuel or lubrication tanks, store rooms of flammable materials like paints, refrigerated
installations, electrical accumulators, engine rooms, kitchens, store rooms, proximity with pipes and ventilations
connected to fuel tanks and cabins.
Maintain the fire extinguishing equipment in perfect conditions, with the periodic checks and inspections to date. Fire
extinguishing equipment and emergency exits must be properly signposted.
Signalling the area of storage of flares.
Storing the flammable products in the assigned places and kept away from any ignition source. These storages must be
well aired out and the containers well closed and braced to avoid spills due to the navigation swinging
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The operations that present dangers of explosions, fire, poisonous or toxic gas development and harmful radiation,
have to be made in isolated places properly defended against the harmful element propagation. In rooms or workplaces
or passage, must be technically possible prevented or minimized the formation of dangerous or harmful concentrations
of gases, vapours or explosive dusts, flammable, asphyxiating or toxic; as necessary, it should be provided with
adequate ventilation in order to avoid the high concentrations. In rooms or workplaces or wipe when the vapours and
gases that may develop can be unsafe, indicators and detectors suitable to report the achievement of concentrations or
dangerous conditions must be installed. Where this is not possible, they must be carried out frequent checks.
Use of explosion proof lights when working in spaces where flammable products are stored or in confined spaces where
there could be an explosive atmosphere.
Verify the correct function of emergency lighting.
EXPLOSIONS DUE TO LACK OF WORKING PROCEDURES IN EXPLOSIVE ATMOSPHERES, ACCUMULATION OF GASES
AND SLURRIES IN BILGES, POOR VENTILATION, ETC... IN UNDOCKING
Set a procedure to make inspections of the gas outlets of the fuel tanks
Stcwf safety training treats this subject; working procedures must be written and recalled (display nearby); working
procedure is “ access forbidden to unauthorized persons – if necessary call an authorized person”; For authorized
person the procedures must also be written : “ the bridge (officers) must be warned, never alone; analyse the
atmosphere before entering; ventilate before entering or opening, if necessary use a respiratory equipment; attention
to the spark (static electricity, electrical appliance (phone))
Ventilate the rooms where they can stagnate or evaporate flammable liquids. Insert electronic devices for the detection
of flammable gases such as gasoline vapours, gas, oil, etc ... if gas is detected within the premises, ventilate the room without generating explosions - trying to push outside the gases; identify the emission source of the hazardous liquid or
gases and prevent the escaping of these.
EXPOSURE AND CONTACT WITH TOXIC AND IRRITANTS SUBSTANCES IN THE USE OF CLEANING PRODUCTS SUCH AS
BLEACH, DETERGENTS, DISINFECTANTS…
After handling cleaning products it's mandatory to wash hands, even if they have used gloves, specially before meals
and when leaving the working station
Ask for safety sheets of products been used. Use PPE as it says in the safety sheets.
Do not use any product without knowing its characteristics and risks. Demand labelling of the product with uses and
risks.
Equip himself of safety glasses, resistant latex gloves and suitable clothing to protect the body from direct contact with
the caught.
If not in use keep all products close and labelled
Keep all the cleaning products in their original packages, never change them in other ones that may lead to confusion
such drinks or food products
Train and inform workers about the utilization of this kind of products
Use adequate gloves for the use of cleaning products.
EXPOSURE TO HIGH NOISE OVER THE ENTIRE ENGINE ROOM
Pictogram display recalling the obligation of the port of ear protection
EXPOSURE TO LOW TEMPERATURES IN THE COLD STORAGE AND FREEZING TUNNELS IN CABINETS/TUNNELS
(ELABORATION)
Exposure to low temperatures results in discomfort, risk of local frostbite, greater sensitivity to the vibrations caused by
the engine and boat's roll. To reduce the harm resulting from exposure to low temperatures and those arising from
exposure to rain and moisture, is necessary to wear appropriate clothing, suspend work if necessary, please note that
feeding with adequate foods reduces problems resulting from low temperatures. The climatic conditions, in particular,
can cause, in addition to direct risks (e.g.. diseases caused by damp cold climates), also indirect risks (the environmental
conditions could aggravate other risks already inherent in working operations). Among the direct threats include:
diseases, occupational diseases due to outdoor activities in difficult conditions and the resulting injuries by falls, slips,
blows due to the bad conditions of the transit areas.
Implement resting areas where people can consume hot drinks
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Use protective apparel that helps to isolate from cold and that are adapted to the task. Use gloves and boots for
freezing temperatures. Special clothe for freezing temperatures, ear protection, etc.
Use warm clothing and protective personal equipment adequate to the temperature.
EXPOSURE TO LOW TEMPERATURES IN THE HOLD IN PALLETIZING AND STRAPPING THE GOODS (UNLOADING AT
PORT)
Exposure to low temperatures results in discomfort, risk of local frostbite, greater sensitivity to the vibrations caused by
the engine and boat's roll. To reduce the harm resulting from exposure to low temperatures and those arising from
exposure to rain and moisture, is necessary to wear appropriate clothing, suspend work if necessary, please note that
feeding with adequate foods reduces problems resulting from low temperatures. The climatic conditions, in particular,
can cause, in addition to direct risks (e.g.. diseases caused by damp cold climates), also indirect risks (the environmental
conditions could aggravate other risks already inherent in working operations). Among the direct threats include:
diseases, occupational diseases due to outdoor activities in difficult conditions and the resulting injuries by falls, slips,
blows due to the bad conditions of the transit areas.
Use protective apparel that helps to isolate from cold and that are adapted to the task.
Use warm clothing and protective personal equipment adequate to the temperature.
EXPOSURE TO LOW TEMPERATURES IN THE HOLD IN MANUAL STOWAGE
Exposure to low temperatures results in discomfort, risk of local frostbite, greater sensitivity to the vibrations caused by
the engine and boat's roll. To reduce the harm resulting from exposure to low temperatures and those arising from
exposure to rain and moisture, is necessary to wear appropriate clothing, suspend work if necessary, please note that
feeding with adequate foods reduces problems resulting from low temperatures. The climatic conditions, in particular,
can cause, in addition to direct risks (e.g.. diseases caused by damp cold climates), also indirect risks (the environmental
conditions could aggravate other risks already inherent in working operations). Among the direct threats include:
diseases, occupational diseases due to outdoor activities in difficult conditions and the resulting injuries by falls, slips,
blows due to the bad conditions of the transit areas.
Follow instructions of the safety sheets of products.
Use protective apparel that helps to isolate from cold and that are adapted to the task. Use gloves and boots for
freezing temperatures. Special clothe for freezing temperatures, ear protection, etc.- The crewmen that work in
freezing holds will have instruments to communicate with the exterior. When needed to close the hold, the time inside
will be controlled alongside- An emergency alarm will be installed inside to call the operators outside the hold.- Freezing
holds will have opening also from inside.- Time inside the freezing hold will be controlled: From 0ºC to -18ºC, no limits
when wearing the protective apparel. From -18ºC to -34º, maximum 4 hours a day, alternating 1 hour of exposure and
one hour of rest. From -34ºC to -57ºC, two period of 30 minutes with an interval of 4 hours.
EXPOSURE TO LOW TEMPERATURES IN THE HOLD IN UPLOADING OF GOODS AT PORT (UNLOADING AT PORT)
Cold chambers will count with an opening system from the inside
Exposure to low temperatures results in discomfort, risk of local frostbite, greater sensitivity to the vibrations caused by
the engine and boat's roll. To reduce the harm resulting from exposure to low temperatures and those arising from
exposure to rain and moisture, is necessary to wear appropriate clothing, suspend work if necessary, please note that
feeding with adequate foods reduces problems resulting from low temperatures. The climatic conditions, in particular,
can cause, in addition to direct risks (e.g.. diseases caused by damp cold climates), also indirect risks (the environmental
conditions could aggravate other risks already inherent in working operations). Among the direct threats include:
diseases, occupational diseases due to outdoor activities in difficult conditions and the resulting injuries by falls, slips,
blows due to the bad conditions of the transit areas.
Inside freezing holds an emergency communication system should be installed so that crewmen can activate it to alert
personnel outside the hold and personnel during their guard.
Stay in the hold must be controlled. From 0ºC to -18ºC there is no limit as long as they use proper clothing. From -18ºC
to -34ºC, maximum 4 hours per day, alternating one hour of exposure and one hour of recover. From -34ºC to -57ºC,
two periods of 30 minutes with 4 hours break
The crew that work in holds and freezing cameras will have equipment to communicate with the exterior. If the doors
are closed, the time inside the hold must be controlled alongside in the exterior.
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Use protective apparel that helps to isolate from cold and that are adapted to the task. Use gloves and boots for
freezing temperatures. Special clothe for freezing temperatures, ear protection, etc.
EXPOSURE TO LOW TEMPERATURES TO PERFORM THE CLEANUP OF THE HOLD AND FREEZING TUNNELS IN VESSEL
CLEANING (NAVIGATION TO PORT)
Exposure to low temperatures results in discomfort, risk of local frostbite, greater sensitivity to the vibrations caused by
the engine and boat's roll. To reduce the harm resulting from exposure to low temperatures and those arising from
exposure to rain and moisture, is necessary to wear appropriate clothing, suspend work if necessary, please note that
feeding with adequate foods reduces problems resulting from low temperatures. The climatic conditions, in particular,
can cause, in addition to direct risks (e.g.. diseases caused by damp cold climates), also indirect risks (the environmental
conditions could aggravate other risks already inherent in working operations). Among the direct threats include:
diseases, occupational diseases due to outdoor activities in difficult conditions and the resulting injuries by falls, slips,
blows due to the bad conditions of the transit areas.
Implement resting areas where people can consume hot drinks
Use protective apparel that helps to isolate from cold and that are adapted to the task. Use gloves with sleeves and
boots for freezing temperatures.
Use warm clothing and protective personal equipment adequate to the temperature.
EXPOSURE TO REPETITIVE MOVEMENTS AND POSTURAL OVERSTRAIN IN ENCASE (ELABORATION)
Follow all instructions for the handling of loads individually or collectively, respect the rest periods and arrange points
of support for improving the conditions of musculoskeletal work and comfort on board The sorting of the fish should be
performed standing with the aid of a working table rather than kneeling in the stern. Mechanical systems for the
processing / selection of the fish, allow a correct working posture.
To reduce postures of leaning forward is necessary to change the location of working materials: Tilting the fish
container will reduce the bending of wrists and elevation of elbows. Positioning boxes or trays in front of workers will
eliminate forced shifts.
EXPOSURE TO TOXIC OR CORROSIVE SUBSTANCES BY THE PRESENCE OF LEAKS IN THE REFRIGERANT CIRCUIT IN
TUNNELS AND/OR CHAMBERS IN UNLOADING OF CABINETS/TUNNELS USING REFRIGERANTS SUCH AS FREON OR
AMMONIA ALONE OR IN MIXED FORM
En emergency plan for possible leaks of substances and an evacuation plan must be available.
Follow instructions of the safety sheets of products.
In case of leaks of cooling fluid, the place must be evacuated and sealed as soon as possible and then it should be
ventilated
Proper maintenance of the ventilation system.
Set up sensors and central alarms that warn about the existence of this danger
EXPOSURE TO TOXIC OR CORROSIVE SUBSTANCES DUE TO THE LEAKS IN THE REFRIGERANT CIRCUIT OF THE HOLD
(REFRIGERANTS SUCH AS FREON)
En emergency plan for possible leaks of substances and an evacuation plan must be available.
Follow instructions of the safety sheets of products.
In case of leaks of cooling fluid, the place must be evacuated and sealed as soon as possible and then it should be
ventilated
Proper maintenance of the ventilation system.
Set up sensors and central alarms that warn about the existence of this danger
Specific training with protections clothes and respiratory system for crewmen on tunasenneur or freezer trawlers
Two autonomous respiration devices will be kept next to the installation, but not in a place that may be inaccessible in
case of gas leak.
FALL TO DIFFERENT LEVEL DUE TO OPENINGS, SLIPS, HOLD, STICKS, TRIPPING, ABSENCE OF COLLECTIVE PROTECTION
EQUIPMENT, HATCHES, STICKS, FALLING INTO THE SEA
As regards the access from other vessel: apply non-slip adhesive strips
As regards the access from other vessel: indicate the emergency exits
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As regards the access from other vessel: making the removable protective railing
Avoid to make the descent by moving heavy loads.
Construction recommandations on the angle of the step ladders, staircase; ergonomics recommandations for ladders;
don't run, use the handrail; clean and order the steps; clean the handrails; close the openings (hatch) or surrounded it
with a guardrail; use a harness and lifeline when collective protection (ladder + platform with railing for example) is not
possible. Use harness with integrated lifejacket + life line when working above the sea without protection ( or ask to be
retained by another crewman)
Don't run; Use handrails; clean and order the steps; wear lifejacket near the water; use harness + lifeline if no
protection where you must work;
Enable in the vicinity of the gangway access to the ship a life-ring.
In the works done on the deck, obligation to use a safety helmet, safety vest and safety shoes with anti-slip rubber sole.
Install signalling of the obligation to use it
Inspect during the day the location of the walkway, taking into account the course of the tides and changing its position
if access is avoided by an excessive slope.
Install an access walkway, correctly secured and enlightened, as well as to deploy a safety net covering the area
occupied by the walkway. Set the obligation to use entirely to get onboard. It will be kept in proper state, making
regular inspections
Install an appropriate access system for the descent on deck with a descent rung.
Install proper walkway with handrails, well anchored to the boat, with width at least 1 m.
Keep free from obstacles the pathways ant their vicinity.
Set up in the surroundings of the ship gate walkway a lifesaver hoop
Shut the hatch or install a handrail around the opened hatch; never put the cap (top) half on the hatch and not fixed.
Use fixed ladder; Shut the hatch or surround the opening with a fender ( height = 1m);
Use of protective foot wear with anti slippery sole.
When working on deck, always wear a safety helmet, work vest and safety footwear with non-slip soles. Necessary to
sign the mandatory use
FALL TO DIFFERENT LEVEL FROM SERVICE STAIRS
Don't run use the handrail clean the steps
Don't run; clean on order the step; use the handrail
Don't run; use the handrails; clean and order the stairs;
Go up and down the stairs to the different decks looking forward to them and grabbing the rails.
Go up and go down the intercommunication staircase between the different covers facing them and grasping the hands
on the side slats, always in front of them
Periodic cleaning of service stairs
Place non-slip material or abrasive belts on the steps of stairs
Use a ladder and fix it to the hatch (picture of a fixed ladder)
FALLING BOXES OR TRAYS DURING THE HANDLING IN CABINETS/TUNNELS (ELABORATION)
Do not handle more than one box at a time.
Use of protective foot wear with anti slippery sole and reinforced toe protection.
FALLING DOWN OF PEOPLE DUE TO FOOTSTEP OVER OBJECTS, REMAINING MATERIAL, TOOLS…
The passageways and especially the deck shall be adequately illuminated.
The tools once used have to be collected and stored in places intended for this purpose.
Work area must be free of obstacles.
FALLING DOWN OF THE LOAD DUE TO UNEXPECTED START OF THE CRANE IN STOWAGE AND OVERHAULING OF
FISHING GEAR AND AUXILIARY ELEMENTS (NAVIGATION TO PORT)
A good embedment and protection of all the equipments of the starting and stopping the engine, as well as all the
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equipments that initiate manoeuvres, in order to avoid unexpected activation. To do so, a safety cover of the gear must
be placed around the group of gears to avoid unexpected activations
Every beginning and every movement of the engines that drive complex machines must be preceded by an agreed
acoustic signal, clearly perceptible in the places where there are other machinery in action. At this may be associated, if
necessary, an optical signal. Inserting emergency stop buttons, one positioned next the equipment (net drum), the
other in a protected and central location, easy and quick to reach from the remaining crew. Prohibit to the crew to
remain in the deck where passing the fishing net, to avoid the danger of contact and entrapment.
FALLING GOODS HANDLED BY CRANE IN UPLOADING OF GOODS AT PORT (UNLOADING AT PORT)
Cargoes will be stowed in a stable way
Do not leave on top of cargo tools or materials that can fall on top of anyone.
Do not stand in the designated zone where the crane operator should put the ling load.
Fishing bundles will not have an excessive height, according to the cargo
It will be marked and prohibited the passage in all the areas on deck that invade the risk zone of the range of the crane.
It's strictly forbidden to stay below the suspended cargoes
Obligation to use safety helmet
Only the essential personnel will stand in the coaming of the hold and will be on the other side from the in or out
position of the slings.
The crane operator will not move the sling load until all personnel in the hold is in a safety zone.
These type of jobs, must be organized in such a way that, when a worker is attaching or unhook manually a load, this
operation can be done with maximum security and, in particular, that the worker can maintain direct or indirect
control. All lifting operations must be properly planned, appropriately supervised and carried out to protect the safety
of workers. If work equipment designed for lifting non-guided loads, can't hold the load in case of partial or total failure
of the power supply, you must take appropriate measures to avoid exposing workers to any resultant risks. Suspended
loads must not be left without surveillance unless where access to the danger zone is prevented and the load has been
safely suspended and with maximum security. The outside use of work equipment for lifting non-guided loads must be
halted when meteorological conditions deteriorate to such a point as to endanger the safe operation of equipment and
exposing workers to risks. It must take appropriate security measures to avoid exposing workers to any risks, and in
particular measures to prevent subsidence / work equipment rollover. Define an area within which it is forbidden to
enter during the lifting operations and equip you with suitable protections the area which might be invaded by falling
loads.
FALLING INTO THE SEA DURING THE LASHING DOORS IN LASHING TRAWL DOORS
In order to avert the danger of falling into the sea during operations to the fishing equipment, with particular reference
to the positioning of the door, barriers must be predisposed to collective defence against falling overboard, they must
be anchored to the bow or to stern gunwale. If such collective defence solution can not be implemented because it
interferes so compromising with the work action, the crew must be provided of seat belts during working operation,
such belts can be connected to rings located in strategic locations with a steel cable and with the use of special
carabineer. Ultimately, if you can not operate as indicated either at collective level or at the individual level is
prescribed to wear a life jacket during all operations that expose the worker staff at risk of falling overboard
In the tasks of retreating the gates, an anti-fall safety and safety jacket belt must be used when the body is outboard
Use a harness with integrated lifejacket + life line if it is necessary do go down the stern ramp
FALLING INTO THE SEA DURING THE LASHING OF TRAWL DOORS IN THE PREPARING TRAWL DOORS
Do not expose the body outside the vessel when lashing the trawling doors. If necessary a security belt and life vest
should be use when exposing the body over board.
Ergonomics layout of the “lashing workplace” ( height and front distance of the pieces to reach); enhancement of the
bulwark if people must climb a footstool; use of a harness and life line if others recommendations not possible; wear a
lifejacket;
In order to avert the danger of falling into the sea during operations to the fishing equipment, with particular reference
to the positioning of the door, barriers must be predisposed to collective defence against falling overboard, they must
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be anchored to the bow or to stern gunwale. If such collective defence solution can not be implemented because it
interferes so compromising with the work action, the crew must be provided of seat belts during working operation,
such belts can be connected to rings located in strategic locations with a steel cable and with the use of special
carabineer. Ultimately, if you can not operate as indicated either at collective level or at the individual level is
prescribed to wear a life jacket during all operations that expose the worker staff at risk of falling overboard
FALLING INTO THE SEA WHEN PEOPLE GO DOWN THE STERN RAMP AND EXTEND THE NET IN THROWING FISHING
NET
At the moment of opening the stern ramp, verify that all the crew on the deck is as far as possible, occupying their
workspaces at the flanks of the ship
In order to avert the danger of falling into the sea during operations to the fishing equipment, barriers must be
predisposed to collective defence against falling overboard, they must be anchored to the bow or to stern gunwale. If
such collective defence solution can not be implemented because it interferes so compromising with the work action,
the crew must be provided of seat belts during working operation, such belts can be connected to rings located in
strategic locations with a steel cable and with the use of special carabineer. Ultimately, if you can not operate as
indicated either at collective level or at the individual level is prescribed to wear a life jacket during all operations that
expose the worker staff at risk of falling overboard.
The stern ramp will only remain open when the net is going out. During the rest of manoeuvres it will remain closed
Use a harness with integrated lifejacket + life line if it is necessary do go down the stern ramp
FALLING LOAD DURING ITS MOVEMENT BY CRANE, DUE TO AN IMPROPER HOOK, CABLE OR OTHER AUXILIARY
ELEMENT (SLINGS, HOOKS...) IN STOWAGE AND OVERHAULING OF FISHING GEAR AND AUXILIARY ELEMENTS
(NAVIGATION TO PORT)
In order to prevent the load from falling, the following measures shall be taken: With respect to the strobe the stroking
shall be carried out in such a way that the load distribution is homogeneous so that the suspended part is in stable
equilibrium, avoiding the contact of strobes with sharp edges with the use of protection for cable, ropes or slings. The
angle that the strobes form with each other will not exceed 120 ° in any case, and it must be ensured that it is less than
90 °. In any case, it should be checked in the corresponding tables, that the payload for the formed angle is higher than
the actual load. Each of the auxiliary elements used in manoeuvres (slings, hooks, shackles, etc.) will have sufficient
load capacity to withstand, without deforming, the oscillations to which they will be subjected. Those cables whose
broken wires, counted along a length of cable shorter than 8 times its diameter, exceed 10% of the total . Regarding the
manoeuvring area, it shall be understood as covering all the space covered by the boom in its turn or trajectory, from
the point of mooring of the load to the positioning. This area must be free of obstructions and previously marked and
bounded to avoid personnel passing during the manoeuvre. If the passage of suspended loads on people can not be
avoided, previously established signals, generally of sound, will be used so that they can be warned from possible
detachments. Regarding the execution of the work in any manoeuvre there must be a manager, with the training and
capacity necessary to manage it, who will be responsible for its correct execution, which may be aided by one or more
manoeuvring helpers, if it is necessary. The crane operator should only obey the orders of the manoeuvre operator and
the helpers, who will be easily identifiable by distinctive or attire that distinguish them from the other operators. The
orders will be issued by a code of gestures and their helpers as the crane operator, who in turn will respond by means
of acoustic or luminous signals. Generally, the signal code defined by Standard UNE 003 is used. During hoisting of the
load, the hook will be prevented from reaching the end of the crane structure, thus avoiding the premature wear due
to contacts that can lead to breakdowns and accidents.
It is recommended to establish working shifts, to improve the resting time and the long working hours.
These type of jobs, must be organized in such a way that, when a worker is attaching or unhook manually a load, this
operation can be done with maximum security and, in particular, that the worker can maintain direct or indirect
control. All lifting operations must be properly planned, appropriately supervised and carried out to protect the safety
of workers. If work equipment designed for lifting non-guided loads, can't hold the load in case of partial or total failure
of the power supply, you must take appropriate measures to avoid exposing workers to any resultant risks. Suspended
loads must not be left without surveillance unless where access to the danger zone is prevented and the load has been
safely suspended and with maximum security. The outside use of work equipment for lifting non-guided loads must be
halted when meteorological conditions deteriorate to such a point as to endanger the safe operation of equipment and
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exposing workers to risks. It must take appropriate security measures to avoid exposing workers to any risks, and in
particular measures to prevent subsidence / work equipment rollover. Define an area within which it is forbidden to
enter during the lifting operations and equip you with suitable protections the area which might be invaded by falling
loads.
FALLING LOADS DETACHED DURING NAVIGATION DUE TO AN IMPROPER STOWAGE IN STOWAGE AND
OVERHAULING OF FISHING GEAR AND AUXILIARY ELEMENTS (NAVIGATION TO PORT)
On shelves or in storage cold storage rooms etc .. where the material is to be deposited, the maximum weight amounts
have to be put in evidence in order to ensure the solidity of the deposit.
The supplies must be well latched and ordered
FALLING MATERIAL BY AN IMPROPER CARGO HANDLING IN PALLETIZING AND STRAPPING THE GOODS (UNLOADING
AT PORT)
Mandatory use of gloves for manual handling of loads.
Provide training on the right manual handling of cargo
These type of jobs, must be organized in such a way that, when a worker is attaching or unhook manually a load, this
operation can be done with maximum security and, in particular, that the worker can maintain direct or indirect
control. All lifting operations must be properly planned, appropriately supervised and carried out to protect the safety
of workers. If work equipment designed for lifting non-guided loads, can't hold the load in case of partial or total failure
of the power supply, you must take appropriate measures to avoid exposing workers to any resultant risks. Suspended
loads must not be left without surveillance unless where access to the danger zone is prevented and the load has been
safely suspended and with maximum security. The outside use of work equipment for lifting non-guided loads must be
halted when meteorological conditions deteriorate to such a point as to endanger the safe operation of equipment and
exposing workers to risks. It must take appropriate security measures to avoid exposing workers to any risks, and in
particular measures to prevent subsidence / work equipment rollover. Define an area within which it is forbidden to
enter during the lifting operations and equip you with suitable protections the area which might be invaded by falling
loads.
FALLING OBJECTS BY CRASH IN UPLOADING OF GOODS AT PORT (UNLOADING AT PORT)
It will be marked and prohibited the passage in all the areas on deck that invade the risk zone of the range of the crane.
Prohibition of standing below hoisted loads or in the working range of the crane.
Take full precautions when approaching to the stacked cargo. Do not lean on the cargo
When the crane operator doesn't see neither the deck nor the hold, they must coordinate so, among other aspects,
avoiding the bulk to collapse or stumble with the corners of the lower decks
FALLING OBJECTS BY IMPROPER HANDLING OF LOADS
Mandatory use of gloves for manual handling of sweep lines, cables, trawling doors, etc.
Provide training on the right manual handling of cargo
Specific training to the use of winch, crane, derrick... specific training for lashing the loads; wear helmets;
The workers in holds should be careful with the frozen boxes in order to prevent falls that could harm them or any coworker. Especially in the beginning of the discharge when there is a great number of workers in an small space.
Use the protective gloves indicated in each operation and grab the loads with two hands.
FALLING OBJECTS DUE TO A COLLAPSE OCCASIONED BY AN IMPROPER STACKING OF THE LOAD IN STORAGE OF
CARGO
Do not stack cargo at heights which do not guarantee stability
In the fish room, respect of the recommendations of the shipyard (height of the piles of boxes, block system...); In the
stockrooms establish procedures respect them : height of piles, blocking plates…
On shelves or in storage cold storage rooms etc .. where the material is to be deposited, the maximum weight amounts
have to be put in evidence in order to ensure the solidity of the deposit.
These stack whose stability is not assured will be strapped
Zones for the storage of loads will be marked, always avoiding the paths for personnel.
FALLING OBJECTS DUE TO AN IMPROPER HANDLING OF LOADS
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Mandatory use of gloves for operations with fishing gear.
Obligatory use of protective gloves during the manual manipulation of the nets, cables, doors, etc.
Perform training on correct manual handling of loads.
Provide training on the right manual handling of cargo
Specific training of the crew men using the crane; specific training of the crewmen who seize (grasp) the load.
Specific training to the use of winch, crane, derrick... specific training for lashing the loads; wear helmets;
The means of hoisting, must be provided with braking devices acts to ensure the prompt arrest and the stops location
of the load and of the vehicle and, when it is necessary for safety purposes, to allow the arrest gradually. Periodically
checked and verified strength of ropes, screw, hook, connections.
FALLING OBJECTS DUE TO BREAKAGE OF ANY HOSE LEADING, CAUSING THE FALLING OF THE MAST OF THE CRANE,
FALLING THE LOAD... IN MECHANICAL LOADING (CRANE) ON BOARD
Hydraulic system in the crane must be equipped with safety valves avoiding a fall of the crane or the cargo in case of
fail/ breakage of hoses of hydraulic system
Specific ashore trainings “using crane” and “slinging loads” exist, but not often received by fishermen.
FALLING OBJECTS DUE TO BREAKAGE OF SOME HOSE CAUSING THE FALLING OF THE MAST OF THE CRANE, LOAD… IN
STOWAGE AND OVERHAULING OF FISHING GEAR AND AUXILIARY ELEMENTS (NAVIGATION TO PORT)
Hydraulic system in the crane must be equipped with safety valves avoiding a fall of the crane or the cargo in case of
fail/ breakage of hoses of hydraulic system
These type of jobs, must be organized in such a way that, when a worker is attaching or unhook manually a load, this
operation can be done with maximum security and, in particular, that the worker can maintain direct or indirect
control. All lifting operations must be properly planned, appropriately supervised and carried out to protect the safety
of workers. If work equipment designed for lifting non-guided loads, can't hold the load in case of partial or total failure
of the power supply, you must take appropriate measures to avoid exposing workers to any resultant risks. Suspended
loads must not be left without surveillance unless where access to the danger zone is prevented and the load has been
safely suspended and with maximum security. The outside use of work equipment for lifting non-guided loads must be
halted when meteorological conditions deteriorate to such a point as to endanger the safe operation of equipment and
exposing workers to risks. It must take appropriate security measures to avoid exposing workers to any risks, and in
particular measures to prevent subsidence / work equipment rollover. Define an area within which it is forbidden to
enter during the lifting operations and equip you with suitable protections the area which might be invaded by falling
loads.
FALLING OBJECTS DUE TO COLLAPSE CAUSED BY THE FALLING OF MATERIAL HANDLED BY THE CRANE
Indicate the existence of this risk in the area.
It is forbidden to remain within the range of the crane. The way shall be limited with a safety belt
Prohibit to be totally or partially located under suspended loads.
FALLING OBJECTS DUE TO COLLAPSE, CAUSED BY FALLING MATERIAL CARRIED BY THE FORKLIFTS, IN LOADING AND
UNLOADING ACTIVITIES OR DUE TO COLLAPSE OF STACKED MATERIAL IN THE LOADING AND UNLOADING
OPERATIONS IN THE STORAGE AREA IN PREPARING CARGO ON DOCK
All loads with doubts of its stability will be strapped.
If the conditions of safety or health of the workers, work equipment and its components must be fix. Periodically
checked and verified strength of ropes , screw , hook, connections.
Normalized pallets will be used and those damaged will be discarded.
Specific training for driver of forklift ( most of the crewmen have not followed this training
The forklift must count with protective structure avoiding the fall of items (FOPS)
The same components must be made adapted, protected or placed in order to avoid inadvertent start. Work equipment
to lift loads permanently placed must be set in order to reduce hazard loads:
hit person
accidentally dangerously drift or fall down, or
Involuntarily unhooked.
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Lifting and moving equipment must be supplied of braking device to ensure prompt block of load and equipment and,
when it is necessary for the safety, a gradual stop.
To avoid the risk to fall down of the load to collapse ropes or structural components to lift itself it required to install a
measurement system of applied load linked with breaking system for overload. Further rule is to limit dangerous area
for the movement to the personnel
FALLING OBJECTS DUE TO INADEQUATE CARGO HANDLING IN MANUAL LOADING ON BOARD
Mandatory use of gloves for manual handling of loads.
Provide training on the right manual handling of cargo
The load of equipment should take place after a first temporary mooring in safe area.
The technical documentation and the user manual and the mechanical apparatus maintenance process must be on
board.
All lifting operations must be properly planned, appropriately supervised and carried out to protect the safety of
workers.
Define an area within which it is forbidden to enter during the lifting operations and equip you with suitable protections
the area which might be invaded by falling loads.
Wear boots or shoes with a protection of the feet
FALLING OBJECTS DUE TO INCORRECT MANUAL HANDLING IN STOWAGE AND OVERHAULING OF FISHING GEAR AND
AUXILIARY ELEMENTS (NAVIGATION TO PORT)
Mandatory use of gloves for manual handling of loads.
Provide training on the right manual handling of cargo
FALLING OBJECTS DURING THE DRIVING WITH FORKLIFT, DUE TO THE TRANSPORTATION OF THE CARGO OR DUE TO
THE COLLISIONS WITH FIXED OBJECTS IN PREPARING CARGO ON DOCK
All forklifts will have a visible sign plate with the needed information for a safe handling.
Avoid simultaneous movements when driving the forklift
In case there are doubts concerning the stability, the following measures must be taken:
Drive at slower speed
Make turns with the widest possible radius
Avoid the ramps
Move the cargo close to the floor
Fold the mast and bent behind
Move the cargo in two routes if possible
Ignore the advices of those ones encouraging to underestimate the risks, specially if they don't know how to drive the
forklift
FALLING OBJECTS DURING THEIR MANIPULATION IN PREPARING DIFFERENT SENSORS THEY PUT ON TRAWL AND
DOORS (LOADING BATTERY)
Wear boots with foot protection;
FALLING OBJECTS IN HANDLING IN MOORING (NAVIGATION TO PORT)
When placing the walkway with the crane, it should not be guided with the hands. It will be controlled with two ropes
of safe load guide tied to the end of the piece with a team formed by three men. Two of them will lead the piece
through the rope while the other one will lead the manoeuvre. This will avoid any possible spin caused by swinging
FALLING OBJECTS WHEN WORKERS WALK THROUGH THE ENABLED AREAS FOR THE CRANE IN STOWAGE AND
OVERHAULING OF FISHING GEAR AND AUXILIARY ELEMENTS (NAVIGATION TO PORT)
As a general norm, it is prohibited to stand in the working range of the crane. When this is not possible, the necessary
measures will be taken to avoid accidents: Training of operators in safety norms. Keep a safe distance from hoisted
loads. Never give the back to a hoisted load. Do not stand between obstacles or zones that may difficult mobility or the
exit way of the operator in case of accident of falling loads.
These type of jobs, must be organized in such a way that, when a worker is attaching or unhook manually a load, this
operation can be done with maximum security and, in particular, that the worker can maintain direct or indirect
control. All lifting operations must be properly planned, appropriately supervised and carried out to protect the safety
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of workers. If work equipment designed for lifting non-guided loads, can't hold the load in case of partial or total failure
of the power supply, you must take appropriate measures to avoid exposing workers to any resultant risks. Suspended
loads must not be left without surveillance unless where access to the danger zone is prevented and the load has been
safely suspended and with maximum security. The outside use of work equipment for lifting non-guided loads must be
halted when meteorological conditions deteriorate to such a point as to endanger the safe operation of equipment and
exposing workers to risks. It must take appropriate security measures to avoid exposing workers to any risks, and in
particular measures to prevent subsidence / work equipment rollover. Define an area within which it is forbidden to
enter during the lifting operations and equip you with suitable protections the area which might be invaded by falling
loads.
FALLING OF DETACHED OBJECTS IN COOK / WAIT ON/ CLEANING
Block containers and utensils on shelves and stoves, gas cooker
Stabilize and constrain all the objects hanging on the deck or on the inner walls of the rooms on board (closets, kitchen,
bunks, etc ..) in such a way that, both during their storage and during their use, can be made safe and stable in order to
avoid tipping while fishing. Insofar as necessary for the safety or health of workers, work equipment and their
components they must be stabilized by clamping or some other means. Periodically check the tightness of bolts, screws
and joints
FALLING OF DETACHED OBJECTS IN FUNCTIONING AND MAINTENANCE CONTROL
Stabilize and constrain all the objects hanging on the deck or on the inner walls of the rooms on board (closets, kitchen,
bunks, etc ..) in such a way that, both during their storage and during their use, can be made safe and stable in order to
avoid tipping while fishing. Insofar as necessary for the safety or health of workers, work equipment and their
components they must be stabilized by clamping or some other means. Periodically check the tightness of bolts, screws
and joints
Wear a helmet on all the opened decks; prevent the captain or chief if you remark something broken;
FALLING OF DETACHED OBJECTS IN MOVING ON BOARD
Material or objects can be stored only in areas marked by "storage area", firmly and safely. Winches or winches, handoperated for higher heights to 5 meters, must be equipped with devices preventing the free descent of the load The
ropes and chains of motor powered winches have to be calculated for a safety load
Wear a helmet on the decks
When working on a ladder or at heights, the tools, at the moment when they are not used, must be kept in suitable
sheaths or secured to prevent them from falling.
FALLING OF STACKED MATERIALS IN PREPARING CARGO ON DOCK
Define an area within which it is forbidden to enter during the lifting operations and equip you with suitable protections
the area which might be invaded by falling loads.
If work equipment designed for lifting non-guided loads, can't hold the load in case of partial or total failure of the
power supply, you must take appropriate measures to avoid exposing workers to any resultant risks.
Stack loads at heights that guarantee the stability.
Suspended loads must not be left without surveillance unless where access to the danger zone is prevented and the
load has been safely suspended and with maximum security.
The outside use of work equipment for lifting non-guided loads must be halted when meteorological conditions
deteriorate to such a point as to endanger the safe operation of equipment and exposing workers to risks. It must take
appropriate security measures to avoid exposing workers to any risks, and in particular measures to prevent subsidence
/ work equipment rollover.
These stack whose stability is not assured will be strapped
These type of jobs, must be organized in such a way that, when a worker is attaching or unhook manually a load, this
operation can be done with maximum security and, in particular, that the worker can maintain direct or indirect
control. All lifting operations must be properly planned, appropriately supervised and carried out to protect the safety
of workers.
Zones for the storage of loads will be marked, always avoiding the paths for personnel or forklifts. This zones of storage
will be marked.
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FALLING OF THE BOXES DURING THEIR HANDLING
Do not handle more than one box at a time. Use protective gloves.
Use of protective foot wear with anti slippery sole and reinforced toe protection.
FALLING OF THE COD-END IN OPEN COD-END AND TOSS THE CATCH INTO THE CATCH TANK
The hooks should have a safety lock.
FALLING OF THE LOAD DUE TO A CABLE BREAKAGE BY OVERLOAD THE EQUIPMENT IN OPEN COD-END AND TOSS THE
CATCH INTO THE CATCH TANK
At any moment there must be at least three complete rounds of trawling cable in the pinch or pinwheel
Check the condition of lifting accessories(hooks, shackles ,cables, etc.)
Compliance with lifting capacity; Display by all understandably the lifting capacity; Individual protection: helmet, boots
with
The accessories for lifting must be selected and correctly used according the cargo weight and the specifications of the
producer
The pinch or pinwheel should include a mechanism to stop or turn around before the less durable element breaks due
to the overburden
To avoid the risk to fall down of the load to collapse ropes or structural components to lift itself it required to install a
measurement system of applied load linked with breaking system for overload. Further rule is to limit dangerous area
for the movement to the personnel
Use the cables that comply with the specifications given by manufacturers.
FALLING OF THE LOAD DURING THE MOVING OF THE CRANE, DUE TO AN IMPROPER STOWED, AUXILIARY ELEMENT
(CABLES, SLINGS, HOOKS...), CRASH AGAINST AN OBSTACLE, CAUSING THE PRECIPITATION OF THE LOAD IN
MECHANICAL LOADING (CRANE) ON BOARD
In order to prevent the load from falling, the following measures shall be taken: With respect to the strobe the stroking
shall be carried out in such a way that the load distribution is homogeneous so that the suspended part is in stable
equilibrium, avoiding the contact of strobes with sharp edges with the use of protection for cable, ropes or slings. The
angle that the strobes form with each other will not exceed 120 ° in any case, and it must be ensured that it is less than
90 °. In any case, it should be checked in the corresponding tables, that the payload for the formed angle is higher than
the actual load. Each of the auxiliary elements used in manoeuvres (slings, hooks, shackles, etc.) will have sufficient
load capacity to withstand, without deforming, the oscillations to which they will be subjected. Those cables whose
broken wires, counted along a length of cable shorter than 8 times its diameter, exceed 10% of the total . Regarding the
manoeuvring area, it shall be understood as covering all the space covered by the boom in its turn or trajectory, from
the point of mooring of the load to the positioning. This area must be free of obstructions and previously marked and
bounded to avoid personnel passing during the manoeuvre. If the passage of suspended loads on people can not be
avoided, previously established signals, generally of sound, will be used so that they can be warned from possible
detachments. Regarding the execution of the work in any manoeuvre there must be a manager, with the training and
capacity necessary to manage it, who will be responsible for its correct execution, which may be aided by one or more
manoeuvring helpers, if it is necessary. The crane operator should only obey the orders of the manoeuvre operator and
the helpers, who will be easily identifiable by distinctive or attire that distinguish them from the other operators. The
orders will be issued by a code of gestures and their helpers as the crane operator, who in turn will respond by means
of acoustic or luminous signals. Generally, the signal code defined by Standard UNE 003 is used. During hoisting of the
load, the hook will be prevented from reaching the end of the crane structure, thus avoiding the premature wear due
to contacts that can lead to breakdowns and accidents.
Specific ashore trainings “using crane” and “slinging loads” exist, but not often received by fishermen.
FALLING OF THE PEOPLE ON THE SAME LEVEL DURING THE ACCESS OR CIRCULATION TROUGH THE ENGINE ROOM IN
UNDOCKING
Any gap that provokes a risk must be protected.
Any liquid spill should be cleaned immediately
Instructions to often clean and order the horizontal circulations; wear a headlamp if bad lighting; wear good shoes with
a non slip sole
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Keep the work and transit area clean and without holes or protrusions. Also must be present efficient artificial lighting
and an emergency light (or equip of a functioning flashlight).
Mandatory use of anti slip protective footwear.
The path ways will be well illuminated.
To go up or down stairs, always facing forward to the stairs.
FALLING OF THE SHOAL DURING THE COD-END OPENING IN OPEN COD-END AND TOSS THE CATCH INTO THE CATCH
TANK
Give a wide berth in using : a rope + winch (or winch doll), a metal bar with sliding mass, when you open the cod dend;
Once the catch is put in the swamp, crewmen on deck will enter in the zone of the net to introduce to the marsh door
the catch that remains on deck.
When throwing the cod end, this manoeuvre will be done with all the seamen behind the breakwater, and only the
person in charge of pulling the cod line will remain in the working zone
FALLING ON THE SAME LEVEL AND BLOWS AGAINST FIXED STRUCTURES AND SMALL SPACE DURING WORKING AND
MOVEMENT
Design and structure the fishing hold maximizing the passing zones and working stations, retiring the equipment which
will not be used in the processing
Ergonomics layout of the workplace ( access); Layout of the circulations ways between the workplaces; Handrail
installation; Non slip surfaces; Work places with support for the body; Clean and order workplaces and circulations;
Wear boots with non slip sole;
Keep clean and organized the working areas. Avoid fish remains on deck, increasing the cleaning tasks.
Place wooden or plastic anti-slip stools in the working zone or corridors in the fishing hold
Set up spotlights and set a frequency for maintenance and repairs of lamps
Signalling and protection of structures with risk of hitting. Signalling by tilted stripes black and yellow and protected
with shock absorbent materials.
Use of protective foot wear with anti slippery sole and reinforced toe protection.
Walking tracks must have a minimum length of 750 mm
FALLING ON THE SAME LEVEL WHEN PRESSING THE SHOAL THAT HASN´T BEEN INTRODUCED IN THE SWAMP IN OPEN
COD-END AND TOSS THE CATCH INTO THE CATCH TANK
Grip the tight rope between the crewmen and the tank; Have always almost one hand gripping the net or the tight
rope; Wear boots with non slip soles;
When the soamp has been introduced in the swamp, the deck must be cleaned of the leftovers of other fishes, rocks,
seaweed, etc which may provoke tumbles or slips of workers
FALLING OVERBOARD INTO THE SEA DURING THE STAY IN THE VESSEL DECK
Ergonomics layout of the work place “lashing/unlashing” doors : lashing chain, “slack sweep line”, “hoisting rope” all the
elements must be reach with the two feet on the deck and the 1 meter protection of the bulwark; If a stool is necessary
to reach the elements the 1 meter protection must be preserved ( guard rail above the bulwark); If the 1 meter
protection cannot be preserved a harness with integrated life jacket + lifeline must be used or a crewman must retain
his colleague; lifejacket must be wear in all cases; instructions “how to recover a man overboard, when the trawl is in
the water just behind the boat ( non manoeuvring boat) must be written, learned and known by everybody;
Ergonomics layout of the working places near water ( to reach without climb on the bulwark); Positioning the boat
depending on the wind and sea directions in bad weather; shut the ramp doors on trawlers with stern ramp; use
harness and lifeline when you must work without the protection of the bulwarks or ask to a crewman to retain your belt
( well attached); wear a lifejacket on the opened decks;
In order to avert the danger of falling into the sea during operations to the fishing equipment, barriers must be
predisposed to collective defence against falling overboard, they must be anchored to the bow or to stern gunwale. If
such collective defence solution can not be implemented because it interferes so compromising with the work action,
the crew must be provided of seat belts during working operation, such belts can be connected to rings located in
strategic locations with a steel cable and with the use of special carabineer. Ultimately, if you can not operate as
indicated either at collective level or at the individual level is prescribed to wear a life jacket during all operations that
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expose the worker staff at risk of falling overboard.
In order to avert the danger of falling into the sea during operations to the fishing equipment, with particular reference
to the positioning of the door, barriers must be predisposed to collective defence against falling overboard, they must
be anchored to the bow or to stern gunwale. If such collective defence solution can not be implemented because it
interferes so compromising with the work action, the crew must be provided of seat belts during working operation,
such belts can be connected to rings located in strategic locations with a steel cable and with the use of special
carabineer. Ultimately, if you can not operate as indicated either at collective level or at the individual level is
prescribed to wear a life jacket during all operations that expose the worker staff at risk of falling overboard
In the works done on the deck, obligation to use a safety helmet, safety vest and safety shoes with anti-slip rubber sole.
Install signalling of the obligation to use it
When there is a requirement in the job function due to the chances to fail into the sea, crewmen must work with safety
belt, either attached to a fixed post or a rail so he can move and have a larger mobility
FALLING OVERBOARD. FALLS ON THE SAME LEVEL. BLOWS AGAINST STATIONARY OBJECTS IN FREE NAVIGATION
(NAVIGATION TO PORT)
In order to avert the danger of falling into the sea during operations to the fishing equipment, barriers must be
predisposed to collective defence against falling overboard, they must be anchored to the bow or to stern gunwale. If
such collective defence solution can not be implemented because it interferes so compromising with the work action,
the crew must be provided of seat belts during working operation, such belts can be connected to rings located in
strategic locations with a steel cable and with the use of special carabineer. Ultimately, if you can not operate as
indicated either at collective level or at the individual level is prescribed to wear a life jacket during all operations that
expose the worker staff at risk of falling overboard.
FALLING STACKED MATERIAL IN UPLOADING OF GOODS AT PORT (UNLOADING AT PORT)
Do not stack cargo at heights which do not guarantee stability
On shelves or in storage cold storage rooms etc .. where the material is to be deposited, the maximum weight amounts
have to be put in evidence in order to ensure the solidity of the deposit.
These stack whose stability is not assured will be strapped
Zones for the storage of loads will be marked, always avoiding the paths for personnel or forklifts. This zones of storage
will be marked.
FALLING TO DIFFERENT LEVELS THROUGH THE SWAMP WHICH IS UNPROTECTED IN OPEN COD-END AND TOSS THE
CATCH INTO THE CATCH TANK
A tight rope between the crewmen and the tank; Have always almost one hand gripping the net; Wear boots with non
slip soles
Keep a safe distance to the swamp while open.
FALLING, BLOWS AND ENTRAPMENT WITH CONVEYORS
Conveyor belts are designed to the indoor transportation of the catches in the fishing hold. No not step in or move
inside these belts when they are moving
Conveyor belts will include a cable covering all the haul of the belt and can activate the emergency stop. If not,
emergency stops every 10 meters
Protections on all the gearing, chain, belt... Display “ Don' t remove the protections”; “ Don't forget to put the
protections after maintenance operations”; Emergency stop buttons or a rope above the conveyor; Wear adapted
gloves;
FALLS FROM LADDER TO DIFFERENT LEVEL WHEN ACCESSING THE HOLD
As regards the access from other vessel: apply non-slip adhesive strips
As regards the access from other vessel: indicate the emergency exits
As regards the access from other vessel: making the removable protective railing
Avoid making the descent by moving heavy loads.
For works at height from 2 m, must be used safety fall arrest.
Install an appropriate access system for the descent on deck with a descent rung.
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Install proper walkway with handrails, well anchored to the boat, with width at least 1 m.
Installation of the collective measures (fall balustrade) or seatbelt
Life jacket, safety footwear and helmet must be worn on deck work. Necessary the signalling to Indicate mandatory use
Protect any hole likely to cause such a fall
Protect the holes in the hatchways of the warehouse once opened, by installing a fixed coming that ensures 1 meter in
height or with the installation of a portable system (railing or set of candlesticks and cables).
FALLS INTO THE SEA DURING THE “CLUM” LASHING IN THE PREPARING CLUMP, WHICH IS THE CENTRAL WEIGHT
THEY PUT BETWEEN TWO TRAWLS USED TOGETHER (TWIN TRAWLS)
Ergonomics layout of the “lashing workplace” ( height and front distance of the pieces to reach); enhancement of the
bulwark if people must climb a footstool; use of a harness and life line if others recommendations not possible; wear a
lifejacket;
FALLS ON THE SAME LEVEL AND BLOWS AGAINST FIXED STRUCTURES AND SMALL SPACE DURING THE WORKING AND
MOVEMENT
Keep clean and organized the working areas. Avoid fish remains on deck, increasing the cleaning tasks.
Set up spotlights and set a frequency for maintenance and repairs of lamps
Signalling and protection of structures with risk of hitting.
Use of protective foot wear with anti slippery sole and reinforced toe protection.
FALLS ON THE SAME LEVEL BY TRIPPING AND SLIPPING
Keep the work and transit area clean and without holes or protrusions. Also must be present efficient artificial lighting
and an emergency light (or equip of a functioning flashlight). The floors and the thoroughfares should not be cluttered
with materials that obstruct the normal circulation. When, for obvious technical reasons, the fixed and mobile obstacles
in transit zones that can constitute a hazard to workers can’t be completely eliminated, must be adequately signal.
Signalling the wet floor in case of risk of sliding.
There must be order both in the working zones and the storage areas, and also in those zones to place these materials
that make difficult the works
FALLS ON THE SAME LEVEL DUE TO SLIPS, TRIPPING, TRIPPING OVER OBJECTS, WET OR SLIPPERY DECK BY HYDRAULIC
OIL LEAKS.
Clean and order the horizontal circulations; don't run; use boot with nonslip sole;
Decks must be painted using anti-slips paintings or mixed with sand to obtain roughness and a better gripping of
footwear, ensuring its preservation
Don't run; clean and order the circulations; Wear boots with non slip soles;
Eliminate if possible, the ledges in the deck or signal them with bright colours, specially the ledges on the doors, pipes,
valves, etc
Goods must be stowed in a way they don't take up working space
It will be forbidden to circulate above the rig.
Mandatory use of anti slip protective footwear.
Prohibited to stand over fishing gear.
Remove, if possible, projections on the deck or mark them with vivid paints, especially the door faults, pipes, valves, etc.
The decks must be painted with non-slip paint or mixed with sand to achieve roughness and achieve a better grip of the
footwear, ensuring the its maintenance.
The material must be stowed so that it does not occupy the workspace.
The passageways and especially the deck shall be adequately illuminated.
The path ways will be well illuminated, specially on deck.
The usual pathways on deck must be free of obstacles
Use the ladders don't run clean the decks and ladders install handrail or wear a harness with lifeline if not possible wear
a life jacket when working near the sea
FALLS ON THE SAME LEVEL DURING THE WALK THROUGH THE ENGINE ROOM, DUE TO A BAD LIGHTING, SLIPPERY
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FLOOR IN BUNKERING
Any gap that provokes a risk must be protected.
Any liquid spill should be cleaned immediately
Instructions to often clean and order the horizontal circulations; wear a headlamp if bad lighting; wear good shoes with
a non slip sole
Keep the work and transit area clean and without holes or protrusions. Also must be present efficient artificial lighting
and an emergency light (or equip of a functioning flashlight).
Mandatory use of anti slip protective footwear.
The path ways will be well illuminated.
FALLS ON THE SAME LEVEL IN COOK / WAIT ON/ CLEANING
Clean very often the floor especially in the kitchen and mess; Prevent of wetted areas; wear shoes with nonslip soles;
Keep the work and transit area clean and without holes or protrusions. Also must be present efficient artificial lighting
and an emergency light (or equip of a functioning flashlight).
FALLS OVERBOARD INTO THE SEA DURING THE STAY IN THE VESSEL DECK
A continuous communication system between the bridge and upper deck should be established.
Always keep an important watch and inform crewmen on deck in case of rough sea during the catch or any other tasks
on upper deck.
Ergonomics layout of the working places near water ( to reach without climb on the bulwark); Positioning the boat
depending on the wind and sea directions in bad weather; shut the ramp doors on trawlers with stern ramp; use
harness and lifeline when you must work without the protection of the bulwarks or ask to a crewman to retain your belt
( well attached); wear a lifejacket on the opened decks;
In case of any doubt regarding the weather conditions to fish, the master will interrupt the fishing in advance and will
take the necessary measures
In the works done on the deck, obligation to use a safety helmet, safety vest and safety shoes with anti-slip rubber sole.
Install signalling of the obligation to use it. Recommendation to use reflecting clothing
Install well-secured lifesaver cables in the outer deck when doing fishing operations or when there is a bad weather
forecast. The installation must be done so it doesn't lead to an additional risk: getting hooked in rigging, etc
It is recommended to have at the stern of the ship in both sides of the ramp two lifebuoys with floating rope in perfect
conditions. This lifebuoys must comply with the current regulations(labelled, reflective tape, rope, etc.)
Look out constantly the operations with the traction system of the fishing gear, watching for unexpected movements of
personnel on the upper deck(lurching, waves coming through the stern ramp, etc.)
Set up spotlights on deck that guarantee a proper lighting
Use working life vest.
When there is a requirement in the job function due to the chances to fail into the sea, crewmen must work with safety
belt, either attached to a fixed post or a rail so he can move and have a larger mobility. When there is a requirement in
the working zone due to bad weather conditions and cold water, they will make use of protective suits against
inclemencies
FALLS OVERBOARD OR WHILE WALKING ON THE SHIP IN UPLOADING OF GOODS AT PORT (UNLOADING AT PORT)
Do not stand in fragile or unstable surfaces.
In order to avert the danger of falling into the sea during operations to the fishing equipment, barriers must be
predisposed to collective defence against falling overboard, they must be anchored to the bow or to stern gunwale. If
such collective defence solution can not be implemented because it interferes so compromising with the work action,
the crew must be provided of seat belts during working operation, such belts can be connected to rings located in
strategic locations with a steel cable and with the use of special carabineer. Ultimately, if you can not operate as
indicated either at collective level or at the individual level is prescribed to wear a life jacket during all operations that
expose the worker staff at risk of falling overboard.
When moving from the deck to the hold and vice versa, people must move with the body attached to the stairs, having
at least three extremities in contact with the stairs (two feet and one hand or two hand and one foot)
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When they lean forward the hold or the land zone, they should avoid to take the body out too much and they will do it
in the opposite side to the one where the crane is moving
FALLS TO DIFFERENT LEVEL GOING UP/DOWN THE LADDER TO ACCESS THE HOLD IN CLEANING HOLDS (UNLOADING
AT PORT)
All hand ladders will have a non slippery base and when used will be firmly secure.
Hand ladders will be placed creating an angle of around 75 degrees with the horizontal
Securing the descent through the installation of suitable handrail, strips anti-slip, mats anti-slip for climbing and
descending from ladder.
The edge of the ladder should exceed at least one meter of the place intended to be reached
They must be equipped with hooks so they can be hold to the upper part of the supporting elements
FALLS TO DIFFERENT LEVEL IN FUNCTIONING AND MAINTENANCE CONTROL
Construction recommandations on the angle of the step ladders, staircase; ergonomics recommandations for ladders;
don't run, use the handrail; clean and order the steps; clean the handrails; close the openings (hatch) or surrounded it
with a guardrail; use a harness and lifeline when collective protection (ladder + platform with railing for example) is not
possible.
On the deck there are accesses to the underlying local, through frontal and vertical openings, these openings must to be
highlighted by perimeter lighting or flashing light in order to make visible the potential fall point downward. Even the
front openings must be highlighted by marking with a special light the upper limit of the access and the entire scale for
the descent
FALLS TO DIFFERENT LEVEL THROUGH THE HATCH IN STOWAGE AND OVERHAULING OF FISHING GEAR AND
AUXILIARY ELEMENTS (NAVIGATION TO PORT)
Place provisional handrails or stanchions in the hatchways of the upper deck and between-deck space, so when they are
open, ropes can be placed around
FALLS TO DIFFERENT LEVEL THROUGH UNPROTECTED HATCHES AND OPENINGS
All hatches , overtures, or gaps that may provoke a different level fall, should be protected with a railing of security n all
its perimeter. A hand rail will be installed of at least 1 meter in height, horizontal bars, and intermediate bars and a base
board to 15 cm of the floor. All this elements should be firmly fixed.
Securing the descent through the installation of suitable handrail, strips anti-slip, mats anti-slip for climbing and
descending from ladder. It's prescribes to make enlightened the perimeter of such accesses, they must be clearly visible
and illuminated primarily when they are open. It's also requires the insertion of a control system, that, in the case that
the hatch is in the open condition, makes clear the perimeter of the opening through low-voltage lighting.
FALLS TO DIFFERENT LEVEL TO GO UP/DOWN THE LADDER
All hand ladders will have a non slippery base and when used will be firmly secure.
Hand ladders will be placed creating an angle of around 75 degrees with the horizontal
Securing the descent through the installation of suitable handrail, strips anti-slip, mats anti-slip for climbing and
descending from ladder.
Securing the descent through the installation of suitable handrail, strips anti-slip, mats anti-slip for climbing and
descending from ladder. It's prescribes to make enlightened the perimeter of such accesses, they must be clearly visible
and illuminated primarily when they are open. It's also requires the insertion of a control system, that, in the case that
the hatch is in the open condition, makes clear the perimeter of the opening through low-voltage lighting.
The edge of the ladder should exceed at least one meter of the place intended to be reached
They must be equipped with hooks so they can be hold to the upper part of the supporting elements
FALLS TO DIFFERENT LEVELS AND ON THE SAME LEVEL IN LOADING/UNLOADING
All hand ladders will have a non slippery base and when used will be firmly secure.
All hatches , overtures, or gaps that may provoke a different level fall, should be protected with a railing of security n all
its perimeter. A hand rail will be installed of at least 1 meter in height, horizontal bars, and intermediate bars and a base
board to 15 cm of the floor. All this elements should be firmly fixed.
As regards the access from other vessel: apply non-slip adhesive strips
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As regards the access from other vessel: indicate the emergency exits
As regards the access from other vessel: making the removable protective railing
Avoid to make the descent by moving heavy loads.
Hand ladders will be placed creating an angle of around 75 degrees with the horizontal
Install an appropriate access system for the descent on deck with a descent rung.
Install proper walkway with handrails, well anchored to the boat, with width at least 1 m.
The edge of the ladder should exceed at least one meter of the place intended to be reached
They must be equipped with hooks so they can be hold to the upper part of the supporting elements
Use pontoon, ladders, food bridge… don't spring wait for your colleagues before boarding ( if alone at night or if your
luggage is heavy, for examples) use cranes for your luggage; use headflashlight to have hands free in the ladders at
night.
FALLS TO DIFFERENT LEVELS AND ON THE SAME LEVEL IN MOVING ON BOARD
All hand ladders will have a non slippery base and when used will be firmly secure.
All hatches , overtures, or gaps that may provoke a different level fall, should be protected with a railing of security n all
its perimeter. A hand rail will be installed of at least 1 meter in height, horizontal bars, and intermediate bars and a base
board to 15 cm of the floor. All this elements should be firmly fixed.
Hand ladders will be placed creating an angle of around 75 degrees with the horizontal
The access for the normal maintenance and repair in parts of installations, equipment and machines, must be safe and
easy by the use of appropriate means, such as walkways, stairs or brackets or other suitable devices.
The edge of the ladder should exceed at least one meter of the place intended to be reached
They must be equipped with hooks so they can be hold to the upper part of the supporting elements
Use the ladders, stairs use the handrail. Shut the hatch or install a handrail around the opened hatch; never put the cap
(top) half on the hatch and not fixed.
FALLS TO DIFFERENT LEVELS THROUGH THE HATCH OF THE HOLD
Protect hatches by installing permanent one meter high safety rail or a portable system
Securing the descent through the installation of suitable handrail, strips anti-slip, mats anti-slip for climbing and
descending from ladder. It's prescribes to make enlightened the perimeter of such accesses, they must be clearly visible
and illuminated primarily when they are open. It's also requires the insertion of a control system, that, in the case that
the hatch is in the open condition, makes clear the perimeter of the opening through low-voltage lighting.
FIRE CAUSED BY OIL SPILLS IN BUNKERING
In the connection point there will be absorbent material (sepiolite, rags, etc) to cover any potential leak, as well as
deposit dikes that avoid fuel splits
Refer to the information on the role of crew in case of fire emergency in the refuelling area.
In the boats where there are specific fire hazards:
Smoking is forbidden;
• It's forbidden use open flame devices and manipulate incandescent materials, unless they are not taken appropriate
security measures;
• They must be prepared means and extinguishing systems suitable in relation to the particular conditions in which they
can be used, in them including portable fire-extinguishers or trailer first responders. Means and equipment must be
kept in efficiency and checked at least once every six months by qualified personnel
The water should not be used to extinguishing fires where the material with which would be in contact could react so as
to greatly increase in temperature or by releasing flammable or noxious gases. Likewise the water and other conductive
substances must not be used in close proximity to conductors, machines and electrical equipment under voltage.
The prohibitions referred to in this Article shall be made known to the personnel through alerts.
In places where there is danger of explosion or fire due to the presence of gases, vapours or dusts and explosives, the
use of equipment, machinery, appliances, tools and mechanisms generally must not lead to dangerous overheating or
sparking
The materials and the products which can react one another resulting in the formation of gas or explosive or flammable
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mixtures must be stored and preserved in local places sufficiently ventilated and properly spaced and isolated from
each other.
Use only appropriate and certified fire extinguishers. Perform mandatory testing of fire extinguishers.
Report the location of fire extinguishers. The protection devices against fire must be located in accordance with the
applicable regulations also must not miss the signposting of position.
Smoking verification of the area; preparing a fire extinguisher (in case)
There must be a fire extinguisher nearby the connection. The ant-fire system of the ship must be prepared to take
action for any contingency
FIRE DUE TO POOR MAINTENANCE ON THE ELECTRICAL SYSTEM AND/OR ENGINE IN UNDOCKING
Flammable products will not be stores in the engine room, steering gear room or near switchboard.
Initial training of mechanics , electrician; write ; draft and implement a maintenance program; fire detectors and
procedure for intervention; establish a fire fighting exercise schedule and do;
Periodically fire drills will be performed.
Prohibition of smoking in the engine room.
The alarm detention systems should be checked regularly and maintain properly, assuring that they function correctly.
The bridge and the machinery room will be equipped, signalled and in perfect maintenance conditions with fire control
equipment
The correct maintenance of electrical installation avoids the generation of sparks which may generate fire and / or
explosion. It is prescribed the continuously monitoring of the electrical system trying to keep it clean and possibly trying
to identify causes of abnormalities of wiring or of electrical components, electrical lines
The electrical installation must go through periodical revisions
The possible sources of ignition must be indicates permanently
FIRE IN COOK / WAIT ON/ CLEANING
Be carefull with cooking oil; use fryer with temperature control; open/shut the arrival of gas at each use; have a look
from time to time in the kitcheen when cooking; don't dry the towels near hotspots or flame; detectors and alarms;
exercises to use adapted extinguisher, blanket to smother the fire...
Place the fire water system hose between kitchen and bunks below deck.
FIRE/EXPLOSION IN FUNCTIONING AND MAINTENANCE CONTROL
Permit of work if you have to use flame (blowpipe, thermal cleaner...). When you ask for the permit to the captain or
other officer the remembers you the procedures good practices of work and what to do if fire .
Refer to the information on the role of crew in case of fire emergency in the refuelling area. In the boats where there
are specific fire hazards: Smoking is forbidden; It's forbidden use open flame devices and manipulate incandescent
materials, unless they are not taken appropriate security measures; They must be prepared means and extinguishing
systems suitable in relation to the particular conditions in which they can be used, in them including portable fireextinguishers or trailer first responders. Means and equipment must be kept in efficiency and checked at least once
every six months by qualified personnel; The water should not be used to extinguishing fires where the material with
which would be in contact could react so as to greatly increase in temperature or by releasing flammable or noxious
gases. Likewise the water and other conductive substances must not be used in close proximity to conductors,
machines and electrical equipment under voltage. The prohibitions referred to in this Article shall be made known to
the personnel through alerts. In places where there is danger of explosion or fire due to the presence of gases, vapours
or dusts and explosives, the use of equipment, machinery, appliances, tools and mechanisms generally must not lead to
dangerous overheating or sparking The materials and the products which can react one another resulting in the
formation of gas or explosive or flammable mixtures must be stored and preserved in local places sufficiently ventilated
and properly spaced and isolated from each other. Use only appropriate and certified fire extinguishers. Perform
mandatory testing of fire extinguishers. Report the location of fire extinguishers. The protection devices against fire
must be located in accordance with the applicable regulations also must not miss the signposting of position.
FIRE/EXPLOSIONS IN BUNKERING
It is prohibited to: - To simultaneously do any hoisting that can provoke variations in the list or balance of the ship. - Due
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on boar any hot working as welding or cutting. -Smoking
No smoking verification of the area; preparing a fire extinguisher (in case)
The operations that present dangers of explosions, fire, poisonous or toxic gas development and harmful radiation,
have to be made in isolated places properly defended against the harmful element propagation. In rooms or workplaces
or passage, must be technically possible prevented or minimized the formation of dangerous or harmful concentrations
of gases, vapours or explosive dusts, flammable, asphyxiating or toxic; as necessary, it should be provided with
adequate ventilation in order to avoid the high concentrations. In rooms or workplaces or wipe when the vapours and
gases that may develop can be unsafe, indicators and detectors suitable to report the achievement of concentrations or
dangerous conditions must be installed. Where this is not possible, they must be carried out frequent checks.
The operator on land will be informed of the quantity of bunkering to each tank. All worker involved in bunkering will
know the sequence of the operation: -Before starting the procedure, the fill valve of the first tank should be opened, an
then the deck valve. Finally, the ground operator shall be notified that everything is ready to start. The operation will
run slowly in order to check the pipe. - In case of overflow or accidental leakage, the operation will be stopped and the
area shall be cleaned. - During the operation a crewmen will control the flow of fuel, communication with the ground
operator when the capacity of the tank has the 10% left in order to reduce the flow. - At the end of the operation the
workers will clean any leak and stained clothes will be removed.
When filling the fuel tank, the operation will be signalled
FIRES AND EXPLOSIONS ON THE SHIP
A lot of others SOLAS regulations require equipments to fight against fire (pump, fire hose, extinguishers...) stcwf
requires training to all crewmen to use the equipments to fight against fires.
A lot of Solas regulations are integrated to the construction of the boat to prevent fire or explosions (flamable material,
smoke/heat detectors,..). A lot of others Solas regulations require equipements to fight against fire (pump, fire hose,
extinguishers...) The international standart for training in fishing sector “stcwf” requires training to all crewmen to use
the equipments to fight against fires. Messages concerning safe behavior are also required by “stcwf “: no smoking in
the cabins, no putting clothes to dry on hot pieces in the engin room, attention to cooking oil, attention to towel above
a flame, shut the gaz bottle ...
A lot of SOLAS regulations are integrated to the construction of the boat to prevent fire or explosions (flammable
material, smoke/heat detectors,..).
Gas bottles (flammable or dangerous) as the acetylene or Freon will be stowed in vertical position on the deck outdoor
and protected from high temperature changes, sun, snow, etc.
If possible, the sentines will be kept dry with no dirt or fuel
In general, smoking will only be allowed in the indicated areas
It is prohibited to smoke inside fuel or lubrication tanks, store rooms of flammable materials like paints, refrigerated
installations, electrical accumulators, engine rooms, kitchens, store rooms, proximity with pipes and ventilations
connected to fuel tanks and cabins.
Maintain the fire extinguishing equipment in perfect conditions, with the periodic checks and inspections to date. Fire
extinguishing equipment and emergency exits must be properly signposted.
Messages concerning safe behaviour are also required by stcwf : no smoking in the cabins, no putting clothes to dry on
hot pieces in the engine room, attention to cooking oil, attention to towel above a flame, shut the gas bottle …
Signalling the area of storage of flares.
Storing the flammable products in the assigned places and kept away from any ignition source. These storages must be
well aired out and the containers well closed and braced to avoid spills due to the navigation swinging
They must remain well aired out and the packages closed and braced to avoid spills due to the navigation swinging
Use of explosion proof lights when working in spaces where flammable products are stored or in confined spaces where
there could be an explosive atmosphere.
Verify the correct function of emergency lighting.
FLOODING DUE TO LACK OF MAINTENANCE AND SIGNALLING OF THE SEALING ELEMENTS, DECK CLOSURES, BILGE…
All openings with the risk of flooding will be capable of being close watertight with bad weather.
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Crewmen have only awareness of the importance of these risks and to prevent officers (stcwf).
Initial training of mechanics; presence of a “true” mechanic onboard; existence of a maintenance program respect of
the maintenance program;
Knowledge about these risks and prevention are brought to engineers and captains during initial training
Take special precautions for water to be drained quickly on deck. Periodic check of scuppers.
The vessel will be tested as regards the waterproofing and more concretely the strength and protection of the hull; the
bulkheads and doors must be waterproof; the state and the seal of the hatch; the casing and sidecuttles; checking of
the seal of the ventilation fan and air pipes; checking of the side openings; checking the ballasts and bilges and checking
all the equipment to cap the water leaks
FORCED POSTURES
Assess the ergonomics of the driving seat, if such a seat were to be particularly uncomfortable, it is necessary to replace
this item with a more suitable and comfortable
Chairs must count with: adjustable seat height, back with a smooth protuberance to accommodate the lumbar region
and devices to adjust height and angle
Ergonomics layout of the wheelhouse and adequate wheelchair
Ergonomics wheelchairs selected by talking with the user.
GLARE PRODUCED BY THE SUN IN THE COCKPIT OF THE BRIDGE
Install adapted curtain; use sun glasses;
It is recommended to install sun screen mirrors in the bridge.
HITS WITH OBJECTS OR TOOLS IN COOK / WAIT ON/ CLEANING
Provide for the coverage of the sharp edges with a material that absorbs the impact in order to prevent the risk of injury
for bruises or fractures by shock against the same
Use the right tool; be careful for you and your neighbour or the man who helps you; wear gloves;
HITS WITH OBJECTS OR TOOLS IN FUNCTIONING AND MAINTENANCE CONTROL
Provide for the coverage of the sharp edges with a material that absorbs the impact in order to prevent the risk of injury
for bruises or fractures by shock against the same
Use the right tool; be careful for you and your neighbour or the man who helps you; wear gloves;
INFECTIONS CAUSED BY SMALL WOUNDS FROM THORNS, TEETH AND FINS OF FISH OR ACCIDENTAL CONTACT OF
POTENTIALLY DANGEROUS SPECIES IN SELECT (ELABORATION)
Check out the catch to be sure of the type of fish to be processed
Do not avoid even small wounds caused by fish thorns, teeth and fins or with the accidental contact with potentially
dangerous species.
Equip himself of safety glasses, resistant latex gloves and suitable clothing to protect the body from direct contact with
the caught.
Give training about marine species potentially dangerous
Use of protective gloves up to the elbows for reception and selection of catches.
Wear adapted gloves; Display with pictures of the dangerous species Instruction concerning how to treat correctly a
wounds ( ask to the captain or to the responsible of medical care, don't stay without treating (infection)
MACHINE FAILURE DUE TO LACK OF REGULAR MAINTENANCE
Carry the essential tools and spares onboard to make emergency ´repairs
Initial training of mechanics; presence of a “true” mechanic onboard; existence of a maintenance program respect of
the maintenance program;
Only enrol qualified and certified crewmen to handle the machinery room
Periodic preventive maintenance of the propulsion a steering systems.
MUSCULOSKELETAL INJURIES CAUSED BY REPETITIVE MANUAL MOVEMENTS, INCORRECT POSTURES AND MANUAL
HANDLING OF LOADS. OVERSTRAIN CAUSED BY POSTURAL PHYSICAL BURDEN WHILST STANDING FOR LONG PERIODS
Do warming exercises before doing tasks and during recesses.
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Ergonomics layout of the workplaces: height and depth of the work plans, of supply tub; Rotation on posts; Standing
workplace with support for the body; Regulation of working time and rest; Speed adjustment of the conveyors by the
operator ( not the machine)
It is recommended for workers to rotate tasks in order to use different groups of muscles.
Provide training on the right manual handling of cargo
Set a procedure to check the cleanliness and the order in the areas where cargoes are handled, with the aim to avoid
unnatural positions
Use tools in fine fettle, specially the sharpness of knives reduces the force needed.
Work should be organized so muscles are not over stressed, combining different tasks, rotating personnel and
implementing a system of resting time.
NAVIGATION WITH BAD WEATHER IN FREE NAVIGATION /TUG
If the storm increases, if possible, the ship will reduce its speed to avoid damage produced by the waves and the water
coming in board. If necessary change the course to heave the storm showing the bow to the waves so the ship can go
with reduced machine, the needed to travel. Prohibition to stand on upper deck.
In bad weather it is advisable to put to shelter the whole crew, then suspend the fishing activities and navigate towards
the coast up to the nearest port awaiting the storm ceases.
Initial training of all the captain ; Not alone in the wheelhouse
With bad weather conditions the boat speed will be lowered when crew are crossing the deck
OVERSTRAIN AND MUSCULOSKELETAL DISCOMFORT DUE TO POSTURAL PHYSICAL BURDEN WHEN THE WORK
INVOLVES STANDING FOR LONG PERIODS
Chairs must count with: adjustable seat height, back with a smooth protuberance to accommodate the lumbar region
and devices to adjust height and angle
Ergonomics layout of the wheelhouse;
Ergonomics layout of the working place; specific training to learn the best practices in using arms, body and legs
Ergonomics layout of the working places; Assistance handling; specific training to the good practices in using body, arms
and legs;
Ergonomics layout of the workstations; specific training on the good use of the body.
Follow all instructions for the handling of loads individually or collectively, respect the rest periods and arrange points
of support for improving the conditions of musculoskeletal work and comfort on board The sorting of the fish should be
performed standing with the aid of a working table rather than kneeling in the stern. Mechanical systems for the
processing / selection of the fish, allow a correct working posture.
Forbid to the crew to remain in the deck where passing the fishing net to avoid the danger of contact and entrapment.
Until the aforesaid precautions have not been taken by reviewing the logistics of mechanical on-board systems and the
net path for trolling, the crew must remain at a safe distance from fishing net.
Inserting emergency stop buttons, one positioned next the equipment (fishing net drum), the other in a protected and
central location, easy and quick to reach from the remaining crew.
It is recommended alternating sitting and standing postures during work.
Provide training on the right manual handling of cargo
Respect the measures for manual handling loads, specially straight back and flexed knees
Use of ergonomic chairs for sitting and standing positions in the bridge deck.
Use whenever possible equipment for lifting or moving loads.
Working in a standing position.
Follow all instructions for the handling of loads individually or collectively, respect the rest periods and arrange points
of support for improving the conditions of musculoskeletal work and comfort on board .
The sorting of the fish should be performed standing with the aid of a working table rather than kneeling in the stern.
Mechanical systems for the processing / selection of the fish, allow a correct working posture.
OVERSTRAIN DUE TO INADEQUATE CARGO HANDLING
Adhere to specific training on the handling of loads
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Elimination of edges and sharp objects
Follow all instructions for the handling of loads individually or collectively, respect the rest periods and arrange points
of support for improving the conditions of musculoskeletal work and comfort on board The sorting of the fish should be
performed standing with the aid of a working table rather than kneeling in the stern. Mechanical systems for the
processing / selection of the fish, allow a correct working posture.
For the correct movement and holding of loads the following instructions are to be followed: Evaluate the load. Decide
what to do with the load and with what means we dispose. Loads will be transported keeping the body upright and
close to the weight. The arms will be kept stretched down, not flexed and with the load suspended. The whole body will
turn when necessary taking small steps. The head and chin inwards. Use the own bodyweight to push or pull objects.
Use always when possible auxiliary mechanic devices for transportation. When the movement is made by two or more
persons improvisation must be avoided: a head of team must be designated who will command operations and
manoeuvres, taking in consideration all the steps described before. People making the transportation will have to be
located in the exact spot s for an even distribution of the cargo.
Mandating breaks during the unloading of the catch
Provide and mandating the use of suitable work clothing
Specific training exist in the maritime schools to learn the best practise in using your body, arms and legs to carry loads;
call a colleague if the load is to heavy; use as much as possible mechanical system (forklift, crane, electrical pallet truck)
or attended system (wheelbarrow, manual pallet truck) to carry; when preparing the loads respect ergonomics
recommendations : 25 kg max, loads with handles...
Use non-slip materials to coat the deck and all the boat walkways
OVERSTRAINING BY MANUAL HANDLING, REPETITIVE WORK AND UNSUITED POSTURES IN CLASSIFY (ELABORATION)
Ergonomics layout of the workplaces; Loads limits at 30 kg; Rotation of crewmen on various workplaces; Regulation of
time at work and rest by the captain
Follow all instructions for the handling of loads individually or collectively, respect the rest periods and arrange points
of support for improving the conditions of musculoskeletal work and comfort on board The sorting of the fish should be
performed standing with the aid of a working table rather than kneeling in the stern. Mechanical systems for the
processing / selection of the fish, allow a correct working posture.
OVERTURNING OF THE FORKLIFT AT THE DOCK IN PREPARING CARGO ON DOCK
Define a vehicle circulation area, making distinction from the staff passing area
Maintain a safe distance with other vehicles.
Reflective vests must be used in those works done near vehicles circulating
When moving with the forklift, if possible they will do it with the mast tilted behind and the handles at 15cm from the
floor
PHYSICAL AGENTS: NOISES
Check the noise level of the propulsion system for the navigation and for the hydraulic actuation of the winches and the
mechanical equipment of government and process; during the operations in the machine room is prescribed the use of
particular earmuffs devices.
For the lubrication of machines and parts of machines in contact with explosive or inflammable materials, lubricants
should be used that do not give rise to dangerous reactions in relation to the constitution and characteristics of the
materials.
In kind works that give rise to the formation of dust, of any kind, the employer is required to take appropriate measures
to prevent or reduce the development and spread of the dust in workplace. The measures adopted for this purpose
should take into account the nature of the dust and of their concentration in the atmosphere.
In outdoor jobs and short-term jobs and when the nature and concentration of dust does not require the
implementation of technical measures present in the previous steps and can not cause damage or inconvenience to
others, the organ of supervision may exempt the employer from the obligations provided above, by prescribing, in place
of these, personal protective equipment.
In the manufacture, handling, storage and transport of flammable or explosive materials, in places where there is
danger of explosion or fire due to the presence of gases, vapours or explosive or flammable dust, all the plants,
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machines, tools, utensils and mechanisms generally must not cause, during their use, dangerous overheating or
sparking.
It is advisable to install a soundproof protection which must be certified by the installer (declaration of conformity).
Provide and make mandatory the use of personal protective equipment (hearing protection). Reduce and minimize the
formation of vibration by eliminating or reducing the sources with sound absorbing materials.
Machines and equipment in which are carried out particularly dangerous operations, must have exposed instructions
for products or flammable materials, explosive, corrosive, harmful to temperatures, asphyxiating, irritant, toxic or
infectious, sharp or stinging, concerning the safety of specific processes.
Performing adjustments, maintenances, repairs and engine cleaning with no moving mechanical parts.
Personal media can also be prescribed by the supervisory organ in those operations where, for particular difficulties of a
technical nature, the above measures are not capable of effectively ensuring that workers are protected against dusts
Physical agents are : noise, vibration, wind, sun, cold and each need some recommendations which are in the initial
training of fishermen.
Regulation (European directive on noise); risk evaluation: noise measurements, time of exposure to different levels:
engine room, workshop, compressors, control room; soundproofed control room; hear protection adapted to the
measured noise level;
Respect the signs: noisy area wear your protections; respect the signs : confined space do not enter without preventing
your superior; respect distances with sources of the electromagnetic waves : radar, satellite antenna. Signalisations of
hot pieces, moving organs : radar, propeller shaft,...
Respect the signs: noisy area wear your protections; respect the signs: confined space do not enter without preventing
your superior;
The access for the normal maintenance and repair in parts of installations, equipment and machines, must be safe and
easy by the use of appropriate means, such as walkways, stairs or brackets or other suitable devices.
Use of hearing protection inside the engine room, signalling its use.
Usually the most intense noises on board a vessel come from the machine room, inside which are present the electrical
and hydraulic endothermic engines. There are also areas of blanket witch can accommodate some noisy machines. For
this reason should be carried an acoustic investigation and, where the noise level exceeds the permissible value of
continuous work condition, adopt collective protection to acoustically isolating the machinery spaces and possibly and
possibly the work areas on board where there are loud machinery. In the circumstance of having to access such spaces
(engine room) and having to work in very loud areas, adopt ear defenders devices.
Where it is not possible to replace the working material which causes dust, the working procedures must occur in an
enclosed system equipped with vacuum systems and dusts collection system, to prevent the dispersion of these. The
aspiration should be carried out immediately near the site of dust production. When the preventive measures
mentioned in the preceding paragraph, are not practical, and the nature of dusty material allows this, the material have
to be wet. Whatever the system adopted for the collection and suppression of the dusts, the employer is required to
prevent them may fall in the workplace.
POSSIBLE COLLISIONS WITH OTHER VESSELS IN FREE NAVIGATION AND TUG USE
Dispose of the life-saving and survival equipment required by the current laws
Dispose onboard the obligatory communication and navigation equipment
Initial training of all the captain ; respect of the international watchkeeping rules; regulation of working time and rest;
radars with alarm; not alone in the wheelhouse when bad weather (fog, rain)
Monitor all the equipment on board during the navigation and check, on a regular basis, the notices for adverse
weather conditions. Always guard the radio station and keep vigilant the sight navigation. Do not leave for a long time
the helm room unattended . Check the efficiency of navigation lights.
Obligation to manoeuvre the ship according goof maritime costumes, always complying with the current international
boarding rules
Optimum maintenance of the ships steering.
Take full precautions in night navigation and low visibility conditions
The automatic steering gear will not be used in restricted waters, nearby other vessels, when the visibility is reduced or
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in another danger situations, unless there is someone who can immediately take the manual override
POSSIBLE COLLISIONS WITH OTHER VESSELS ON TRAWLING
Dispose of the life-saving and survival equipment required by the current laws
Dispose onboard the obligatory communication and navigation equipment
Monitor all the equipment on board during the navigation and check, on a regular basis, the notices for adverse
weather conditions. Always guard the radio station and keep vigilant the sight navigation. Do not leave for a long time
the helm room unattended . Check the efficiency of navigation lights.
Obligation to manoeuvre the ship according goof maritime costumes, always complying with the current international
boarding rules
Take full precautions in night navigation and low visibility conditions
The same preventive measures than “navigation procedure” with the difference about the manoeuvrability of your
vessel. You must hoist a specific sign (international code of navigation) when you are trawling (in drag); When two
vessels which are trawling are closed and cross the two captains must be careful to hang the two trawls. If it happens,
the hauling will be very difficult and dangerous.
POSTURAL PHYSICAL BURDEN INHERENT IN THE WORKPLACE CAUSED BY AN IMPROPER ERGONOMIC DESIGN OF IT.
THIS SITUATION OCCURS WHILST STANDING USING DISPLAY SCREENS OF DATA (RADAR, COMPUTER, SOUND...)
CAUSING MUSCULOSKELETAL DISCOMFORT AND/OR VISUAL FATIGUE
Data visualization screens must be placed at a minimum distance of 400 mm from the user's eyes, and in a height so it
can be visualized within the space covered between the horizontal vision line and a line of 60º below the horizontal
Ergonomics layout of the wheelhouse watchkeeping and manoeuvre workplaces ( not painful postures and good vision);
Ergonomics computer screen to avoid visual fatigue (day and night); Ergonomics presentation of information on the
different screen : computers, radar, sounder, tracer drive...to catch quickly the right information and to avoid a lot of
round trip in the wheelhouse;
Ergonomics layout of the wheelhouse;
Follow all instructions for the handling of loads individually or collectively, respect the rest periods and arrange points
of support for improving the conditions of musculoskeletal work and comfort on board The sorting of the fish should be
performed standing with the aid of a working table rather than kneeling in the stern. Mechanical systems for the
processing / selection of the fish, allow a correct working posture.
It is recommended alternating sitting and standing postures during work.
Train and inform workers about the right use of data visualization screens, the disposition in the work space and the
inherent hazards related to a bad distribution
Use of ergonomic chairs for sitting and standing positions in the bridge deck.
PROJECTION OF ENTRAILS AND OFFAL DURING THE EVISCERATE IN EVISCERATE (ELABORATION)
Shield, curtain between the workplaces; Rinse eye not too far; Instructions (work properly)
Use of protective goggles in the evisceration of fish.
PROJECTION OF FRAGMENTS AND/OR PARTICLES DURING THE USE OF THE PRESSURE WASHER TO CLEAN THE
FISHING PARK IN CLEANING HOLDS (UNLOADING AT PORT)
High pressure jets can be dangerous if they are not properly used. Do not point the jet to people, working electrical
equipment or the device jet itself, do not point to himself to clean clothes or footwear
Mandatory use of safety goggles to protect from spills of water and other substances.
PROJECTION OF FRAGMENTS OR PARTICLES IN FUNCTIONING AND MAINTENANCE CONTROL
In kind of works that give rise to the formation of dust, of any kind, the employer is required to take appropriate
measures to prevent or reduce the development and spread of the dust in workplace. The measures adopted for this
purpose should take into account the nature of the dust and of their concentration in the atmosphere. Where it is not
possible to replace the working material which causes dust, the working procedures must occur in an enclosed system
equipped with vacuum systems and dusts collection system, to prevent the dispersion of these. The aspiration should
be carried out immediately near the site of dust production. When the preventive measures mentioned in the
preceding paragraph, are not practical, and the nature of dusty material allows this, the material have to be wet.
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Whatever the system adopted for the collection and suppression of the dusts, the employer is required to prevent them
may fall in the workplace. In outdoor jobs and short-term jobs and when the nature and concentration of dust does not
require the implementation of technical measures present in the previous steps and can not cause damage or
inconvenience to others, the organ of supervision may exempt the employer from the obligations provided above, by
prescribing, in place of these, personal protective equipment. Personal media can also be prescribed by the supervisory
organ in those operations where, for particular difficulties of a technical nature, the above measures are not capable of
effectively ensuring that workers are protected against dusts.
Wear goggles or full-face protection; be careful for you but also for other crewmen around you (use removable
bulkhead)
PROJECTION OF LIQUIDS DUE TO SPLASH OF FUEL THAT COULD OCCUR DURING THE CONNECTION/DISCONNECTION
THE BUNKER AND OPENING THE VALVES´ TANK IN BUNKERING
Be careful during connection/disconnection (professional gesture learned during mechanic training)
Equip himself of safety glasses, resistant latex gloves and suitable clothing to protect the body from direct contact with
the fuel, do not apply open flame or do not activate electro-mechanical elements that can emit sparks. Also, ventilate
the room before and during the operation of fuel levy to avoid the stagnation of the flammable gas
It is recommended to use safety goggles when connecting/disconnecting fill valves.
PSYCHOSOCIAL FACTORS CAUSED BY FATIGUE, LACK OF PRIVACY, DISTANCE FROM LOVED ONES, LIMITED SPACE,
LONG WORKING HOURS, LIGHTING, NOISE...
A correct sound insulation of the machinery room
Adequate lighting that does not lead to glares
Dining rooms will be furnished and will be arranged so they can also be used as a leisure rooms
Dorms equipped in a way to make the best comfort for their occupants
Ensure an appropriate temperature and ventilation inside the boat
Information and training about the risks and the use of hearing protection, more in particular in areas where noise
exceed 80 db
It is recommended that the tasks in the processing plant have rotation in order for the workers to be capable of doing
different tasks and avoid monotonous work.
It is recommended to establish working shifts, to improve the resting time and the long working hours.
Look out for the maintenance and revision of acoustic isolation for resting spaces to make rest and leisure possible(
when >60db) with the goal to reduce noise generation for not exceed 60dBA in cabins,65dBA in cabins, 65dBA in deck
bridge.
Signalling of affected areas.
Tests of the exposure to noises
These subjects are discuss in all maritime initial trainings. If you want to work during a long time at sea you know that it
could be difficult some days. Prevention is in the construction: single comfortable cabins, means of communication
(internet) and in the training of officers : good regulation between time at work and at rest.
PUT WITH THE THIRD TASK (DOORS)
Specific training: lifting, lashing
REJECTION OF OFFAL AND GUTS DURING THEIR HANDLING IN SELECT (ELABORATION)
Use of protective goggles in the selection and classification of catches.
SINKING DUE TO LOSS OF STABILITY, WATERWAYS, WEATHER CONDITIONS
All fishing gear and heavy loads will be store in low levels.
Carry life jackets for all the crew in the boat
Check before every navigation that in the cabin we have a life vest with light, batteries and whistle.
Do not over load with high loads that can endanger the stability of the vessel. Do not store fishing gear in the astern
structure of the ship or in store rooms(if not permitted by the competent authorities
Emergency drills should be performed periodically and logged in the logbook
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Keep in perfect condition all the safety equipment on board.
Periodic visual inspections of the life boats and the launching appliances (hydrostatic release units) verifying that they
are ready to be used
Periodically check the general alarm system.
Stability is a topic with a lot of hours of theoretical training for all the certificate which allow to be the captain of a
fishing vessels all crewmen have a specific practical training to stop waterways (stcwf)
Start periodically the performance of engines of rescue boats and check movement forward and back.
Take full precautions when navigating in adverse weather conditions. Guarantee a good state of the cargo in the ship
through an adequate ballast
The slip-hook in the area of launching the liferafts should be clean of rust, paint or nay other substance that can delay
the launching of the liferaft
There must be always on-duty staff on the bridge
STEPPING OVER OBJECTS IN LOADING/UNLOADING/MOVING
Take the time to store the tools and material.
The workplace floors and the places intended for the passage must not have holes or dangerous projections, the
movement and the transit of the embarked personnel must be ensured and safe. The floors and the thoroughfares
should not be cluttered with materials that obstruct the normal circulation. When, for obvious technical reasons, the
fixed and mobile obstacles in transit zones that can constitute a hazard to workers can’t be completely eliminated, must
be adequately signal
Use the circulation zone; order the circulation zone use portable lighting in the dark area;
STRANDED DUE TO THE APPROACH TO THE COAST AND/OR BEACH TOO MUCH CAUSED BY A POOR MAINTENANCE
OF THE PROBE
Avoid to approach too much to the shore
Initial training of all people allowed to be the captain of a fishing vessels : internal rules, use of navigation instruments,
speed,...; initial training of all crewmen (watchkeeping with captain or second) medical visit (watchkeeping) regulation
of working time and rest by the captain for people allowed to watchkeeping; alcohol and drugs forbidden onboard;
maintenance of the navigation instruments; instruction to use the “dead man” system; instruction to call the captain in
the difficult navigation area;
Optimum maintenance of the ships steering.
Periodic check of navigation systems.
Use of navigation charts of the areas of sailing.
STRANDED WITH BACKGROUND DURING THE APPROACH TO THE COAST AND/OR BEACH TOO QUICKLY, POOR
MAINTENANCE OF THE PROBE
Avoid to approach too much to the shore
Optimum maintenance of the ships steering.
Periodic check of navigation systems.
Use of navigation charts of the areas of sailing.
STRIKES AGAINST STATIONARY OBJECTS IN LOADING/UNLOADING
The workplace floors and the places intended for the passage must not have holes or dangerous projections, the
movement and the transit of the embarked personnel must be ensured and safe. The floors and the thoroughfares
should not be cluttered with materials that obstruct the normal circulation. When, for obvious technical reasons, the
fixed and mobile obstacles in transit zones that can constitute a hazard to workers can’t be completely eliminated, must
be adequately signal
STRIKES AGAINST STATIONARY OBJECTS IN MOVING ON BOARD
Areas for storage must be different of areas for the movement of crewmen; areas for movement must be in order and
cleaned; narrow or low way must be point out with “flashy” paint ( bright colour)
Obligation to use safety gloves when handling cargo manually
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Protection , smoothing and rounding of borders, or sharp edges.
The workplace floors and the places intended for the passage must not have holes or dangerous projections, the
movement and the transit of the embarked personnel must be ensured and safe. The floors and the thoroughfares
should not be cluttered with materials that obstruct the normal circulation. When, for obvious technical reasons, the
fixed and mobile obstacles in transit zones that can constitute a hazard to workers can’t be completely eliminated, must
be adequately signal
Working zone must be cleared from obstacles
STRIKING AGAINST STATIONARY OBJECTS DURING THE DRIVING WITH THE FORKLIFT IN PREPARING CARGO ON DOCK
Always tray to have good visibility of the path followed. If the cargo obstruct visibility, manoeuvre going backwards with
extreme precaution.
Daily check of brakes and direction.
If occasionally it is needed to manoeuvre backwards, precautions will be taken, and if necessary the forklift will be
guided by another person.
Install a rear mirror (central and sides) to ease the manoeuvres
Provide to the forklift a beacon light over the security gate, always turned on when it is working
Specific training for driver of forklift ( most of the crewmen have not followed this training
Walk slowly in wet or slippery floors.
SUDDEN RESTARTS OF THE EQUIPMENT WITH AN UNAUTHORIZED STARTING, CAUSING ACCIDENTS SUCH AS
ENTRAPMENT, CUTS IN SKINT (ELABORATION)
Confinement of lever, button, in a box; Instruction “ only one person (the user of the machine) is allowed to start it”;
In order to avoid accidental start-up of hydraulic systems, the pressure must be applied with single -acting valves that
return to the close position by spring or valves that adopt their position mechanically, for example due to the
mechanical drag of fluids over the shutting system as in the case of direct drive piloted non-return valves.
TERMAL CONTACTS IN COOK / WAIT ON/ CLEANING, MAINTENANCE, SARTING ENGINE
Cover with a low thermal transmission material the hottest elements, in order to avert the danger of burns
Cover with low thermal transmission material all hot surfaces
Lot of hot spots in a kitchen, you can't identify with a pictogram all of them, you must be careful; use adapted gloves;
Protection of the hot points; identifying hotspots; wear gloves and cloth with long sleeves and legs;
Signalling hot spots; use gloves
THE DROP OF THE DOOR DURING ITS MOVEMENT DEVELOPED BY THE CRANE DUE TO A DEFECTIVE CABLE AND
OTHER AUXILIARY ELEMENT (SLINGS, HOOKS....) CAUSES A BREAK, OR CRASH THAT CAUSES THE PRECIPITATION OF
THE LOAD IN THE PREPARING TRAWL DOORS
In order to prevent the load from falling, the following measures shall be taken: With respect to the strobe the stroking
shall be carried out in such a way that the load distribution is homogeneous so that the suspended part is in stable
equilibrium, avoiding the contact of strobes with sharp edges with the use of protection for cable, ropes or slings. The
angle that the strobes form with each other will not exceed 120 ° in any case, and it must be ensured that it is less than
90 °. In any case, it should be checked in the corresponding tables, that the payload for the formed angle is higher than
the actual load. Each of the auxiliary elements used in manoeuvres (slings, hooks, shackles, etc.) will have sufficient
load capacity to withstand, without deforming, the oscillations to which they will be subjected. Those cables whose
broken wires, counted along a length of cable shorter than 8 times its diameter, exceed 10% of the total . Regarding the
manoeuvring area, it shall be understood as covering all the space covered by the boom in its turn or trajectory, from
the point of mooring of the load to the positioning. This area must be free of obstructions and previously marked and
bounded to avoid personnel passing during the manoeuvre. If the passage of suspended loads on people can not be
avoided, previously established signals, generally of sound, will be used so that they can be warned from possible
detachments. Regarding the execution of the work in any manoeuvre there must be a manager, with the training and
capacity necessary to manage it, who will be responsible for its correct execution, which may be aided by one or more
manoeuvring helpers, if it is necessary. The crane operator should only obey the orders of the manoeuvre operator and
the helpers, who will be easily identifiable by distinctive or attire that distinguish them from the other operators. The
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orders will be issued by a code of gestures and their helpers as the crane operator, who in turn will respond by means
of acoustic or luminous signals. Generally, the signal code defined by Standard UNE 003 is used. During hoisting of the
load, the hook will be prevented from reaching the end of the crane structure, thus avoiding the premature wear due
to contacts that can lead to breakdowns and accidents.
It's prescribed the proper routine maintenance with careful visual examination of all the structural elements such as
lifting hooks, wires, rings, cuffs. It's also requires the insertion of steel wire rope or a chain as a safety element in case
that an object might break away for failure of a component. The crew must remain at a safe distance from the doors
and control the trajectory suspended through the use of special auctions to direct / guide the equipment during air
path.
Maintenance of all the cables and auxiliary elements uses to handle the doors; ergonomics layout of the console
commands (good vision); specific training: lifting, lashing
THERMAL CONTACTS WITH ELEMENTS OR LINES WITH HIGH TEMPERATURE IN UNDOCKING
Cover with low thermal transmission material all hot surfaces
Insulate those conductions or elements of the engine which are in a high temperature
Periodically check the insulation of the exhaust of engines.
Protection of the hot spots; display a pictograph of the risk of burns where protection is not possible; Wear clothes
which cover body, arms and legs; wear gloves.
Signalling the risk of hot surface in engine room.
Use of thermic protective gloves when working with hot parts of engines.
TRIPPING OVER OBJECTS, MATERIAL REMAINS, TOOLS…
Be careful, look ahead of you; storage instructions; lamp maintenance; portable or head lamp when insufficient lighting;
The path ways will be well illuminated, specially on deck.
Tools must be picked up and stored in their assigned spaces after being used
Working zone must be cleared from obstacles
WATER FALLING IN SAILING WITH A SMALL BOAT TO THE MAIN BOAT (SMALL TRAWLERS)
Respect the number of people and the load authorized in the little boat; give order for the position of each person; use
an outboard motor instead of oars if possible; wear a life jacket.
Use harness and lifeline + lifejacket if you must work without protection above the water.
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